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FINE START FOR MEN’S LEAGUE

This Man Would Save Mt. Katahdin From the R. Bliss Fuller To Head Knox-Lincoln Farm Members Taken On Realistic Tour To Holy Land
—Crowd Greets New President
Onslaughts Of Civilization
Bureau—Annual Meeting Here

Sergeant James Henry Duffey, 72,
veteran of three wars, added Rock
land, Me., to the list of places he
To the people of Maine:—
!snd then ask: is money, or the desire
The 19th annual meeting o^Knox- makers, and also presented the fol- The Baptist Men's League pried course It isn't necessary to say that
.
.
. .
.
. _ .
' has visited since he started out galllRecently in the gilded halls of for money, supposed to answer all ar- I.incoln County Farm Bureau was I lowing "kitchen contest" winners: the lid off a new season Thursday she had reference to the .“crater.”
(
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„
,,
.
,
j vanting 240,000 miles back.
His Congress, our representative Hon. guments and to discount all evils? held at the Rockland Community !lst- Mrs- Florence Allen, .Hope; 2d..
, .. , ,
| Accompanying it all was a mighty
night w th one of the best meetings
*
.
j ,,
roar, cinders, ashes and fire
I travels have carried him into nearly Ralph O. Brewster, sponsoreda bill ( It is admitted that this Is an ap- „ „Mrs. Nelson Hancock, Nobleboro.
Euilaing
with
an
attendance
of
700
1
the
organization
has
held
for
a
numNext
day
the
went to ln.
j every country in the Western Hemi- which would In its eventual execu- parently ultra-conservative viewThe awning, presented by the Rockpeople.
The
meeting
was
opened
by
ber
of
years.
The
large
attendance
specl
the
an
cient
ruins
of Pompeii,
sphere.
tion bring beneficence to hls native point, one that ls seldom expressed
land Awning Company, was present
had a dual significance—the desire covered at one time with 17 to 23
Sergt. Duffy hopes to receive | state. Being a loyal Down Easter, but often pondered. Whatever the President Lon Jewett of Head Tide. ed to Mrs. Hancock.
Nothing Is too high for the
daring of mortals: we storm
further treament for lungs, weakened that was doubtless his good inten- i reader may think, this article does Parker E. Worrey of Rockland led the
As this is the 25th Anniversary of tc give a proper greeting to the new feet of ashes and lava. Much work
heaven ItiefJ ln our folly.— — by gas at Chateau Thierry on July 7, tion. The essence of the measure not condemn the tourist trade. AlExtension work in the state, Mrs. president, I. Lawton Bray; and tire lias been done in the way of excavasinging,
with
Mrs.
Helen
Wentworth
Horace.
—
1918. He was in the battle of Mt. provided for the Nationalization of ready we must concede its being one
Mary Nash, Camden, and Ralph desire to hear Rev. J. Charles Mac tion and lt is even possible to see
of Hope at the piano.
the marks made by chariot wheels
Mihiel. He has been in the hospital the Katahdin area, not only thc of our greatest industries responsible
Conant. Rockland, first cooperators
The secretary and treasurer’s re in the county in this work explained Donald's lecture on "Palestine.” many centuries ago. Outlined, also,
in Chelsea. Mass., and In others in mountin itself, but the 500 square foi the circulation of thirty-five milmiles adjacent to it.
! lions of dollars in Maine every year. poi is, and budget of 1938 were pre about the early phases of Extension Recollections of the many fine sup- are the bodies of those who lost
different parts of the country.
Since then the silence of this State i Notwithstanding its success, however, sented by A. W. Gregory of Rockland. programs back In 1917.
1,1 connection with tlie their lives, together with thc ancient
Tall, gaunt and tanned by the sun
from which hls overseas cap offers has been broken only by an abnor- we all must acknowledge that lt does County Agent Wentworth dis John Gyger of Portland, President Lcague i"e,'tlnKs W “^o llave had ovens in which the baking was done.
little protection, the former Texan mally weak discussion which has at- possess numerous Injurious effects on cussed the dairy work that has been of the State Farm Bureau Feder- something to do with filling the 1 The great amphitheatre where
gladiators fought reminded Mr. Mac
claims service in the Spanish, Boxer tempted to represent both the pros our State and in regards to Katah- done in the county during the past ation discussed the work of the Ex- thrce tal)lesDonald of some of the major league
and World wars. He carries in hls and con6; yet the average State-of- j din; so let us study more completely year and presented following agricul tension Service and Farm Bureau in i
baseball parks.
pack a notebook, crammed with Mainer has not voiced his opinion the various possibilities of this cur- tural program for 1938; Agricultural the state, bringing out many interest
Economics:—Farm Inventories, Poul ing facts regarding the help that the
Egypt has two ways of entrance—
hundreds of letters of reference and even as though this was not his con- ! rent question.
try Accounts. Agricultural Engineer organization has done for the rural
by boat and by train. The desert
recommendation from many public cern. Such a condition should not
The assumption as offered is that ing:—Farm Sewage Disposal, Run
was lifeless. The tourists visited the
officals in all sections of the United long exist, and herein lies the pri
people of the county.
part of Alexandria where the body of
mary purpose of this article,—to Katahdin is in danger it needs to be ning Water for Farm and Home.
States, and has medals galore.
The following communities pre
Crops:
—
Better
Quality
Roughage.
awaken
the
consciousness
and
the
better
Preserved
and
protected,
and
King Tut was disinterred. Deaths
When President Roosevelt was Gov
sented programs: Singing, by Roscoe
which followed appealed to super
ernor of New [York Duffy obtained tame acquisescence of my native, lllal 11'"e stale of Maine ls incapable Have the Value of Manure. Dairy:— Barter of Boothbay; an original song
stitions and the remains were re
his autograph and intends to start State to the dangers inherent ln this ol df'in8 the same. For the time bs- D. H. I. A., Pasture Improvement. by Montsweag community on attend
ing let us accept such an assump Forestry:—Better Home Grounds,
stored to their original resting place.
toward the capital in the near future seemingly magnanimous proposal.
ing the Farm Bureau meeting In
Eight boxes, elaborately carved, were
It is said that wc should be proud tion. What then are the supposed FVm Woodlot Improvement. Orch Rockland; Mrs. Carl Hall of Bristol
tto obtain the Chief Executive's
Dust
Service, explained In a very interesting man
placed with the body.
merely because cf the nod of co.ide- r.hvantages If Katahdin were to oe ard:—Blueberry
signature once again.
converted into a national park?
Orchard Spray Service. Poultry: ner "Why I Joined the Farm Bureau,”
A little insurance is a lot better
The tourists rode on camels. “Queer
He never thumbs a ride but waits sension that the National Park £ei '■
National sponsorship would pro More Summer Eggs.
than none. But ADEQUATE in
Pullorum bringing out many of the helps that
things,'' Mr. MacDonald described
icc har. bestowed upon this idea. Yffor
the
motorist
to
offer
him
a
ride.
surance is the only form of COM
mote better protection and more ad- j clean
Flocks.
Miss
Esther the organization has been to her;
them. And they climbed 43 feet on
PLETE protection. Chances are He says that he has been over the but we should be and are more proud I equate preservation. Notice Is not
L.
Dunham,
home
demonstra

the side of the great Pyramid and
to
ignore
such
a
gesture.
your home is worth more than country so much that many motorists
Mrs. Harry Carlisle of North Edgethen followed its various Internal
when you bought it, but is your recognize him and offer him rides. thoughtful person senses immediately taken of the obvious fact that Katah- tion agent, discussed the clothing come community, gave a song.
insurance correspondingly larger? He travels by rail, boat and automo my secondary purpose: namely, the dln ls anciently endowed by na- work of the last year, and presented
ramifications, seeing the chambers
There were many exhibits, Mrs.
where Kings and Queens slumbered,
bile and says he will keep on traveling Baxter Grant shall never be listed ture t0 preserve iUelf' and who ques’ her program for 1938 which consisted John Gardner of Rockland on
and the excavations where robbers
among the national parks of our tions its being preserved a millenium of: Clothing:—Dressing the Children, "bouquets for winter," which brought
until he "drops in his shoes."
hence, not In all Its natural beauty to Sewing at Home, Care and Use of
dug for the treasures supposed to
INSURANCE
. *C.
He fluances his way by selling country.
out
many
of
the
different
ways
that
bs sure but in a better condition than Sewing Machine.
Foods:—School our native plants can be used this
have been burled with the Kings.
J
COUNSELLORS ■
small trinkets which he manufactures,
Not many years ago Maine began an>' national service will Insure? Lunches, Happy Healthy Growing
Always
it was cool for the Egyptians
and
says
he
is
liaving
a
wonderful
425 MAIN ST. * PHONE 98
time of year. There were also can
an advertising campaign in a vain True, measures of protection and Children, Good Nutrition for the ning exhlbts by the women's Farm Fresident I. Lawton Bray, who saw thoroughly understood the art of ventime.
endeavor to lure tourists to her nat preservation may ultimately be war Family III. Home Management:— Bureau; and the 4-H club canning Baptist Men's league start on the tlatlon.
The party visited the ancient
ural beauty, and once they were here, ranted by the State, but the na Kitchen Improvement, Household exhibits under the direction of Miss right foot
RETl'RN ENGAGEMENT
temples, and traveled underground
to soueeze as much out of them as tional vernacular of this calibre Buying, Home (Accounts; and Boys' Luclnda Rich „.H club agpnt Thf
possible. Financially this was to be usually implies a more insidious term, ar.d Girls' 4-H club work.
4-H club also had a sewing exhibit Everybody missed Past President among the ancient tombs. Caskets
considered "velvet'' all gain no loss. development.
The Square Meals for Health which showed the work that the 4-H Frank H. Ingraham and the League's which once contained mummefled
Most Entertaining Evening In Years:
Who is there who is not sufficiently ewards were announced by Mrs.
Unfortunately, we were soon to learn
girls have done during this past year, compliments and sympathies were bulls, and which were broken open
New Talent—First Grade Professionals:
by a Persian King who thought gold
! that these visitors had methods of acquainted with such with all of its Mildred Ricker of Nobleboro, county
Although many of the apple trees extended to him.
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 26—8 P. M.
squeezing also, and In the end we,tasteful t0 a11 lovers of Katahdin
foods leader. / These awards went to in Knox-Lincoln are dead, there was Secretary A E. Brunberg's month- was buried there, were seen.
did not gain something for nothing politlcaI and flnancial concomitants the following towns; The grand
Mr. MacDonald then briefly de
40c
COMMUNITY BUILDING
40c
Since then unmolested outsiders have would rapidly take place: networks award of having served the most a very good exhibit of apples, which ly report ran tlie usual gauntlet of scribed some of the places which are
Every Cent Toward Keeping the Building Open
assiduously established line of par. , of roads would be laid, entrance gates square meals went to Hope, having brought out the importance of friendly and humorous criticism, and especially familiar to the students of
126-128
McIntosh, Northern Spy, and Deli- the shaft launched by Milton M.
would be raised , accommodations
asitic towns along our coast, and
15
Blue Ribbons; Boothbay—13; cious, together with a few other vari- Griffin “floored' him for the first Biblical history—Tyre, Sidon, Leba
provided for both trailers and tents,
non, Damascus, the River Jordan, tho
many have gone to the extent of
Tenants' Harbor—13; Whitefield—13. eties. This was put on by the or- time within the memory of man.
numerous cabins would be construct
Sea of Oalilee, Jerusalem, Mount of
purchasing entire lakes and forest
Med Ribbons; Rockland—11. White chardlsts of Hope.
William 8. Gregory was admitted
ed. and finally well-marked trails and
LAST CALL
Olives, etc. On the Mount of Olives
tracts until at present many a Maine
Ribbons: Edgecomb—6; No. EdgeThe
State
Department
of
Agricul

to
membership.
even landscaping would follow to actaxpayer and guide is obliged to se
comb—6; Rockport—7; Sheepscot—8; ture, Augusta, had an exhibit on Mr. MacDonald's lecture was in the tourists read passages of Scrip
The Municipal Year Closes Oct. 31, 1937
; centuate what was our
natural
ture ’'and lt seemed as if we were tn
cure not only a license but also a
Simonton—6; Union—8.
"roadside markets.'' R. W. Stubbert, reality two lectures—one delivered
beauty.
Three months' interest at 6', starts November 1 on
personal permit from the owner be
Mrs. Alice True of Hope, the home representative of the State Depart- while the lights were still on, and the presence of Jesus.” Mr. MacDon
Certainly these would entice peo
ald also swam ln the Dead Sea.
fore he may fish in a Maine Lake.
all unpaid taxes
the other while motion pictures were
ple, the type whom we least desire management leader, explained about
At the conclusion of his lecture,
It is well known yet gullibly ac
outstanding farmers and home(Continued on Page Eight)
being shown. To say that his listen
to have, the type who would plug
Why not pay your taxes and keep your property free
every word of which possessed a fasci
cepted, that many of our coastal Roaring Rock and the Basin Ponds
ers spent two delightful hours is
nating interest, Mr. MacDonald
tt wns. or any towns where the tour with camp refuge, tobacco cans, and
of encumbrances?
putting the matter mildly.
showed three reels of motion picture
ist element has congregated, are
Tlie popular pastor of the First
films, showing scenes above referred
(Continued on Page Slx>
obliged to discontinue industries dur
Baptist Church planned his trip to
to and beautiful views of England and
ing the summer season and possible
the Holy Land two years ego, but
Scotland.
permanently because the visitor does
it never materialized because rival
j not choose to tolerate noise or the
factions there suddenly decided to
loss of his beloved seclusion. He
conduct a warfare in which tourists’
i likes to
superficially exhort the Such Plan Being Whipped
lives might have been sacrificed.
, quaintness of our fish weirs and our
Into Shape For Special
(This year the travelers slipped ln J. A. Pitman Tells Listeners
picturesque harbors, and may even
...................
while the Arabs and Jews had signed
Legislative Session
About Planning Board—
A regular $3.00 Value
go so far as to paint them or use
true friendliness. Mrs Ruth Colie- a temporary truce and were on their
The
Augusta
District
of
the
Maine
them as the setting of a story, but
New Member Welcomed
Special at—
A program designed to provide
Federation of Music Clubs, met Fri mer presided in the absence of Mrs K°°<1 behavior.
the fact Is continually evident that!
Strout, and much credit goes to Mrs.
B>' »•* of preface Mr MacDdnald
"new money" for continuance of old
The Rotary Club was glad Friday
the honest smell of fish is just too
day in this city, with supper served
Finished in Chrome Plate and Black Enamel
obnoxious to his nostrils. In the end a«« pension payments and improve5Q distrlct offlcers ln the unher- Bird and Mrs. Berry, who were co- sald he travcled 10 000 miles by wa’ to welcome its president Nell Fogg
chairmen of the entire arrangement. ter' and never lost a
he back from his enforced vacation due
Permanently Attached Cord
we reluctantly abandon the Indus- ment ln Maine school systems was
parloK
ublM
#
Mrs. Berry also serving as accom- added' was naturally very pleasing to sickness, but sorry to have his
tries, or move them, and still we com- being -whipped" into shape yesterday centerpiece of honey-dew snap-drag- panist.
to » Scotchman.
The Biggest Toaster Value On the Market!
place on that list taken by Its secre
placently associate ourselves with the by qqv |jewls o Barrows for pre- ons and numerous cream colored
The program:
: r,e made a totally unnecessary tary Louis Walker. Lester Sherman
irnnical motto, “Dirigo." If we are
sentation to the special Legislature candles burned in silver holders, cast- Plzno quartette. Unfinished
apology for the motion pictures he was another of Its members who have
eager to face reality we must ask:
Schubert was abofft to show, because of the
session beginning next Tuesday.
ing a warm light on a happy gather- Symphony.
Mrs Nettle Averill. Mrs Gertrude Parker ,
, . ,
. , . ,
,
_ ,u„ been on the sick roll who was wel
where is our self-respect as a State,
INE
CENT
Whether the amount of “new ing.
Mrs Faith Berry. Mrs Charlotte Hopkins fact that lie broke his glasses on tne comed back.
powt
’ern M°nH"rlL°nK
waV ovcr' and WaS UnaWe t0 Fead the
money" the legislators will be asked i A short business meeting was held VOCLo^
The speaker, Asbury Pitman, one
Love's ln My Heart
to raise would be similar to or some- j at table, with Mrs. Dora Bird presidMrs Ruth Hoch
figures which are so necessary in of the oldest members of the plan
127-128
Readings—Christopher
what less than that estimated neces- j ing, reports being given of the State Musical
the manipulation of a camera. He ning board of Salem, gave a very in
Robin at Buckingham Palace
In the Fashion
j had to do hls work by guess, and evi teresting talk of the w’ork of that
I sary for the two activities by the board meeting recently held at LewSaying Hls Prayers,
A A Milne
The Tenant's Harbor place where you Leg^^ture last winter was not di- iston. The guests then adjourned to
dently guessed well, for they came board, especially as lt has worked out
Mrs Beulah Ames
Chorus
—
The
Old
Road.
found such good ‘T.ats" thk summer, vulged by the
M he worked' the vestry, where a program aboundCadman 0Ut' VCry dlsl*ncl,1y on llle screenIn Salem and other cities. He cited
Joy,
closes Sunday night.
Oandlner Choral Society
I Arriving in the Holy Land he was thc fact that In the old days of
127-lt 1 speedily but cautiously on his pro- ,ng in talent, was given, each numMrs
Zllhaetta
Potter,
conducting
' posed plan.
j ber proclaiming the true artist.
grott 1 bundled into a taxi, and was carried Pompeii they evidently had one way
Vocal—Hcstacy.
Owners of Installment Shares of Rockland Loan and Budding As
A Bowl of Roses,
Clarke ' about so fast that It was impossible streets. He cited the cities of New
sociation are now receiving the NINETY-EIGHTH SEMI-ANNUAL
The legislators last winter, in en- The Gardiner choral group, led by
Mrs Lillian Joyce
DIVIDEND at the rate of FOUR PER CENT PER ANNUM. These
j acting a 2 percent sales tax law, Mrs. Zilphaetta Potter, premiere Plano—Seguedllla.
Aibeniz to make pictures. And in many im- York, Philadelphia and especially
shares may be obtained at any time and paid for at the rate of $1.00
Etude In C Minor,
Chopin portant, places darkness had fallen
which was subsequently defeated by 1 conductor and talented musician,
Washington as well planned cities.
Miss Ruth Dondis
per month on each share.
Violin—Andante and Melody,
Oerrlck when the tourists arrived.
the
electorate
in
a
referendum,
esti-1
was
composed
of
29
well
balanced
One of the chief needs of any modern
DIVIDENDS
The Cuckoo,
Ramcan
“I'm going agtin some time," said city is a good planning board which
mated $1.500 000 for 1938 and $2.000,-j voices, blending perfectly, their clear
Dividends are added to these payments every six months and have
Miss Bertha Luce
Mrs Ruth Sanborn, acc.
Mr. MacDonald, "and then I will will help build and maintain not alpne
never been less than FOUR PER CENT per annum.
000 for 1939 would be needed for old' enunciation, smooth attacks and Chorus—
Blue Danube Waltzes,
PREPAID SHARES
i age pensions, with $500,000 annually melodic phrasing being noticably well
Strauss-Llchner center on the essential places."
for the present but for the future.
A NEW FEATURE. Prepaid Share Certificates are issued for a
Gardiner Chorus
AT
I for education.
done. Mrs. Potter's number, which
On the Steamship Rex. which car The new member, Joseph Robin
Con. Mrs, Pottere
cash payment of $200.00 per share. Semi-annual dividends on these
ried the American tourists, were 600 son, was given a hearty welcome.
The Chief Executive indicated hls she played Thursday at a convention Musical Reading—The Selfish
shares at the rate of THREE PER CENT per annum are paid in
Giant,
Wilde
Italian boys selected front New York
1 program would not be completed in 'Providence, was given with distinc
cash in April and October.
Mrs Helen Wentworth
Guests yesterday were Mark Smleh,
Plano—Hungarian Rhapsody . In
Some of your neighbors have been dealing with us for a half cen
Turn Right at Grassy Pond, South until possibly Monday.
schools
—going for a personal meeting Salem. Mass.; Frank E. Poland. Bos
tive artistry.
C Major
tury. Ask them.
Hope, off Route 17; Look for Signs:
with Tremier Mussolini, then to be ton; Perley Brackett, Concord, N. H.;
Mrs Zllhaetta Potter. Gardiner
Meanwhile, he maintained absolute The entire program brought forth
Hunting Rifles and Shot Guns
silence as to what kind of revenue such favorable comments, that a brief C°Eyeined choru*”Thv Bfaml£la(.DnW(,|1 sent on a sightseeing tour of Italy. E, L. True, Camden; Bill Jellison,
8unshlne and Happiness,
Ole Speaks , "Around New York tonight are 600
All Shot Gun Shells Furnished At program he planned to offer. The summary is surely due all particl
Damariscotta; J. Asbury Pitman,
___________
; Italian boys who are yelling their Salem, Mass. Fred Kaler of Waldo
ROCKLAND, MAINE
content of the message he will de pants.
18 SCHOOL STREET,
Field
l24Stf
heads off for Mussolini, who is think boro was a visitor.
liver at a joint convention of the The piano quartett, given by our
STEEPIN' ON IT
Bring Y’our Own Rifle and
ing not of today, but tomorrow. Mr.
own Rockland musicians was splen
lawmakers also was kept secret.
Ammunition
did tn the extreme and was followed Maine's Gas Tax Receipts IasI MacDonald learned also of a large
Meantime
State
Master
F.
Ardine
REFRESHMENTS SERVED
Month Far Ahead Of I>ast Year i group of girls who were going to see YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Richardson of the Maine State by Mrs. Hoch, whose sweet voice was
Sponsored by Eastern Division
------i Mussolini and "sound the glory of
| Grange was on record as having said heard to advantage in two vocal solos.
NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/
If I had my Ilf© to live again I would
Rifle Club
have made a rule to read some poetry
Maine's gas tax receipts tor Sep- Italy."
the Grange would insist the Legisla- The musical readings of Mrs. Ames
»ATE$i
and listen to some music at least once
Jtnqle
ture enact a state income tax law (ond Mrs. Wentworth were both hu- tember of this year, increased $35,- The speaker pictured the tourists' a week. The loss of these tastes la •
to Your hotel in BOSTON
in an effort to provide the additional morous and dramatic and of course, 746 over those of a similar period a thrill when they got their first 'oss of happiness. —Charles Darwin.
funds.
thoroughly enjoyed. The clear so year ago. Receipts for last month glimpse of the Azores, after four days
KINDNESS DURING LIFE
ALL «OOM| WITH |AT«
500 Rooms
Richardson, in an address Thurs prano voice of Mrs. Joyce was excel totaled $609,991 compared to $574,245 a! sea, and he painted a vivid pic I would rather have one little rcse
w«Uy mUi
Prom the garden of a friend.
day night before the North Franklin lent in her chosen selections and Miss for a corresponding period in 1936. ture of Gibraltar under a full moon, Than
to have the choicest llower3
with
many
warships
in
the
harbor,
The
division
also
reported
that
re

Dondis,
one
of
the
youngest
club
When my stay on earth must end.
RADIO
Pomona Orange, said the State or
SERVIDOR
ganization felt an income tax would members, displayed brilliance, finish ceipts for the first nine months of and a squadron of aifplanes going I would rather have one pleasant word
In kindness said to me.
TUB’♦♦SHOWER
reduce real property levies, adding and marked improvement in her this year increased $415,904 over those through maneuvers overhead.
flattery when my heart Is still
of a similar period last year. Re Then into thc beautiful Mediter Than
''reasonable'’ luxury taxes also would piano numbers.
And life has ceasod to be.
ranean.
"See
Naples
and
die.
”
ceipts
so
far
this
year
totaled
$4,433,be favored.
Miss Luce, violinist, always a strong
I would rather have a Io\tng smile
From friends I know are trui.
The sales tax, defeated in the Aug attraction, was delightful and was 709 compared to $4,017,805 for the Mr. MacDonald wanted to see
The Maurice Derry Barber Shop
Than tears shed around my casket
« NORTH STATION
has moved across the street to the
Vesuvius
and
as
he
crossed
over
the
same
period
in
1936.
16 referendum, was opposed by ably supported by Mrs. Sanborn as
When this world Ive bid aidleu.
STEP-/rd/nyflvr TRAIN* fROOM*
Receipts last month were somewhat J old crater he felt the heat coming
Grange officers.
accompanist. The finale, given by
THORNDIKE SHOP
Bring me all your flowers today—
HAIRCUTS 35 CENTS
Neither Gov. Barrows nor legisla the combined choruses of Oardiner less than those of August due to an' up through his shoes. He told of the Whether pink, or white, or red;
Entrances from Thorndike Hotel
rather have one blossom now
tive
leaders would predict how long and Rockland brought to a grand Increase in summer tourist travel. | little girl who said she wanted to I’dThan
and Irom Tillson Ave., at Main St.
a truckload when I'm dead.
126>13«
see "the creator smoking.” And of
the special session would last,
close, an evening of happiness and officials .‘■.aid.
—Anou.
!

r.CMORANCOJl

W. P. A. VAUDEVILLE TROUPE

AUGUSTA DISTRICT MET HERE

Provide New Money

Bread Toasters
1JL

raAma

“RUTH'S”

NINETY-EIGHTH DIVIDEND

TURKEY SHOOT
Sunday, Oct. 24

Will Lothrop’s Farm

Rockland Loan and Building Association

DERRY MOVES

A Program Abounding In Talent Presented In
the Universalist Vestry

The Rotary Club

The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

I will mention the loving kindness
of the Lord.—Isa. 63:7.

Every-Other-Day
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WHAT’S DOING AT THE BUILDING

At The High School
(By the Pupils)

MiHiccnt Oakes, a sophomore, who
underwent an appendicitis operation
at Knox Hospital, ls convalescing at
her home.

Political Gossip
Senator Fernald Is Plowing

the Ground For 1938—

Dorothy Melvin received first prize
and Priscilla McCaslin and Gilberta
Mair tied for second prize in the re
carnation sale held under the
. **! cent carnatic
John Ranlett.
77J erection of Mrs.
S

Other Matte: s

Membership cards for a Fernald
for Governor Club of which Charles
C Worth, of Stockton Springs is
t M
_____ J
In a recent communication from
president, were received in Rockland i
Northeastern University to Principal
Thursday. In the envelope contain
Eiaisdell. the following information is
ing cards for friends of Sen. Roy L.
given: Kenneth I. Orcutt, an alumnus
Fernald. of Winterport, to “enroll t
or the Rcckland H.gh School, received '
last June the degree Bachelor ot
as a member' in the club were re
Science in Chemical Engineering from
prints frem several State papers
| the faculty of the College of Engi
special articles on the senator and
neering, Northeastern University.
an 18-page booklet with excerpts
The Farm Bureau meeting was a
It is planned to have the flag pole
frpm the record and speeches of revelation to Rockland folk of the in place next week. It will be set to ! While at Northeastern Mr. Orcutt
was a member of Maine Club for two
Senator Fernald.
service that can be and is being ren- the right of the main entrance in the
I years and the American Chemical
Senator Fernald has
i«> informed
nuv.uitu dered by community Building. It lawn.
i Society fcr flve years.
friends this his decision on entering > hand]ed the grea. throng with ease
• o 0 o
• • • ■
the primaries this coming election and comfort givlng the Knox €ounty
When the building was in process
against Gov. Lewis O. Barrows, ir.- grQUp a cbance to be one large famThe students were privleged to hear
Etead of following his previously an- . .Jy R hoped thjg wUJ
the {irst of erection there was much agitation at the assembly Tuesday morning,
nounced intention of being, a can i- cJ a seriea oj ]arge group meetings for removing the large elm tree on the pupds of MLss Lotte MacLaughlin
date in 1943. will depend fo a large snd conventjons community Build- the Union-Limerock street corner. who presented the following delight- i
Several members of the Rockland
extent upon the returns rom a
g unjtes with the Chamber of Com- Garden rinh MmiiitH cn th. rnnt ful program: chorus; contralto solo
novel campaign now being waged.
’
extendlng a cordial wel’ COnsulted cn the mat’ "Only a Year Ago,’’ Mrs. Hazel At
Wherever he speaks now he has
6 ‘n *X *“l g
We
sprang instantly to arms ln de
wood; soprano soles. "Sweet Songs of
ballots passed around and a straw
SU
.
{ense of the tree. -Ihe wisdom of
Long Ago.' and "Love's in My Heart. ”
vote taken. The names of Barrows,
A11 arrangements are completed for I ‘heir jU£&mcnt has ***« borne out Mrs. Ruth Hoch; contralto solo
Brann and Fernald appear on the the WPA vaudeville show Tuesday ty lhe beauty of the tree ln its sum' •Ashes of Roses,' Mrs. Marjorie
ballots.
night. The proceeds go toward oper- , mar and autunuia’ dress. It is in- Glidden; soprano solo. "A Bowl of
• • • ’
iating expenses of the Building.
,ya“8ble t0 ?he aP’*8ranee of the
Roses," Mrs. Lillian Joyce; contralto
Senator Lester H Clee, of Essex,
....
building and the shadowed lawn.
solo. “Longing. Dear. For You," and
Republican candidate for Governor
j,
interesting to note that vari• • • •
"Shoes," Mrs. Netttie Bird Frost;
of New Jersey in reiterating
hls ous meetings of widely diversified
The Rockland Theatre Guild is reading, “The Selfish Giant.'' and
stand for economy in government character can be held ln the building away to a lusty start and promises "How the Rose Got Red.' Mrs Helen
and no new taxes, predicted not only at the same time without interfer- exceedingly well for the future. Such Wentworth; chcrus. "Sunshine and
his own election on Nov .2. but also ence
groups are important members of
Heppiness." Mrs. Charlotte Kopkin
that of a Republican Legislature.
'
• • • •
Community Building's family.
was accompanist. Devotional ex- >
• • • •
I A very beautiful old Roman chair
....
excises were led by Vivian Oakes
Twelve thousand Republicans par- i bas jjppn presented to the building
ticipated Tuesday night, despite by
Augustus D. Bird.
The sound system for the budding Much appreciation was felt and •
a steady downpour, in a rally at the
....
must be worked out by experiment, manifested for the talent shown, and
Mineola Fair Grounds at which every A glance at the appointment book trial and error All the experiments for the efforts of Miss MacLaughlin
Nassau County Republican candidate shows four rentals of the building for wdl probably be trials and several' in n.aking the program possible
for office was present. The rain failed next week and 36 separate rentals ar- may be errors, but in the end the:
to stop the crowd, which overflowed ranged for November though of problem will be conquered. Accoustics ! More than 233 Senior High students
from the grandstand onto the field, course this includes the church group constitute a field of science in itself I bought tickets for the Farmington
from setting off fireworks, holding 1 series which uses the auditorium and and the new system must do the job : High game, and school was dismissei
torchlight parades and ringing cow two other rooms. An interesting fea satisfactorily under the widely vary- i Friday at 2.30, forming a parade to
bells. Two women from the Oyster ture of the crusade will be the use of lag conditions the auditorium faces. Community Park. Tickets were re
price.
Bay delegation rede a large ele one room as a nursery where chil Very little trouble was encountered duced to an attractive
• • • •
,
during
most
of
the
Farm
Bureau
i
dren
may
be
left
under
careful
su

phant.
• • • •
pervision while parents attend the meeting, though one spell footstep ■ The Junior High assembly program
prepared by the students of Room 10A national "anti-Roosevelt" con services.
echoes went on a rampage.
11 under the direction of Misvention to be held next spring and ,
Nichols and Mr. Rossnagel consisted
composed of elements that oppose the i
I tette, with a repertoire of popular
of o radio sketch written by Walter
New Deal—without regard to party—
I songs which develops into a grand
P.utler. grade 8, "Untastable Coffee
was proposed Thursday by ex- Sena
I opera sextette by the addition of two
tor Walter E. Edge of New Jersey, a Remarkable Show Next Tues ’ female voices of unusual quality; Piesents Major Blows And His Ama
teurs.” Walter Butler acted as sta
enttime influential figure in Repub
day Night At Community Bart Crawford The Minstrel Man. tion announcer E’.wocd Hewitt called
lican quarters. Edge advanced his idea
....
1 and The Hill Billy Frolic in which a
as a substitute for the purely Repub
number of specialties, built to create the amateur numbers, with Ernes'.
Dcr.dis as Major Blows.
lican convention, which ex-President
laughter of the hilarious type are in
Donald L. Kelsey, chairman of the
Numbers presented were: clarinet
Herbert Hoover has been advocating,
troduced by Ray Hemmingway. Rita
and which is opposed by Gov. Alf M. WPA Vaudeville Show, announces Knight, J Almond Whitney, Danny solo. Miriam Dorman; harmonica
Landon, the 1936 standard-bearer. that arrangements have been com Manos. Mary Jenks. Jack Lawrence. number. Eugene Stickney and Robert
Senator William E. Borah of Idaho pleted to bring the Federa! The Henry Litchfield and Flo Finnegan. Brackett; solo, "Roll Along Prairie
and other Republican elements.
The orchestra is under the able di Moen,' Nancy Howard; bugle calls.
atre Project of Maine to Community
• • • •
rection of Birge Peterson, with Her Dudley Harvey: tap dance, Helen
Another 1940 Presidential boom was Building for one performance only bert L. Swift, veteran vaudevillian, as Ingerson; violin due. Calvin Sherman
set on foot Thursday this time for cn the evening of Tuesday, October a most engaging master of cere- and Phillip French; solo. "Four
Thousand Years Ago," Virginia
Cordell Hull 66-year-old Secretary of 2Sth, and promises a delightful sur- monjgg
State. The Tennessee Senate, in ses prise in high class professional mu- j The entire net proceeds of the af- White: humcrcus readings. Barbara
sion at Nashville, unanimously adopt sical revue and vaudeville when the ’ fair will go directly toward keeping Lamb; harmonica solo, Joseph Anas
ed a resolution indorsing the Secre W.P.A. group appears with their large Community Building in operation.i.e., tasio; saxophone sole. Harrison Dow;
tary as the Democratic candidate for company of artists, under the aus-: fuel, light, janitor service, etc. The solo. Margaret Havener; novelty
1943.
pices of Community Building Inc. is an improved group over that which sketch. Edward Harriman and Eugene
Friends cf Senator Alben W. Bark
This performance, supervised by scored such a hit here last December Stickney; duet, Richard Sukeforth
ley, of Kentucky, the Administra State Director Albert L. Hickey, is when Community Building was for and Charles Breen; reading, “Roses
tion's floor leader, welcomed him a scheduled to start at 8 p. m. and in mally opened. Seats will not be Is Red," Milton Robarts and Dcuglas
few days ago on his return from a cludes a variety of new song and checked. A High School delegation Ccoper,
John Storer and Bertram Snow
European trip as their choice for dance numbers comedy skits, instru has contributed its services as ushers.
__
! acted as stage managers. Sheldon
the 1940 race. Senator Earkley dis mental novelties, and frothy musical
avowed Presidential aspirations, al revue. Among the featured players a
I wonder why a woman always tells Billings conducted devotional exthough it is known that he 1s favored aic the eccentric comedy and dancing everything she's told?
ercises and announced the program.
by many of the President's New Deal team of Banks & Patterson. The Two
You mean she can't keep a secret?
gure
The regular meetmg of Troop 203
advisers of strong left tendencies.
Martinis in gladiatorial circus athletic
was held Tuesday evening with 24
I novelty; Gladstone and Stuber, in a
That's and easy one. A woman has
scouts present. As there was basket
GOSH ALL HEMLOCK!
j comedy skit; Clawson and Jenkins.1 but two views of a secret—either it's
ball practice in the gym. the usual
Banjoists Supreme; Tina Saskell, in tco good to keep cr it isn't worth
Just See What They Had To Eat at
cider
of the meeting was necessarily
acrobatic dancing; Our Own Quar- keeping—Sarita Fe Magazine
No. Whitefield Game Supper
changed. Fred Burpee was voted into
the treop. An interesting talk was
Nobody went hungry at a game
given by Richard Spear cn his trip to
supper in North Whitefield Thursday
the National Jamboree in Washing
night, when 833 pounds of chicken,
ton. D. C. this summer. Mr. Steeves,
203 pounds of roast bear meat and
a life guard, visited the troop, and at
nearly 140 pies were consumed by
the next meeting he will talk on life
6C0 persons at a meal requiring flve
saving and rescues. Games were
hours to serve.
played and the meeting was closed
Other items comprising the menu
at £ p. m by pledging allegiance to
were a barrel of sweet potatoes, sev
the flag, and by giving the Scout oath
eral bushels white potatoes, 100
p.nd laws. Today the scouts are hik
pounds turnips and squash, hundreds
ing to their camp in South Thomas
pies made of squirrel, partridge and
ton.—Charles Libby
woodcock meat, and a bushel of cran
A good friend is often a bad executor,
berries made into sauce.
Members of the faculty enjoyed the
as court records plentifully show.
Tbe occasion was the 44th annual
hospitality of Miss Salmond and Miss
game supper of the Whitefield Fish
Stahl at a Faculty Tea given at their
Unless you have a friend who is a
and Game Club.
apartment cn Summer street, after
unique combination of lawyer, accoun
The bear meat was provided by
yesterday's game with Farmington
tant, real estate agent and tax expert,
Mr. and Mrs. Harry L. Chase, who
, High.
brought back a bear from a weekend
• • • •
with a longer lifeline than you have
hunting trip at Kingfleld.
Girls' basketball practice began
— don't name him as your Executor.
this week with almost fifty girls
Instead, have your lawyer draw your
ROCKED BY QUAKE
present. With Eugenia Brault as
Will, appointing this institution as Ex
manager, Miss Salmond as chapercn.
Mrs. H. C. Quinn Ls Sure That One
Bill Sullivan as coach, and the able
ecutor and Trustee. You will then have
Tackled Eagle Lsland Oct. 12
assistance of James Connellan a good
the assurance of faithful professional
basketball season is in view.
Roger L. Arringdale. director of the
handling of the intricate and highly• • « •
Portland
Seismograph
Station,
Henry. Moorlan of Matinicus and
technical problems involved.
Thursday received a letter from Mrs.
Cliarlottet Lord of Bridgton have
In the interests of your heirs appoint
H.C. Quinn of Eagle Lsland. Penob
entered the freshman class.
scot Bay, describing an earthquake
• • • •
a Corporate Executor and Trustee.
which shook her home early the
Ethel Hayes has Deen school ste
morning of Oct. 12.
nographer this week.
Mr. Arringdale forwarded the let- 1
Members of debating club of last
ter to L. Don Leet, director of the
(year attended the intercollegiate
Harvard University Seismograph Sta
debate between Bates College and
tion. Mrs. Quinn said that the
ItOCKLAND, CAMDEN, UNION, VINALHAVEN, WARREN
Vermont University at Little Theatre,
tremors occurred at 2.30 a. m. and
i Lewiston, Thursday evening. Patricia
also were felt by a neighbor.
| Hall, Harold Dondis. Inez Bowley.
“It was like riding on a train," she j
(Doris
Borgerson, and Ethel Hayes
yrrote to Mr. Arringdale.

Under the new beauty of
Buick, modern engineering
makes history, co-starring
the DyNAFlASH ENGINE end

Torque-Free Springing

W

HAT

HAPPENS

inside

the

1938 Buick engine happens no

The spark that leaps through that
compact storm-center sets off a flash

life

ing cyclone of power, exploding with

wheel-slip.

turnadic force!

through

power-wasting

need of grease and without “seize”

aware of power that is livelier and

from rust, dirt, water or ice, springs

more brilliant because gasoline is giv

keep their gentle, even cushioning for

ing up more performance than it ever

the life of the car.

gave up to motorists before!

YES, IT IS a great story, the story
TO

That is not advertising language, it is
cold-steel engineering fact.

MATCH

this

incomparable

stride, Buick engineers now give you
a kind of springing you will likewise

Speeding through the raceways of the

manifold, the fuel

away

Through winter and summer, without

Sitting in the driver's seat you become

where else in the world.

intake

Rear tires no longer scuff half their

find on no other car in the world.

speeds around 2S0 miles an hour.

the 1938 Buick.

So great a story that it obscures half
a score of other advances, themselves

mixture

I’apor hurricanes into the cylinders at

of these twin engineering triumphs in

Poised on jarless coils of easy-flexing

enough to make any car a wonderful

steel, Buick floats free of bobble, jar,

buy.

chatter, jounce.

We invite you to learn more about

A s it sweeps past streamline valve con
tours, a scientifically designed Turbu-

The car will not over-steer or under-

them this week at any Buick show

lator, built into the piston face, flings it

steer—skidding, even

room.

on icy

high-

W. P. A. Vaudeville

Budding

Settling an Estate-is

no job for an Amateur

KNOX COUNTY TRUST CO.

712 MAIN STREET

C. W. HOPKINS, INC-

ROCKLAND, ME.

were accompanied by Miss Additon, most tickets, and a free ticket fcr
Bartlett. If happiness was ever exj-pressed it was plainly seen on this
Mr. and Mrs. Archie Bowley, and Mr., everyone selling ten.
• • « *
little tot.
and Mrs. Carl Borgerson. The ques
The
basketball
season is coming Pleasant Valley Folks Score
tion debated was "Resolved: That
All said and ever with, it was a
‘i^reat time and a heap of old fash
the several states should adopt uni soon, and it was decided to have all
Another
Success,
and
the
cameral legislation; which is the the league games except that with
ioned hard work by the few who
Kiddies Benefit
question to be debated by High Rockport at the Community Building.
j have the interest of this Grange at
Schools throughout the country this There will be rto season tickets.
i heart. Four of this order's ambi
Pleasant Valley Grange at the tious ladies are responsible for the
year.
• • • •
head of Talbot avenue went over the supper, even to making the pies, and
top again when its annual bazaar that's saying something. But they
Kathleen Drake and Harriet Rich
i was held afternoon and evening of say it was worth it, and certainly
ardson worked at the Red Cross
And Some Editorial Com iCct. 15. The various booths gave a
room Thursday afternoon.
credit should go to those deserving
ments Concerning “This festive air with their variety of , er ;t.
• • • •
The committee for 1937, wishes to
At the fortnightly teachers' meet
Nightmare, Social Vision” cclors. and there was plenty of action
| from the time it began, until 12 mid- express Its sincere appreciation to
ing held in the library Monday. Prin
i night.
everyone who helped in any way.
cipal Blaisdell discussed recent pub Editor of The Courier-Gazette;—
Part of the proceeds will be given
lications "Talks to Beginning Teach- ’ Back in 1935 the Boise Valley Her ' A delicious chicken pie supper was
j served in the lower hall, and plenty I tc Supt. Cumming who will see that
ers of English” and “Letters from '
ald of Idaho printed this note:
of it; Three times the tables were deserving kiddies get footwear.
Principal Patterson to His Son;'
“Just as another instance of how set. as fast as possible and the hun Again, the Grange thanks you for
• • • •
small the old U.S.A. is after all. we gry crowd was well served.
helping them help some one else.
The High School Band made a
A
fine
entertainment
was
given,
------------------note
that
after
publishing
a
letter
good shewing when they rendered
The old hand engine and hose
three numbers at the PT.A. meeting from Norman V/. Lermond of Thom dancing followed and the music the
best in this part of the globe, consist \>agon which attracted the attention
Monday evening.
aston. Maine, a tew weeks ago, our
ing of Del Babbidge Ken Daggett, of many passers-by on Elm street for
• • • •
near neighbor, Rev. Mr. Derbyshire
Charles Babbidge, Ken Wing. Vern t several years has been sold by Ernest
All students were presented with a, told us that some 18 or 20 years ago
ard Barnes. Frank Babbidge and Ken j C. Davis to the Insurance Co., of
card Tuesday entitling them to six he used occasionally to attend church
Carroll. Auctions were held, the doll North America and is now on exhib
bottles of Coca Cola free, with a gatherings at Thomaston. Maine, and
from the plant booth going to little ition at the State Museum in New
charge for bottles.
knew a young man by that name.’’
Norene Bartlett, a miss of five, and Orleans. It was built in 1838, and
• • « •
Unto The Third Generation
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Norris epe from the Kennebec.
Forty girls reported at the basket
Praising the Administration’s "So
ball meeting held with Miss Salmond,
cial Security" bill, the New York
chaperone, in regard to basketball in
Times editor remarks that "we cannot
surance. The first game takes place
expect the millenium at a single
Dec. 14, with Rockport at Rockland.
bound." Indeed not! The act would
• • • •
seem to perpetuate poverty ad in
Next Tuesday afternoon at 1.30. finitum. Today the Nation's'prcducthe first in a scries of assem tive capacity could provide every
blies will be held with Charles C. family with at least $6003 a year; f ill
Gorst as the entertainer, ln addi Installation of modern machinery
tion to being an artist and an au would double this figure within a few
• - .* •:x' '• •
thority on birds, he is a marvelous years, yet this bill (which is now a
whistler and can accurately imitate law) offers workers some $30 a month
the songs and ,calls of over three after they have worked a lifetime.
hundred varieties of birds. Mr. Gorst
EASIER—because accurate sizing of D&ll Anthra
Worst still, this money must be
will also show pictures in conjunction
“saved" out of current income, while
cite assures steady, even heat. . . heat that’s easywith the lecture and imitations.
factories stand idle and millions are
to-control.
: <1
• • • •
in want. Scarcity robots call this
SURER—because D&II Anthracite is Cone-Cleaned
At the last Monday meeting of the nightmare "Social Vision!"
and rigidly inspected — assuring you a pure coal.
Student Council held in the Library,
Norman W. Lermond.
a means of selling tickets for the
1'or home-heating made easier ... surer ...
Donald B. MacMillan lecture was
discussed. For this, a contest be
tween the Junior and Senior High
Schools, with Miss Hagar in charge
TELEPHONE 487,
7
ROCKLAND, MAINE
in the Junior High and Miss Salmond
I in Senior High was organized. A
37-47
: prize of $2.00 was awarded for the
THE
FUEL FOR Solid COMFORT
boy or girl in each secticn selling

Its Annual Bazaar

How Trails Cross

&H Anthracite
HflOts Your Home

•Easier-Suref

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY

Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN

YOUTHFUL BURGLARS CAUGHT

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Oct. 26—Waldoboro—Community Gar
den Club meeting and reception.
Oct. 26—Annual lair of Golden Rod
Chapter. OES.
Oct. 21—Past Matrons and Past Pa
trons Aasqolatlon XXE8) meets at
Masonic hall, Rockport
Oct. 21—Navy Day.
Oct. 29 (3 to 8.30)—Educational Club
picnic at Mrs. Emma Bradstreet's, 57
Suffolk street.
Oct. 29—Knox and Lincoln Kents HUI
Club holds banquet at Hotel Rockland.
Oct. 31—Hallowe'en.

Breaks last night at the Maine I the other thefts being cigarets. candy,
Fruit Co.’s store on Park street, M. j pencils, etc.
’„ 1 •> ' \ .' ’»C A V E • k EL 4
The breaks were cleared up very
B. & C. O. Perry's Market on Park
promptly and completely by Patrolstreet and Rockland drain Co. place
j man Carl A. Christofferson and
on Park street, resulted in the ar j Sheriff C. Earle Ludwick, who found
rest of two boys, 14 years of age, who that The same boys broke into the
have been at Reform School and who ’ Crie Hardware Store July 4th, N. F.
i Cobb’s neighborhood store two
will be returned there.
Checks in the sum of $12 and $7 months ago and Luke S. Davis’ bi
Oeorge Williams saw a Kansas
Ford, numbered 1,160002, Thursday. were taken from the drain Company, cycle shop 10 days ago.

Deer are being carted through Main
Merton Sumner left Friday for New
Capt. Carl Bowness Is in Portland
street trapped to the cars of lucky attending the National Preaching York city where he has employment
hunters.
Mission. Last night Capt. Bowness with the Phoenix Engineering Cor
played in the Salvation Army Band in poration.
Rumors are afloat that the ice
breaker Kickapoo may come here for City HaU.
"Oharles Maxey will have to look
the winter.
The first and second degrees were for new laurels," says Donald H. Ful
given four candidates last Tuesday ler, who has seen a Maine car with
Cedric French has gone to Bidde night at Pleasant Valley Grange and
the figures 158,809 on its number
ford as bookkeeper for Dane Motor the same will be conferred on three
plates.
Co., 49 South street.
morq at Tuesday’s meeting.
"Ruths," the popular Tenant's Har
Special pictures of the “Brady gang
bor eating resort, closes Sunday night killing »t Bangor” in the Paramount
for the season.
News Reel, will be shown at Strand
Theatre Sunday, Monday and Tues
Mrs. Eliza Plummer will go to day.
Richmond Wednesday to pay an
official visit to Amy Bradley Tent.
Educational Club will meet next

Interest starts on 1937 taxes un
paid on Nov. 1 so it behooves all de
linquents to visit Collector McInnis
before that time.
Freeman W. Beal, Jr., bos’n’s mate
1st class of the Burnt Island Coast
duard Station, is having a fortnight's
vacation at his home, 55 Broadway,
this city.
Knox Aerie of Eagles is on the
alert for Monday night’s visit from
James Tevelin, a New England or
ganizer, from Boston. It will be a
special meeting, starting at 7.30.

j
Friday at the home Mrs. J. E. Brad-’
street on Suffolk street. These ques
tions wUl be asked: What was the ]
direct cause of the Revolutionary
War? What saying has been caUed !
the trumpet of the Revolution? With
what battle did the Revolutionary
War open?

State Patrolman Stanley Poland is
having his annual vacation of two
weeks. He became so homesick the
first day he was half minded to get
back into his uniform.
TO SHUT OFF POWER

Patrons of the Central Maine
Power Company are notified that
there will be a total interrup
tion to the electric service to
morrow morning between the
hours of 2 and 4. This is in or
der that the annual switch in
spection may be made. This task
embraces the territory between
Copies of the Western Morning Maxey’s and Rockland, and Lin
News, published ln Plymouth, Exeter colnville and Nobleboro.
The
and Truro, Eng., have reached the j work will be done under the di
editorial desk, interesting particularrection of Plant Foreman Almon
lv because of the extended accounts M. Young of Rockland and John
thev contain of the arrival of the cup | Hrskett of Augusta, and will re
challenger [Endeavour, which was
quire the services of 34 linemen.
long regarded as lost before being
sighted in her passage across the At
lantic Ocean.
Garden Club will meet at the home
_____
[ cf $trs. Eva Hellier on Talbot avenue

Eminent Commander John A. Stev
ens requests a full attendance of Sir
Knights at the Commandery meeting
There will be a corned beef and Tuesday afternoon. Dr. A. E. Brown
Monday night, when there will be a
cabbage
supper at the Salvation of Bar Harbor Laboratory will be the
rehearsal for the inspection of Nov. 1.
Army hall, 477 Main street tonight, speaker,
State officers held inspection at the The supper will be served from 5 to
The first circle supper of the sea
meeting of Edwin Libby Relief Corps, 7 o’clock. The funds raised from the
Thursday night, the floor work being supper will go toward the Harvest son at the Congregational Church
done in a very impressive manner. Festival effort. Following the supper will be held Wednesday night with
A supper in charge of Mrs. Inez there will be a musical festival, a I Mrs. Glenn Lawrence, chairman. Her
’ assisting committee includes, MrsPackard and Mrs. Elizabeth Barton, program full of song and instru
1 Kennedy Crane, Mrs. George Foster.
preceded the business session.
mental music. The public is invited
Miss Virginia Snow, Mrs. A. W. Foss,
to attend both of these functions.
Mrs. H. F. Hix. Mrs. C. H. Duff, Miss
The Central Maine Power Com
Flora Fish, Mrs E. D. Spear, Mrs.
pany’s gallant nimrods are cleaning
The Algin Corporation of America
Charles Emery, and Mrs. Chauncey
their rifles and polishing their hunt
has taken a lease of the Crockett
Keene.
ing knives in anticipation of next
Point kiln property, and will proceed
month's sport in the big woods. There
as rapidly as possible toward its ex- i
Knox and
Kent’s Hill
are at least 12 good hunters in the
periments with kelp. William Wood, ] Ciub will have a banquet Friday. Oct
local outfit, and when they hit the
son of President George B. Wood, of 29 at Hotel Rockland. This is to be
woodsy trail in groups of two and
the Rockland ti Rockport Lime Co., the annual meeting and officers will
three there will be things doing on
Inc., has been engaged as resident be elected. All students who have
the warpath.
manager. Another Rockland man attended Kent’s Hill Seminary, if
Rev. J. Charles MacDonald’s lecture who will be employed by the new con only for one year, are eligible, and
on the Holy Land, to be given before cern is Neil Packard.
are invited to Join. For further in
the Rockland Lions Club next Wed
formation communicate with Roy
The coming weeks bill at Strand Black presidenti or Mrs charles
nesday noon is Illustrated by some
very excellent motion pictures. Mr. Theatre is headed by "Varsity Show,’ Emery.
MacDonald will lecture there for the featuring Dick Powell and Fred
flrst time outside of his own church. Warin«- u comes Sunda>’' Monday
Officers and flag bearers of Ruth
and those who heard him Thursday “d Tuesday. “Breakfast For Two.” ' Mayhew Tent. D.U.V., are requested
night at the Baptist Men’s League will
**“ be
■« presented
presemeo Wednesday
weunesuay and
ana t0 meet in G.A.R. hail Sunday afterknow of the high treat which is in Thursday with a cast headed by Bar- uoon at 3 odoct for drill practice
store. The members will do well to bara Stanwyck and Herbert Marshall Mrs. Irene Winslow will be mistress
A princess ln danger and1 Joe E. of drills and urges that all make a
invite friends.
Brown in love, that's what you will special effort to be present. Prepara
It takes a big pile to make 18,COO find in the weekend offering “Fit For tions are being made for an official
milk bottles, but that is the size a King."
visit from the senior vice president
of the pile put out last year by the
of the Maine Department, Mrs.
Members of the Knox County Fish Maude Milan of Bangor. A speclal
Rockland Parent-Teacher Associa
tion to the children in the local grade and Game Association, who missed meeting is being called for that pur
schools. These children needed this the annual Dr. Codman meeting at pose Tuesday night.
milk to keep their bodies strong and Camden, this year, will be interested
their minds alert. One great source to know that Dr. Codman has been
The Armistice Barn Dance to be
of revenue to get this milk is the honored during the past week by be given at the Community Building
P,T.A. membership drive which is ing elected president of the Phil- Thursday night, Nov. 11, by Winslownow getting under way, The goal is adelphia Institute for Medical Re- Holbrook Post, American Legion, is
1000 members at 25 cents each and search. This society is one of the going to afford lots of entertainment
every penny of the proceeds goes to- most outstanding of its 1 "nd in the between the hours of 9 p. m. and 1
ward buying milk for underprivl-' country, its work being devoted to a. m. Old dances as well as new ones
leged youngsters who otherwise would scientific research. The new presi- will be on the order, and Just to
go without this all important food, dent spends his summers at his camp make it more interesting there will
A complete lineup of workers of on Lake Megunticook and is one of be a jdoor prize of $25 and 75 other
chairman Clara Kelsey will be pub- the best liked of Camden's visitors, dance prizes. To say nothing of
lished Tuesday.
turkey and chicken beano and an 11Better begin getting ready to dis
Have a little gold fish in your home, play your hobby at Rockland’s piece orchestra. Tickets are now on
or better still have two little gold mammoth Hobby Show, to be held in sale by all Legionnaires.
fish in your home with a nice bowl the'^ommuifity'building' on De7l0.
Bill Ferguson of Portland looked
lor them to live in and a spray of
No matter what your hobby is. there : good in the early roUnds of his bout
gieen they love, all for a quarter, at
Moor’s Drug Store, Rockland.-adv. ’‘JL* *
big with Butch Wooster last nlght’ but
exhibition. Unusual hobbies are espe- be forgot about the latter's rugged
cially desired. Hobbies for stage pre endurance qualities. Wooster "came
sentation, such as magic, juggling, from behind," as they say in baseball,
music, gymnastic tricks, dramatic and the Portlander suddenly found
effects, etc., are desired as well as himself in contact with a threshing
hobbles of collection or of handiwork. machine instead of the easy prey he
A committee of prominent local peo thougt he had found. He went to the
ple is now being formed and further mat early in the fifth round, and
announcement will be made in a few went for keeps. Another Portland
days.
man came to grief when Ponzi Coch
ran knocked out George Blaisdell in
A corps of active workers will be the first round. It was a good night
found ln O AK hall Sunday after for knockouts, Slasher Porter and
noon making preparations for the re Kayo Briely winning in that manner
ception to be held Monday night in over Kayo Chaplin of Biddeford and
honor of the Maine department Larry Adams of Rockland, respec
President of the D.U.V. Eliza Plum tively.
mer, and her staff. Mrs. Lina Carroll
is chairman of decorations, Mrs.
Maude Cables of refreshments, Mrs.
Our Memorials are permanent, Doris Ames of entertainment, Mrs.
of dignity and beauty, keeping Carrie House and Mrs. Stella McCrea
memory of loved ones green today, hostesses, Mrs. Priscilla Smith general
tomorrow and forever.
chairman. Col. E. K. Gould, Depart
This firm will continue under ment Judge Advocate, will be one of
active direction of RALPH A. the guest speakeras. Invitations are
MORTICIANS
GLENDENNING.
exended to local patriotic orders.
Ambulance Service
<-'*•4 -vf’t
*»'- > »»•* a-'/fc-tv
A regular $5 permanent wave for
T^LS. 390 AND 781-1
$3 at Economy Beauty Parlor, tel.
ROCKLAND
361-365 MAIN ST.
20 LINDSEY ST.
ROCKLAND 122, upstairs, opposite Strand The
‘
’4
TEL. 502-W
atre. This is the final week of these
119-tf
118S130 low prices.—adv,

BURPEE’S

Rockland Marble &
Granite Works
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HOjURCHES
SERMONETTK

Was John the Baptist a Member
of a Secret Society?
VIII
It is possible that he was. He
could have been. It is a fine
speculation with mo substantial
evidence that he was. He lived
most of his life in the desert
and on the shores of the Dead
Sea. In this lonely region there
lived a Jewish brotherhood. John
must have known them—visited
with them—been their guest.
Remote and lonely spaces bring
men together. It would not be
possible for Eskimos to remain
long in ignorance of a Hudson
Bay post or a lone trapper not
to be aware of a Canadian Mount
ed Camp in the desolate North.
The elder Pliny, Josephus, and
Philo speak of the Essenes from
personal knowledge.
The Bible
does not mention them nor is any
mention made of them in the
Rabbinical
literature.
They
lived as a Co-operative Society.
A novice was required to spend
a year under probation before he
could participate in the cere
monials, and two years before he
could share the common meal and
take the oath of full membership.
The special point priority was
insistence on the abstinence of
sexual relations, although Jesephus states there was an order
within the brotherhood who mar
ried. For the most part it was
much like our Shaker villages.
There was room for definite
contact between John the Baptist
and this brotherhood. The Essenes taught love to God. to virture and to fellowmen. John the
Baptist certainly knew of them
but whether he was a member,
who can say?
William A. Holman.

Text is: “He that shall endure unto
the end, the same shall be saved.”
The citations from the Bible include
the following passage: "And after
eight days again hls disciples were
within, and Thomas with them: then
came Jesus, the doors being shut, and
stood in the midst, and said, Peace
be unto you. Then saith he to
Thomas, Reach hither thy finger,
and behold my hands, and reach
| hither thy hand, and thrust it into
i my side: and be not faithless, but
j believing."
• • • •
j The Salvation Army weekend sched{ ule: Saturday, 7.39 p. m.. open air j
I meeting; 8 p. m„ musical festival, i
Sunday, 10 a. m„ Sunday school; 11,
' holiness meeting, topic, “A Double
Portion," Lieut. Wright speaker; 6
p m Y. P. open air meeting; 6.30, [
1 young people's meeting; 7 30, open
air meeting; and 8, salvation meet
ing. topic, “How Rcadest Thou?"
j Captain Bowness speaker. The week's
schedule includes: Tuesday, 7 p. m.
I Corps Cadet class. Wednesday, 7 p
m.. Ccrps Band practice; 8, young
■ people’s meeting, Corps Cadet Bri- j
| gade in charge. Thursday, 7.30 p. m. I
‘ open air meeting; 8. holiness meet; ing. Friday, 7.30 p. m., Home League
Ladies meet; 7.30, Girls' Club, and ,
Boys’ Club meet.

Services at the Pratt Memorial
■ Methodist Church on Sunday will
I start with the session of the Friendly
’ Men's Bible Class at 9.30 a. m. At the
110.30 service Rev. Dr. Charles TayI lor, Sr..—known as “Dad" Taylor—
1 will be the preacher. The vested
1 choir, under the direction of Mrs.
Lydia Storer, will render special ■
music. Miss Clirol Gardner will I
preside at the organ. The Baraca j
Class and the church school will meet
at noon. Miss Ruth Marston will
1 have charge of the Epworth League J
devotional meeting at 6.30 p. m.
j Evangelistic service at 7.30 p. m.;
wide-awake song service with Ralph
u Clark as leader; gospel message
At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal. bp the pastQr Rey charles £ Brooks
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, the serv-,| on
nn “„The
The Incoming
Incoming TJde
Tide."., Union
ices for tomorrow will be appropriate i prayer meeting on Tuesday evening
for the 22nd Sunday after Trinity; at the Littlefield Memorial Baptist
Matins at 7.10; Holy Communion at Church.
7.30; church school at 9 30; Holy
• • • •
Eucharist and sermon at 10.30; Ves
“Your Personality For God.” will
pers at 7.30. The public is welcome. be the subject of the sermon at the
• • • •
First Baptist Church Sunday morn
At the Universalist Church Sunday ing. The church school, meeting at I
morning 10.45 Dr. Lowe will preach noon, offers an opportunity for men,
on the subject of “Needless Worry or women, boys, girls to study the Word
What of It?” Sessions of the church Of God. The Endeavorers Inspiraschool held at noon at the vestry, tion Hour will open at 6 o clock. Mr.'
The kindergarten department for MacDonald will give his concluding
children from three to five years of talk on his trip to the Holy Land
age will meet in the vestry during the at 7.15. He will also show his picchurch service.
i tures of the Holy Land. The choir
* * • *
under the direction of Charles WilAt the Congregational Church the Eor. will sing at both of the services.
unified service of public worship and There will be a union prayer meetchurch school ls at 10.30 a. m. with ing at the Littlefield Memorial Bapthe children attending classes dur- tlst Church Tuesday evening at 7.30.
ing the sermon. The theme of Rev. i
• • • •
Corwin H. Olds will be “The Har“Our Part in the Coming Camvests of the World." Comrades cf the paign" will be the sermon topic by
Way will meet in the vestry at 6.30 Rev- Charles A. Marstaller at the
p. m., with the newly elected officers Littlefield Memorial Church Sunday
presiding. The discussion will be on morning at 10 30. A children's story
"Living Religiously at School,” and will precede the sermon. Church
will be followed by a showing of some , School will meet at 11.45; senior and
new natural color photographs by Junior C. E. at 6 o’clock; praise serMr. Olds.
vice and sermon at 7.15, the topic
• « • •
being “The Soul's Greatest Choice."
’’Probation after Death’’ is the sub- Union prayer meeting Tuesday eveJect of the Lesson-Sermon that will ning at 7.30. The Ladies’ Aid meets
be read in all churches of Christ. Wednesday evening with Mrs. Harry
Scientist, October 24. Tlie Golden 1 Chase.
Services for William C. Stevens
were held from the Russell Funeral
Home Friday. Rev. John Smith D.D.
officiated. The bearers were Ray
Eaton, Fred Wheeler, Fred Farnum
and Mr. Lynch. Interment In Sea
View cemetery.

Mrs. Minnie Smith, president of
Winslow-Holbrook Auxiliary, asks
all members to be at the Rockland
Airport, Sunday at 11.20 os Mrs. Ade
laide Bowen, department president,
will arrive at that time, in the inter. csts of the membership roundup,
j The auxiliary will hold a short busi
ness meeting Monday night at 7
1 o'clock and a meeting of the sewing
' circle is scheduled for Tuesday after
noon at 2 p. m.

Attending State W C.T.U. at Skow
hegan this week are Mrs. George
Brewster, Mrs. Clara Emery, Miss
Florence Hastings. Rockland; Miss
Margaret Crandon. Mrs. Luther
Clark. Mrs. Hattie Richards. Thom
William Putansu of Waldoboro ar
aston; Mrs. Howard A. Welch, Mrs. rived in St. George yesterday full of
Laura Seavey, Warren; Mrs. Etta fight, as the saying goes. Didn't
Fernald, Camden
want to lick anybody except his rela
tives, but this was sufficient for an
Rockland Townsend Club No. 1 S.O.S. to be sent to the sheriff's de
will start its supper season with partment. Deputy Sheriffs R. A.
chicken, at K.P. hall, Wednesday, Webster and Harry D. Phillips took
Oct. 27, 5.30, price 35c. Cranberry the man in custody and he was to be
arraigned in Municipal Court yester
rass 'en everything —adv.
day on three charges—being drunk
and disorderly, committing assault
BORN
SFROUL--At Appleton Mills, Oct — to and battery on hls brother Albert,
Mr and Mrs Earle Sproul, a son.
and driving while under the Influ
Richard Earl.
SUNNERBERG—At Knox Hospital. Oct ence of intoxicating liquor.
22. to Mr. and Mrs Everett 8unnerberg, ol South Thomaston, a son.

DIED
RICE—At Thomaston. Oct 21. Wll’icrt
H. Rice, aged Bl yean, 2 months. 15
days. Funeral at 2 p. m. Oct. 23 mm
Cushing Funeral Home in Thomaston
CUSHMAN—At
Searsmont.
Oct.
13.
Charles E Cushman, aged 79 years.

Sni?’

IN MEMORIAM

In loving memory of Edith L Maloney
| who passed away Oct 25. 1932
Five long years It's been dear
8ince you bid us all good bye:
With a smile upon your face.
| Went to live with Him on high.
But we will trust In Ood,
And to hls faith be true.
For not a day goes by dear Edith.
That we do not, think of you
Sadly missed by Mother. Brother.
Grandparents. Aunts and Uncles
South Cushing and Thomaston, Me

AMBULANCE SERVICE

Russell Funeral Home
TEL. 662
9 CLAREMONT ST. ItOCKLAND
9Ctf

flow 7 Miss this Value. Ilifiulredfi of
Customers are now Ptaring
Repeat Orders

AXMAL

£ I MP SALE
OFFER NO. I

2

A $7.05 Value for

$0.95

Only

OFFER No. I includes a Duncan Phyfe design
better light — better sight reading and bridge
lamp; one carton of six Mazda lamps, 60-watt
size; and one 100-watt Mazda lamp.

OFFER NO. 2

I #J.JO Value for

Only
OFFER No. 2 includes one carton of Mazda

lamps up to and including 60-watt size, and one
100-watt Mazda lamp. (Take advantage of both
offers to stock up on Mazda lamps for the Win
ter nights that lie ahead.)

This reading lamp is handsome
Duncan Phyfe design; hard maple

wood in walnut finish; plastic bet
ter light—better sight reflector;
approved push-through socket and

rubber cord. The finest lamp ever

AN IDEAL CHRISTMAS SIFT

offered in our annual lamp sale.
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Cong. Smith Tells Why He
Couldn’t Come — Thomas

Taite To Speak
Thomas Taite, prominent welfare
worker and lecturer of Massachusetts
will be the principal speaker at the
big rally which is to be held next
Wednesday night by Rockland Town
send Club No. 1, at K.P. hall. Con
gressman Clyde H. Smith who was
to be a speaker has notified the club
that he has been called to Wash
ington early so as to be present at
labor committee meetings and would
necessitate his leaving in a few days.
Mr. Smith expressed his regret,
however, at not being able to attend.
He said;
“The first fight will be to get sig
natures enough to bring the bill be
fore the Congress and I think this
can be done. Improved machinery
and other conditions have brought
about a situation where men, even at
50 are not sure of employment, hence
it is so important that provisions be
made to care for these people who
are placed ln such circumstances be
cause of reasons beyond their con
trol.
“In tlie endeavor to provide em
ployment the government has ex
pended billions of dollars this very
year, increasing the nation's indebt
edness nearly three billions of dollars.
The Congress just closing appropria
ted $376,000,009 more than the pre
vious session and yet our country is
going through a period of depression
unequalled by any previous year.
"It would seem that there are sen
sible people enough who would be
wiling to try a plan that would place
money in circulation into every
single community without increasing
the national debt, and at the same
time carry happiness and a comfort
to the pioneers of our day.”
In an article which recently ap
peared in the National Townsend
Weekly Frank Pelch had this to say—
“A few months ago I scoffed at
the Ideas of old age pension advo
cates as extravagant. Now that I
have actually seen the plan ln opera
tion in my native country of Czecho
slovakia, and have seen not only
that it can be accomplished, but
that it also works unexpected won
ders in creating happiness and con
tent among the people. I am con
verted.
“If everyone In this country could
see what I have seeh, he would be
willing to contribute teh percent
cf hls salary, to a soctal security

OIK STOIIES
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A Townsend Rally
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plan, to put it in operation sooner well paid, so that there is little incentive for graft, since each man
than it now will be.”
“In my opinion,” he said, “Czecho knows that he is provided for for life.
"The government of Czecho-Slaslovakia is one of the happiest best
regulated countries ln the world." vakia is essentially the same as that
Primarily responsible for this is their in the United States, except that
old age security plan, which was they have a single house of pailiastarted ln 1924 and ls now in full ment in place of our two houses of
operation, he said, adding: "It ls congress.
tc Imagine th? effect of the feelinj
“As one becomes acquainted with
impossible unless you lijtvc seen conditions there, he realizes that
of security on a nation's people.
the Czecho-Slovakians have foud
“I was surprised, fcr Instance, to the secret of real common wealth.
find that fully half of my old school
“The astounding fact is that I did
mates were on pension. The pen not find strife of any kind” said
sion is planned to become operative Mr. Pelch. "I did not find any un
at the age of 69, but to relieve un employment, labor troubles or dlsemployment, any disability, even i content among the people as far as
slightest is being used as an excuse ' I could see. They seem to be able
to take men out of Industry and put to buy every essential of life and
them on pension, in order to give the contentment in full measure. In my
younger men the work.”
' opinion, any nation's peace lies in
security of the aged and I hope that
Co-operative Plan
our people will give more thought
"The Czecho-Slovakian plan ls co to old age pensions and bring them
operative and, while under govern
abopt in the very near future.”
ment regulation, Is not administered
by the government. It goes further
Diseases that made and ruined
than the American plan ln providing
for all medical costs throughout life, Napoleon. A world famous scien
Including doctor s fees, medicine and tist finds that fear of cancer made
hospitalization.
the "Man of Destiny” fearless in
There is no graft in its admin
battle, tuberculosis drove him to
istration. This ls effected by the
unique plan of advancing its offi triumph and gland failure sent him
cials regularly, so that they have no to exile. Read this interesting article
opportuhlty to organize graft. When fully illustrated, in the American
they reach the top office* they are Weekly Magazine with the October
placed on a pension after their own 24th Boston Sunday Advertiser.
term. And the higher positions are
127’lt
'«=========——T————

H. M. PAYSON & CO.
Investment Bankers
I 5'C) 7 V4 ■ I »
93 Exchange Street

Portland,

Maine

Established 1854
Representative, E. T. RUNDLETT, The Thorndike Hotel
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IMPRESSIVE
MONUMENTS

of distinction that are as attrac
tive as they are enduring are sup
plied by us in numerous attrac
tive designs. All are sculptured
by master craftsmen and are veri
table masterpieces of the art of
monument-making. Specific rec
ommendations and estimates will
be submitted upon request.

WIHIAMf PORNAN450N

I N C.

CEMETERY MLMURiALS
EAST UNION and THOMASTON
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Herring Scales
And the Part They Played

In

the

Manufacture

of
i

Essence
During the World War a Russian
artist came over to paint a portrait
ot the Governor of Rhode Island
and left a discovery that has since
brought more than $3,000,000 into
the pockets of Maine's Down East
herring fishermen. While hard at
work preserving the likeness of Little
Rhody's chief executive for poster
ity he was crafted into a more prac
tical job that is still paying divi
dends to a lot of people every day in
the year.
This loyal subject of the Czar is
given credit for developing the pearl
essence industry in this country. A
brilliant, silvery white and creamy
substance that looks like melted
pearls, the essence is now used ex
tensively tc lend color and beauty to
many manufactured products.
Extracted exclusively from fish
scales, chemists have found that the
North Atlantic herring are best and
that is where Maine comes into the
picture. Two plants at Eastport and
one at Lubec are turning out many
peunds of this valuable product dally
nnd providing a welcome source of
income to thc fishermen. So far as
known these are the only plants now
operating o" the Atlantic Coast if
not in the entire country.
Bringing from $8 to $10 a pound
in lacquer form the essence is readily
purchased by manufacturers
of
paints, novelties, and imitation pearl
products. It makes a silvery, lustious coating that only experts can
tell from the genuine article. New
uses are being often found and from
all reports the industry has an as
sured future.

• • • •

■ • • »

First the herring are taken from
the weir. There is a false bottom in
the dory and this catches the scales
as the thousands of squirming and
trashing creatures shake them off.
They are transported to the plant
to undergo treatment.
As soon as the scales are received,
the fatty matter surrounding the
quan'ne crystal is carefully removed
by agitation and warming in chem
ical solutions. The water and soluble
matter are then separated in a cen(i ilujje iu a succession of
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7
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Wills allowed: Fred O. Jameson, guerite O. Condon of Portland named
IO
ll
late of Warren, deceased, Alma L. admx.
il
Account presented for notice;
ri
1
Ifa
14
15
Jameson of Warren appointed exx.; Isaac N. Young, late of Thomaston. I
Helen M. Williams, late of Rockland, deceased, first and final account pre- j
17
18
L.
19
j deceased, Annette Keighley
of sen ted by Hollis O. Young, admr.
Inventories
filed:
Estates of
ii 24
ii
Middle Haddam Conn., appointed
16
21
exx.; Martha W. Hanley, late of Charles L. Robinson, Rockland. $667; i
Margaret A. Benner. Rockland, j
it
ift
15
17
Thomaston, deceased, Dorothy Mal
$266693; Flora Collins. Rockland,
colm Burnham of Boston, Mass., ap
6868.18; Florence A. Keene. Rock
36
pointed exx.; Alden G Merrifield,
land. 536291; Kate J. Overlock,
late of Thomaston, deceased. Hattie
w
Warren, $1162 83; Mary M. Sinex,
it i7
5i ii
ii 34 1
55
P Merrifield of Thomaston appoint
Edgewater Park, N. J.. $3000.
ed exx.; Frank H. Lenfest. late of
39
1ft
Union, deceased. Sarah E. Lenfest of i
Union appointed exx.
4i
4i 44
MO
Petitions for administration grant- j
m
45
| cd: Estates, Hiram Ulmer, late of
Our
No.
Waldoboro
Scribe
------ ---- ;Wl
PT4
Rockland, deceased, Ensign Otis of
41
lb
H7
Attends tbe Funeral of An
The Chrysler Royal four-door touring sedan. It has a wheelbase of 119 inches and a Gold
Rockland, admr.; Luke Castonguay.'
Seal engine developing 95 horsepower. A completely new front end treatment and many new
1
late of Camden, deceased. Emma Cote
50
5»
51
Old Friend
features make it the finest car in the price class that Chrysler has ever offered.
of Camden admx ; Fred R. Glover,
late of Camden, deceased. Z M. Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
55
54
Dwinal of Camden, admr.; Nellie F.
It is with some misgivings whether j
Ross, late of Rockland, deceased. the experiences we have in mind will 1
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
Mildred F. Ross of Rockland, admx.;
be of interest to enough of your read- 1
12-Clenched hand
1-Droop
45- Six
Alexanderenna Winslow, late of
14-A swimming bird
46- Neverthelese
5-To flutter
Rockland, deceased. Vivian L. Kim ers to be of enough value to The Cou- i
16-Kltchen utenall (pi.)
9-Large ocean vessel 48- Appearing ae if
ball of Rockland, admx.; Lily M. 1 rier-Oazette to justify printing.
21- Small candle
gnawed
10-Tribe of Indians
[ Chapin, late of Camden, deceased, However, having a few leisure mo
22- Lean
49- Etruecan god
12-To work hard
13- Embleme
50- 0ne of two proverb 23- Pigment
i Oscar P Chapin of Camden, admr.; ments on my hands. I will empty my
24- Zeal
15-Pineh
ial friends
William T. Hocking, late of Tenant's thoughts on this paper with agree- j
25- Writing fluid J
17- Pronoun
52-Classify
27-Youth
I
Harbor, deceased, Winifred T. Hock
54- City In Nevada
18- Potatoee (Prov.)
ment
to
hold
the
hush
if
the
editor
,
55- Greek goddess of dis 31- Beaeech
19- Negative
ing of Melrose Highlands. Mass.,
32- Relieved
cord
20- Places
admx.; John L. Mink, late of Union, dumps it into its receptacle for trash,
34-To and in
23-An agreement
deceased. Sarah A. Mink of Union, if that container is not already over
36- Pertalning to the
25- Snare
VERTICAL
marine force of a
admx.; Leland Killeran. late of flowed.
26- Slck
country
1- Falae hair
28- Greek god of war
Cushing, deceased, Fred L. Killeran
It was on a Saturday. Sept. 18—the
37-Turkith official
2- Within
29- Ache
of Cushing, admr.; J. Walter Strout, day following my return from my
41- Man's name
3- Smalter
30- Dry
Interior of the driver's compartment of the
The attractive front end of the Chrysler
late of Rockland, deceased. Alfred M
42- River In Italy
4- Make a misstep
31- Peek
Niagara Falls trip. The first import
Chrysler Imperial. It has an entirely new
Royal. This car has been completely re
5- Diacover
43- lsland (Poet)
33-Young goat
Strout of Thomaston, admr.; Hattie ant news greeting me was the passing j
instrument board, a new type of steering
styled with new radiator, fenders, hood
6- Damage
44- Cloee by
35-Not any
Pierce,
late
of
Washington,
deceased.
of
one
of
my
esteemed
friends
Mrs.
J
wheel, a new position for the emergency
and headlamps, giving it exceptional beauty
7- lale of Wlght(abbr.) 47-Marlner
38- Unutual
William
L.
Pierce
of
Washington,
Frances Oliver, the obsequies to take j
brake handle and other improvements.
49-The (Fr.)
39- Engllah street-car
8- Cure, aa hides
and sleekness of appearance.
admr.
51-Myself
9- Tardier
40- Becauae
place
at
the
Baptist
Church
ln
War|
• • • •
53-Preflx. Twice
41- A dead language
11-Before now
ren. of which she had been a mem- |
Petitions for license to sell Real Es
ber for many years. She had been a
(Solution to previous puzzle) 7
tate granted: Estates. Addle E. Russ
i long-time sufferer and shut-in, but |
of Rockport, presented by Linthel C. i tenderly cared for by her brother and 1
NORTH HAVEN
Reed of Roxbury, gdn; Virginia Eileen
wife, Mr. and Mrs. Ansel Hilt. It
A gale of wind swept the island
White, minor of Rockland, presented
i had been my custom to visit her at Wednesday night. The launch of
by Marie White Andrews of St.
) least once a year and always found Goldie McDonald was torn from its
Oeorge. gdn.
! her cheerful and contented.
moorings but fortunately became J
Petition to carry on Business grant
• • • •
lodged between the runway and piers
ed Estate William H. Glendenning.
Mrs. Oliver was the more inter to the landing so that no damage
Sr., late of Rockland, deceased, pre
sented by Mary Agnes Glendenning esting to me by reason of her mar- was done
Mrs. Will Cooper visited Rockland
of Rockland, exx.
rlaS(‘ to * natlve of this place. Elmus
Petition to close affairs of Partner-1 Oliver, who was a relative of my Thursday.
After spending the summer at '
ship by Surviving Partner Granted: ! other half. Mr. Oliver was the first
T A TiErq
Estate James R. Mullins, late of I schoolmaster tn the “little red school- their North Haven home Mrs. J. O.
. . ... . : .
>•
\
•evGwBSZ,
ml
sTp, E u
Brown
and
Miss
Vonl
Brown
left
Owl
’
s
Head,
deceased,
presented
by
j
house
'
that
I
have
recollection
of.
The Chrysler Imperial four-door touring sedan. On a wheelbase of 125 inches and with an
Alfred F. Fredette of Owl's Head as I
Just entering school age. Thursday morning for Boston where
engine developing 110 horsepower, this car offers remarkable performance with good economy.
surviving
partner.
1
Many
y
ea
«
after—when a young they will make their home with Mrs.
It brings luxurious motoring into the moderate price field.
ROCKVILLE
Petition for Authority to Purchase 1 man—I visited him at the Georges Borwn's daughter.
exterior
’
ing
sedan,
touring
brougham,
conI
Combined
with
the
large
ports
and
Radical changes
Lewis and Mrs. Mills were in ,
Oravestone
granted:
Estate
Robert
|
Woolen
mill
in
Warren,
where
he
was
vertible
coupe,
convertible
aedan,
'
valves
it
adds
to
efficiency
and
Oscar A. Ross, who has motored
appearance, greatly refined and
smoothness. The full-length water
| U. Collins, late of Rockland, deceased, engaged in dressing cloth for the Rockland Thursday.
beautified interiors, larger and more coupe and rumble seat coupe.
from
San Francisco where he now
jacket
with
the
oil
gallery
contacting
The Custom Imperial now has a
engines of improved design.
First Selectman John Crockett is
, presented by Frank H. Ingraham, company. And. as I remember, .there
Kwerful
lesiaes,
called on friends here Wed
directly
at
its
lower
end
gives
wheelbase
of
144
inches,
four
inches
iger wheel bases, larger hydraulic
a(jmr
i was the least change in his appear- on a business trip to the mainland
brakes and a score of mechanical more than last year's corresponding efficient cooling to both cylinders
nesday. Mr. Ross was born and
Mrs Laura Dyer, after the sum
Valve seat inserts of
Petltlon for Perpetual Care of ance ot anyone I can remember in
refinements and improvements models although the overall length and oil.
brought up, in Rockville, but left here
It comes in special heat-resisting steel insure
feature the two new cars comprising remains the same.
TSurial Lot granted: Estate Sarah J. such a long span of years. There mer at her North Haven home left when a yoiaig man.
the Chrysler line for 1938. These three body styles, seven-passenger perfect valve seating throughout a
Watts, late of Rockland, deceased, was that same kindly face and the Thursday morning for the winter
There will be another Sunday serv
ears again are designated as the sedan, seven-passenger sedan-limou long period.
Chrysler Royal and Chrysler Im sine and five-pas3enger sedan. In
presented by Alan L. Bird of Rock- same Tong, curly black hair that I In Lincolnville.
The new Gold Seal eight-cylinder
ice at J o'clock at Mrs. Abbie Gibbs'
size, power and beauty and com engine designed- for the Imperial
Herman W. Crockett was in Rock
perial respectively.
remembered in my puerile days. Mr.
! land. exr.
with Bert Larcombe the speaker. This
Although the Airflow will not be pleteness of appointments it is has a ’i inch longer stroke than last
Oliver
preceded
his
wife
to
the
un

land
Thursday on business.
Petition
for
Conservator
granted:
service will be preceded by Sunday
continued in the same form as Chrysler s conception of the ultimate year's engine and its cubic displaceMrs. George L. Quinn left Thurs
Estate Cora M. Beverage of Camden, seen world many years ago.
produced last year, the company in luxurious motoring.
ment has been raised to 298.6 cubic
school at 1 o'clock., All are invited.
Except for the diffi
ference in size j inches with a 3't bore and 4'4
With other friends I attended the day for a few days visit with her
makes clear that it has not been
: Henry S. Beverage of Yarmouth apMr. and Mrs. Nello Lofman and Mr.
dropped, since the Airflow engineer the cars arc uniform in appearance, stroke. It develops 110 horsepower
funeral of Mrs. Oliver on the date son in Rockland.
|
pointed
cons.
purposely
made
so
in
order
that
a
and Mrs. Einar Lofman have moved
ing features and principles of
at 3400 r.p.m. with the standard
Will Hopkins was among those to
i Petition for Distribution granted: mentioned. To my mind, it was more
construction have been incorporated Chrysler of whatever body style cast iron head and compression
into the Crandon house which their
The ratio of 6.2 to 1. With a special
in all Chrysler models.
Chief may be readily recognized.
| Estate Jennie 6. Jackson, late of of a time of rejoicing than of sor go to Rockland Thursday on busi father purchased this spring, and has
among these are the scientific most startling and pleasing change aluminum head and 6.5 to 1 com
Washington, deceased, presented by row that one a long weary sufferer ness.
had it renovated and made into two
weight distribution and Airflow is found in the front end treatment. pression ratio the horsepower is
The Chrysler Gold Seal engine, raised to 115.
Arbor Sidelinger of Newcastle, admx. had been called home. Besides, "We
springing that have produced such
An even higher
apartments.
introduced last year uu
on the
Chrysler , compression ratio ot
Church Notes
remarkable riding
qualities
in iniruuucvu
me vu,jaic,
of 7.4 to 1l also
Portion for Guardian granted: sorrow not as those who have no
Kenneth and Norman Thurston
Chrysler cars.
The owner who Royal has been improved in that , wjh j,e offered as optional. Although
Worship with sermon by the pas
hope.”
Gladys
M.
Heald
of
Thomaston.
lave
returned from Houlton where
desires seven-passenger capacity, car and introduced in larger dimen the horsepower is rated the same as
Next I called on Mrs. Minnie Lud tor Sunday morning at 11 o'clock.
Lilia B. Elliot of Thomaston appoint
in a heavy and luxurious car on an sion on the eight-cylinder Chrysler last year when an aluminum head
they had work during the potato
wig in Thomaston, an invalid lady “Covenanters.'- Singing by the choir
exceptionally long wheelbase will Imperial. The engine of the Royal was used, it is developed at lower
ed gdn.
harvesting season.
inch more stroke, engine speed and with greater
find it in the Custom Imperial has been given
• • • »
and a long time acquaintance; also under the leadership of Barbara |
which
brings
its
cubic
displacement
Under the cloudless blue sky of
models.
torque.
Accounts allowed: Richard Keating I made a call on Mrs. Ludwig's son- Stone. Also violin selection. Miss ■ Thursday with brilliant sunlight, the
The Chrysler Royal, with which up to 241.5 cubic inches. Cylinders
The Custom Imperial engine
Scales.
Sunday
school
at
10.
We
wish
1
|
are
854
bore
and
4'j
inches
stroke.
in-law
and
daughter,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Chrysler again will bid for business
Snow, late of Owl's Head, deceased,
remains dimensionally unchanged
hills clad in the autumnal colorings
in the low-price field has been At 3600 revolutions the engine
first and final account presented by Smith, where I was received with a to enroll every boy and girl in North and yielding to,the advance of the
a 3>4 inch bore, 47« inch stroke and
increased in wheelbase from 116 to develops 95 horsepower using the
Haven
in
our
Sunday
school.
Last
323.5
cubic
inches
displacement.
Walter E. Snow and Maurice R. Snow spirit of welcome, the sincerity of
119 inches. Whatever the change standard cast iron head and a 6.2
It develops 130 horsepower with
both of Rockland, exrs.; Lillian B ) which could not be mistaken. Mr. Sunday the group singing by the season were still wonderful. The
With
in the price of this model it will to 1 compression ratio.
special aluminum head and a 7.1 to ^e standard aluminum head and
bright colors have become subdued
preserve its relative competitive
Mortland, late of Rockland, deceased and Mrs. Smith, together with their younger boys and girls was much ap
An
position.
It comes in ten body 1 compression ratio, it is rated at ® °.t0 ' compression jitio.
and yellows, russets and bronze with
102 horsepower.
Lengthening
first and final account presented by son and Miss Edna Ames, their preciated. Young Peoples' hour at
horsepower.
Lengthening of : optional head with <.45 to I
styles as follows: Four-door sedan,
always a background of dark gree»i
compression
ratio
raises
the
horse

7
will
be
conducted
by
young
people
four-door touring sedan, brougham, the stroke has resulted in an im
Lewis H. Johnson exr.; Ralph Staples maid, always attend the fairs and
power to 138.
are most in evidence. Every change
for
everybody.
This
has
made
a
fine
touring brougham,convertible coupe, provement in torque, which means
suppers
put
over
by
the
Church
and
Colson of Camden, fifth account pre
The net result of the engine
makes one exclaim, “Oh, the wonders
convertible sedan, rumble seat coupe better performance at the speeds
start
toward
a
successful
Sunday
sented by Z. M. Dwinal of Camden, Grange at this place.
and coupe on thel 19-inch wheelbase most used by the average driver changes will be an improved per
of nature!”
right
service.
The
subject
for
Sun

Now
I
come
to
the
last
visit
of
the
formance
without
the
sacrifice
of
and
better
acceleration.
A
new
and seven-passenger sedan and
gdn.; Urania C. Burgess, of Owl's
Mr. and Mrs Einar Heino and little
sedanlimousine on a special 136-inch crankshaft with four main bearings any of the economy for which
Head, first and final account pre day, but in no wise the least—the day night is "Be Loyal.” At the
2)4
inches
in
diameter
and
nine
1
Chryslers
were
noted
in
1937.
The
son have moved to the Cobb farm.
chassis.
close
of
the
morning
service
there
wonderful
boiling
spring
in
Cushing
sented by Charles A. Rose, gdn.;
Wheelbase of the Imperial has counterweights, together with an 1937 Royal in the hands of owners
Miss Emma Brewster of Bedford is
been raised from 121 to 125 inches. improved impulse neutralizer, pro- encountering all kinds of driving
Hannah E. Whitmore, late of Cam owned by Dr. Allyne Pea'oody of will be a brief business meeting of
visiting her mother, Mrs. Fannie
' conditions was giving from 18 to
the
church.
Rally
Day
attendance
This car, as the company expresses duces remarkable smoothness.
Thomaston.
I
was
greeted
by
the
den, deceased, scond account pre
A new camshaft with earlier 24 miles per gallon of gasoline. Thi«
Brewster.
it, giyes “remarkable performance
sented by Z. M. Dwinal, trustee; Doctor who seemed, on first impres was 90. By Thanksgiving let us
opening and closing
jderate price ”. ------------It comes in six .._
at moderate
- of the intake . will be equalled by the 1938 engine,
The meeting Wednesday evening at
reach
the
100
mark.
body styles, namely four-door tour-1 valves also is a feature of the engine. 1 Chrysler engineers are confident.
Mary E. Tabbutt. minor of Camden, sion at least, to be a "hail fellow, well
the school building was led by Miss
met.
”
final account presented by Eva M.
Margaret McKnight who gave a very
• • • •
CUSHING
fine talk on "Peter." There will be
which finally leave the crystals free |
MONHEGAN
Park High Scho°1 and Hving at the Young, gdn.; Jennie S. Jackson, late
of Washington, deceased, first and
He turned over the key to the
Mr and Mrs. Clarence Wales, another meeting this coming Wednes
of fat, An alkaline bath is then
_____
home of Mrs. Verona Timson.
given and the crystals are washed reMr. and Mrs. Warner Fite left for
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Dyer are I final acoount presented by Arbor building covering the spring that we daughter Thelma and Janet have re- day at 7 o'clock.
peatedly to remove any traces of their home in Hopewell, N. J.. Mon- moving to their cottage on the Lob- Sidelinger, admx.; George A. Sher might view it from the inside and i turned from a motor trip to New York
Miss Olive Tolman has spent a few
chemicals used in previous processes day after spending a long season in ster Cove road, before leaving for man. late of Rockland, deceased, out. I should Judge the spring to be where they were guests of his mother days this week with Miss Marcia FarThe resulting concentrate is ready In their cottage here.
Portland. November 1st to spend the first and final account presented by 10 to 15 feet across, circled by a ce Mrs. Jennie Wales, his sister, Mrs. well in Rockland.
Ida M. Barter, exx.; Mary E. Gould, ment curbing extending enough to A. A. Woodbury and other relatives,
this form for incorporation as a pig
Mrs. C. W. Blackington of the
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Brackett are , winter.
late of Warren, deceased, first and give ample room inside and around visiting
Niagara
and Ontario, Highlands, and Mrs. H. M. Waldron
Mrs.
William
Stanley
is
in
Manset
ment in the various types of lacquers in New Harbor visiting their son
where she will visit her daughter final account presented by G. Dud the building for taking a good view Canada.
or vehicles best suited for the purpose Courtland of that place.
of Glen Cove were guests Wednesday
ley Gould, exr.; Annie L. Hart, late and quench the thirst. (And you'll
for several weeks.
Rev. and Mrs. Dana Payson of cf Mr. and Mrs. D. A. Sherer.
of application.
Capt. Earle Field has been carry
of Camden, deceased, first and final want to drink whether thirsty or Southport have been guests of his
It is estimated that several millions ing the mail for the last few days. I
account presented by Louis W. Hart, not). I have never seen the like of sister Mrs. Fannie Freeman the past
GRAND
LODGE,
I.O.O.F.
have been paid the fishermen for while the “Neried" has been under-'
Vinalhaven & Rockland
exr.; Helen M. Lyddie, late of Rock it in rambles through these sections week.
scales during the past 14 years, in the going repairs.
land.
deceased,
first
and
final
ac

Steamboat Co.
nor
in
our
trips
abroad.
The
boiling
Earle
L.
Marston
of
Auburn
was
When
the
rock
near
the
Campbell
vicinity of Eastport alone. Previously
Mrs. Elise Macy Nelson has re-,
they were thrown away by the mil
elected grand master of the Maine count presented by Frank S. Lyddie, up of the water and white sand in cottage was blasted Thursday it sev
ROCKLAND
turned to her home in New Bruns
admr.; Emma Tolman, late of Rock such great volumes seemed to us it ered the power line, silencing all the
lions of pounds. Hundreds of thou
wick. N. J., after a long season spent Grand Lodge I O OF Wednesday port, deceased, first and final ac might burst out in a geyser some fu radios, clocks, washing machines and
sands have been spent in labor and
here in her cottage, Three Chimneys. at the annual session in Bangor. count presented bv M. Marieta ture time. The steady flow of a other electrical appliances for a few
Effective Sept. 16, 1937
other manufacturing costs. As a re
Others
Mrs. E. P. Underhill and daughter I v
'l,,c‘s also named were Ansel D. Shibles Stiles, admx.
stream from the spring of consid hours. After its restoration another
sult of the War and the knowledge
Service To:
Dorothy are leaving Thursday foriSmlth of Bar Harbor, deputy grand
Petitions for Probate of Will pre erable volume indicates an inexhaus lapse of power came during the eve
of the artist Maine has been given a
VINALHAVEN, NORTH HAVE?
their'home
in
Derry
Village,
N.
H.
master;
Wallace
Roderick.
Waterville,
sented for notice: Eugene B. Sleepr, tible supply.
ning.
STONINGTON, ISLE AU HAUT,
new industry that goes to help make
,,
. ...
grand warden; Leroy E. Leonard, late of Rockland, deceased. Carolyn
SWAN’S ISLAND, AND
I found the doctor busy with a
Mrs. Strout of Mlllbridge is visiting _
,
*
Mr. and Mrs. John Keezer, son
its fisheries one of its most impor
.
_
Portland, re-elected grand treasurer; M. Sleeper of Rockland named exx.;
FRENCHBORO
her daughter Mrs. Vinal Foss on ’
. . , , „ ...
crew of men building, or remodeling Billy, Mr. and Mrs. Emery Erskine,
tant economic factors.
j Frederick J. Smith, Portland, grand Ralph H. Crockett, late of Rockland,
FALL
SCHEDULE
Lighthouse Hill.
his camping facilities. Though busy, who have been employed in the pulp
and
Ellery T. Bowden, deceased, Mary E. Crockett of Rock
Miss Arline Morse spent a few days I representative
.
...
he paused long enough to answer a wood business here are about to re
SWAN'S ISLAND LINE
Sweeten it with Domino in Port Clyde last week She is now I WinterPort. re-elected grand repre- land named exx.; Charles E. Ross, few questions. He owns about 70 turn to their homes in Unity.
A. M.
p. M
sentative
9.00 Arr. Rockland,
Lv. 2.1
pure cane-dean-full weight at the Trailing Yew.
late of Owl's Head, deeased. Chris acres where the spring ls located An
Mrs. Harry Young is at Knox Hos
Seventy-eight candidates were given tina F. Ross of Owl's Head, named
8.00 Arr. North Haven,
Lv. 3.2
We hear that Keeper Woodward
other spring of like nature is located pital for x-ray pictures and observa
Refined inU.S.A.
7.00 Arr. Stonington,
Lv. 4.3
i the grand lodge degree during the exx.
and family like their new station at
on the opposite side of the road lead tion.
6.00 Lv. Swan's Island,
Arr. 5.1
morning.
A/b«.
Read Dowi
Dublin Point very much.
Petitions for Administration pre ing from South Warren to Friend
Two large moose have been seen Read Up
DotlilQ
sented for notice: Estates, J. Leroy ship, which he is planning to devolop. in this vicinity by several of our
Miss Leela Richards is passing
VINALHAVEN LINE
a few weeks in Cambridge. She will
McConchie, late of Rockland, de And no doubt in time the Doctor will townspeople, at different times.
A. M.
P.M
remain for the winter if she finds
ceased. James Pease of Rockland have this wilderness to “oud and
9.20 Arr. Rockland,
Lv.2.1
William McNamara Is in Green
[Cane SugJr,
8.00 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Ait. 3.5
in Boston,
named admr.; William H. Condon, blossom as the rose.”
Lake, guest of Postmaster and Mrs.
'caweal j employment
lll-t
Jhotnas Orne is attending Hyde
late of Frietulsbip, deceased, MarW. R. Walter
Charles Peterson,

Walter’s Letters

0

• • » “

He agreed to make investigations
and soon found that American fish,
especially the North Atlantic her
ring. were even superior to those
abroad. His work was amplified by
others and as a result our imports
are now limited to a few pounds a
year.
The first Maine plant was opened
ln Dennysville ln 1918. In 1923 the
operation first became a commercial
success in Eastport and the process
has been carried on ever since.
James Turner of this city is a
pioneer in the business and now man
ages one of the busiest plants. He
recalls that in 1927 the essence
brought as high as $200 a pound and
fishermen paid 12 cents a pound for
the scales. That season his com
pany paid the fishermen over $175,000. The prevailing price this year
is three cents a pound and Mr. Turn
er estimates that the Down East
plants will use about a million and a
half pounds.
Under the latest process about one
peund of essence is extracted from
each one hundred pounds of scales.
From 20 to 60 pounds of scales are
taken from each 1714 bushel hogs
head of herring with the average
running at about 30 pounds. The
waste matter is either given to the
farmers for fertilizer or thrown away.
Each plant keeps its various pro
cesses a closely guarded secret be
cause as Mr. Turner remarked, "there
is getting to be plenty of competi
tion.” Yet the U. S. Bureau of
Fisheries has published a report that
explains the fundamental steps taken
in the extraction of the essence.

5

a

The activity of the Russian artist
is just another part in the 300-year
ole drama of the essence. Research
reveals that French fishermen were
attracted by the brilliance of various
fish scales and endeavored to find
ways to use them. It is said that they
would fill glass beads with the scales
and sell them in their crude form as
pearls.
Jacquin. an observant rosary maker
began coating beads with the sub- 1
stance in an attempt to imitate |
pearls. His enterprise and gradual
improyement of the process of ex- ;
traction laid the foundation for this
unique business. For more than two i
centuries, flshscale pearl essence was'
used almost exclusively for beads. j
Factories sprang up in France and .
Jacquin's successors long sought to I
determine the composition of the j
substance which gave the scales their j
inimitable luster. In 1886 it was
Identified as a pure quanine in the
form of bladelike crystals in the 1
epidermis of the fish.
Until the World War this coun
try depended upon France for its
supply of essence. When the sup
ply was cut off American manufac
turers focussed their attention at
home ar.d discovered that the Czar's
artist was also a chemist who had
studied this industry.

1
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Below The Average

At the STRAND Sunday - Monday - Tuesday

Mrs. Medora Perry, Mrs. Annie
Is Production of Butter Fat
Thompson, Miss Angela Perry and
Mrs. Harold Perry have been on a
By Maine Cows—Jerseys
motor trip to Hampton, N. H.
“LIFE BEGINS AT COLLEGE”
Do Well
Mrs. Geneva Welt and Miss Ger
(By Chuck Cochard)
trude Newbert have returned from a
Average production of cows In
trip to Torrington, Conn.
Maine
D. H. I. associations last year
Hollywood (Exclusive)—At last the
v as 6824 pounds of milk, testing 4.3
Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Mollenhauer,
RCA engineers claim that television
percent, and 296 pounds of butterfat.
who have passed the summer at the
is no longer just around the corner,
This compared with the U. S. aver
Sampson
homestead
have
returned
but actually here. This they proved
age of 7912 pounds of milk and 319
to Brooklyn. N. Y.
at the recent convention held in New
! peunds of butterfat is "not too good
Henry
Slessier,
who
has
been
em

York City for the Society of Motion
' a showing” according to R. F. Talployed at B. G. Miller's barber shop
Picture Engineers. Members of the
‘ bet. U. of M. Extension dairy speduring
the
summer,
has
returned
to
organization admitted that television
I ciallst.
Brunswick.
ls ready to be used as an auxiliary for
Cows in four dairy herds, two of
the televising of Important news
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Miller have
i them in Oxford county, showed avevents in newsreel houses.
been visiting friends in Montclair.
| cragr production of more than 40
The demonstrations were by far the
N. J.
! peunds of butterfat during the month
best ever attained, images being pro
The Susannah Wesley Society met
j of September, the summary for the
jected on a screen three by four feet.
Thursday afternoon with Miss Julia
State shows. The herds were owned
The best results were obtained-film
Kaler.
j by E A Fernald and A. L. Sandertelevised subjects.
] sen. Oxford County; Henry Nichols,
Meenahga Grange enjoyed a pleas
RCA also produced at the gather
ant meeting Monday evening with
; Hancock County; and Ivory Hall,
ing a new kind of tube for home sets
twenty-eight members and guests in
Cumberland County.
wh.ch shows black and white pictures
Records were reported for almost
attendance. A lunch of sandwiches,
Instead of Ihe usual green. Another
4800 cows in 284 herds, organized in
doughnuts and coffee was served at
new feature is the sharpness of the
12 associations. Average butterfat
the close of the business session.
pictures. It was also found that tele
production for all cows in the assoPlans for a Hallowe’en party to be
vising from films proved far superior
‘ tions was 25.0 pounds. Five lndiheld the latter part of the month
to the use of live talent.
, vidual cows produced more than 70
I were discussed.
I peunds of butterfat, and one. owned
Miss Marilyn Lovell of Sanford is
The famous comedy team of Laurel
■ by Fred Corliss of Aroostook County,
visiting her grandparents, Mr. and
and Hardy has been re-united after a
i produced 85.3 pounds, highest In the
I
Mrs.
J.
H.
Lovell.
year’s separation. They Were signed
State.
Hail! Hail! The gang's all cheer. They all went to college, but they didn't go for knowledge. From left
Mrs. Jennie H. Linscott is in Masby Hal Roach their old boss, for two
Other cows producing more than
to right the gang of principals of "Varsity Show" are Stirling Holloway, Lee Dixon, Dick Powell, Fred War
j
sachusetts
where
she
will
pass
the
features a year which will be more ,
70
pounds of butterfat were owned by
ing and thc two Lane sisters, Priscilla and Rosemary in the middle.—adv.
winter with her sons.
pretentious than past ones. This j
A. E. Mooers. Aroostook County;
Mrs. Fred Peterson of Islesboro has
means Hardy will not play with Bing |
Round Top Farms, Knox-Lincoln
been passing a week with her daugh
Crosby in "The Badge of Policeman
"Varsity Show," Warner Bros, fib Lee Dixon, Priscilla Lane. Rosemary nations and then figures in a student counties; B. C. Higgins and Ross
ter. Mrs. Clara Barton.
O'Roon."
musical extraordinary, has its local Lane, Buck and Bubbles, Walter Cat- strike brought on when Biddle ousts Elliott, Penobscot County. All but
• « • *
The newly elected officers of the J pretnjere gunday at the Strand The- lett' Johnny Davis and Ro>' Atwell, him from the campus. The under- one were Jerseys.
Av 
Duck..
rvw his
ie irwan.
Busby DorlzolniBerkeley, known <for
imag- nroHliafoc
graduates talrgi
take" nujftflrc
matters infn
into tVmir
their nun
own
W1 Club of the High School are Ar
Mervyn LeRoy offered Wally and
The report said that the pasture
atre. Starring the ever-popular Dick inative and lavish production num- hands. The show must go on.
thur Hilton, president; Harlan Mc
Edward a million dollars for a pic
season Is about ended, but the dairy
[ Powell and Introducing In grand bers in past Warner Bros, musicals, It does.—adv.
Lain, vice president; Joel Anderson,
ture appearance, and it wasn't for
herd should still be kept out on
i manner to motion picture audiences. 1 outdoes himself ln “Varsity Show" j
-----------------secretary.
John
Rider,
treasurer.
“The King and the Chorus Girl.''
warm, bright days. Particular care
' Fred Waring and his nationally fa
With their scheduled trip to the U.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Ware of Newark. mous orchestra, the Pennsylvanians, with a smashing finale that climaxes Waterproof truck covers and spray should be given to those cows about
APPLETON MILLS
GROSS NECK
S. they may be offered another
N. J., have been guests of James j "Varsity Show" marks a new high in' more than an hour of supreme fun hoods made to order. Old covers to freshen and the entire herd will
and amusement.
waterproofed. Awning service. Rock- be better off in the barn on cold
chance to appear in pictures—and it
Mr. and Mrs. Dexter Gross spent
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hall are Steele.
musical and comedy entertainment.
The
plot
of
the
picture
deals
with
land Awning Co., 16 Willow St.
rainy days.
is our belief that after a visit to an evening last week with Owen guests of Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Hall.
Mrs. James Watts is passing a , Included in the stellar oast be
Hollywood they will make a picture Winslow of West Waldoboro.
Mrs. Laura Upton was taken to the vacation from her duties in the Me- sides Dick Powell and Fred Waring the efforts of Chuck Daly (Dick —■ iu». i—
appearance together.
William Thorne is 'visiting relatives hospital at Camden last Friday, hav domak National Bank with relatives are such leading figures as Ted Healy, j Powell), a Broadway producer tem
porarily on his uppers, to stage the
• • • •
ing the misfortune to break her hip. ir. Portland.
in Melrose, Mass.
annual Quandrangle Club show at
If you've been wondering what has
Donald Hall and Miss Helen RanMrs. j Eldora Gross visited Mrs.
George Hollis hai iretiyrned to
Winfield College. Daly, himself a
happened to them, Ben Lyon and Dewey Winchenbach of West Waldo- court were Sunday visitors at Mr. roll French are occupying his house. Helps
Winfield alumnus, Is induced to re
Bcbe Daniels have been doirlg the ! boro Wednesday of last week.
and Mrs. Leslie Hall's.
Waltham, Mass. Mr. and Mrs. Carturn to the college to rescue the var
music halls in Africa and will return i
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Gushee mo
Mr. and Mrs. William Thorne have
Mrs. Edward Connors and son Dick
sity show from the hands of ProfesMany children become infested with Round
to Hollywood for the Christmas holi- J
been entertaining guests from Mass- tored to Orono with Leroy Page, cf Winchester, Mass., are visiting Mrs. Specially desigined for
sor Sylvester Biddle (Walter Catlett).
Worms (Ascaris lumbricoides), the most
days.
upper
, Stahl
e.-v. at
.. i the nose and
where they attended the football Connor's sister, Mrs. C. tB.
| achusetts.
common human parasites, but are sometimes
faculty advisor, who is all for art and
j throat, where 3 out
• • • •
treated for other illnesses... For 86 years
nothing for modernity in school pres-)
j of 4 colds start. Use
Clarence Richards was a Portland games between Ricker and Maine Stahl's Tavern
Carol Lombard will co-star with
mothers have given children Dr. True's Elixir
freshman team and the Arnold- !
__
it at the first sneeze.
! visitor Tuesday.
entations.
that European sensation Fernand
^as a laxative, and to expel Round Worms
Maine game, spending the day with
Daly
overcomes
many
obstacles
set
SEARSMONT
McClellan Eugley has returned home
. Agreeable to taste ... At druggists ...
Gravet in “Food for Scandal" which
their son Richard, who Is attending
before a successful production by Pro
has a budget of $1,300,000 and will be ' after visiting his son Walter Eugley the University. He is on the fresh
The Ladies' Aid was recently invit
fessor Biddle. Jams members of the
THE TRUE FAMILY LAXATIVE AND ROUND WORM EXPELLER
shot entirely in Technicolor. And and family at Augusta.
man football squad.
ed to have an all day session with
cast through special scholastic examiMiss Virginia Creamer of Broad
speaking of figures, Samuel GoldMr. and IMrs. Earl Sprowl have Mrs. Hattie Morse of East Searsmont.
Cove visited Monday with her sister. been receiving congratulations on the A picnic dinner and jolly day was en
wyn's “Hurricane" cost $1,700,000.
• • • •
Mrs. Allison Waltz.
joyed.
birth of a son Richard Earl.
Isabel Geroux of West Waldoboro,
The best seller in the United States
The latest news from Rev. Gardi“And So Victoria,” will be made by 1 spent last weekend with her uncle i
' ner Wills, our pastor, ts that he is
Rebekah Installation
MGM in their London studios. Fran- and aunt, Mr and Mrs. Dexter Gross,
| slowly recovering from his recent
chot Tone iwe understand will travel ' Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. Mel- | On Thursday, last, Golden Rod
, sickness in Salem. Maine, where he
Rebekah
Lodge
held
Installation
of
to England to play the lead.
i vin Genthner were Mr. and Mrs.
and Mrs. Wills went for their vaca
Constance Bennet gets a nice in- Lloyd Light and daughter. Mrs Wal- officers. Esther Shorey. D.D.P., astion about six weeks ago. He was
Styling o« different at It It
come from renting out her town car J ter McLeod; and daughter, Mrs. Trus- s sted by D.D.M. Ethel Benner and
with his brother at the time he was
beautiful, for tbit blggerto studios for picture work. The car sell Wentworth and daughter of Cam- staff, installed In a very pleasing
looklng, better-looking
manner the following officers: Noble stricken.
den.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Irvine
Condon
of
is a Rolls Royce with a special body
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Knight and
low-priced car.
grand.
Blanche
Brown,
vice
grand.
anl she gets as much as $250 per Thomastcn. and Miss Barbara (Genth
Ruth Arrington; recording secretary, two children went to Biddeford Wed
day for its use. The car was last ner .of the village.
nesday. Mrs. Jennie Caswell accom
Benjamin Geele of Kingston. Mass., Helen Gushee; Financial secretary.
used in 'Thin Ice' . . . Four acres
Amy Esancy; treasurer, Edith Gur panied them as far as Portland. Mrs.
THE CAR OF LOW PRICE THAT BRINGS YOU THE NEWEST, MOST
has
returned
home
after
visiting
his
have been laid out in miniature sets
ney. R.S.NG, Inez Arrington; L. S. Knight remained with her mother for
for "In Old Chicago" reproducing brother Charles Geele and family.
N. G„ Frances Robbins; R.SV.G., a visit at Biddeford.
MODERN, MOST UP-TO-DATE MOTORING ADVANTAGES
the city in 1871 . . . Louella Parsons,
Madeline Butler; warden. Ruth
The Ladies’ Aid met Wednesday
famed movie columnist, who Is mak
WEST ROCKPORT
Pease; conductor, Esther Moody; with Mrs. Belle Howes. It will meet
ing her debut in "Hollywood Hotel”
Chevrolet cordially invites you to visit your
Mr and Mrs. Earl Rice and son chaplain. Evelyn Pitman; inside next Wednesday with Francella
will wear $300,000 in gems during her
nearest Chevrolet dealer and inspect the finest
camera appearances . . . Buck Jones j Earl. Jr., of Gloucester. Mass., who guardian. Helen Paul; outside guar Moody. There is a lot to be done be
motor car Chevrolet has ever produced—the
fore December.
have been visiting Mrs. Fred Collins
is almost fifty.
Helen
Johnson.
After
the
installa

•
•
•
•
new Chevrolet for 1938—the car that is complete.
j for a few days, returned home Sun
tion. the following entertainment
Charles
E.
Cushman
To see and drive this smart, dashing car is
RKO is negotiating with Romola day.
Mr. and Mrs. John Lane and son;"as B"en'
Charles E. Cushman, a life-long
Nijinsky for screen rights of Nijinsky
to
know
you’ll be ahead with a Cheirolet ... to
Solo. Frank Meservey, accompanied
have returned to Littleton N H„ after
resident of this community died very
for a vehicle for Fred Astaire.
own it is to save money all ways . . . liecause,
by Helen Johnson; remarks by the
suddenly Wednesday morning Oct. 13
"Heidi" starring Shirley Temple spending one week of a vacation here.
district deputy president; recitation,
again in 1938 as for 27 years, the Chevrolet
The deceased was born in 1858. He
and Jean Hersholt is among the very I They spent the first week of his vaCarobm Page; remarks by the dis
had been in his usual health and
best for the child star, which means , cation in New York
trade-mark is the symbol of sarinfis.
trict deputy marshal. Maude Greenwalked nearly every day to the village
that It is great entertainment. It
Fred Collins, Jr., has employment (
CHEVROLET MOTOR DIVISION
Adella
Gushee.
Shirley
Bowley,
wlll be especially appealing to child- ■ in Pittsfield, Mass., with the General aw
which is nearly a mile. He was the
General Motort ^alet Corporation
Mrs. Starrett. and William Darroch;
DETROIT. MICHIGAN
son of Elisha and Christanie (Morey)
ren. If you're touched by tender sen- Electric Co.
recitation, Mrs. Lizzie McCorrison;
G**wra/ Motort InitaUment Plan—monthly parCushman. He went with his son
timent then by all means see this j The supper and sale at the church
menti to tuil your purte. A General Motort I alue
i reading. Annie Ripley. After the
Lawrence Cushman to North Sears
vehicle. We recommend the picture Tuesday was well attended even
entertainment all went to the din
mont to haul posts. He died very
very highly.
, though the night was stormy. About
ing hall, where a banquet was served.
suddenly after reaching there, heart
-----------------j $22 was ladded tq the treasury.
failure being the cause. He was a
Mrs. Elsie Ingersol and daughter
LONG COVE
TENANT’S HARBOR
member of the Baptist Church but
have returned from Crtehaven where
since that church burned has been a
Mrs Gertrude Coltart ts visiting they spent several weeks.
Morning worship in the Church on
regular attendant at the M E.
her brother James Smith in Bath.
A number from this village attend
thc Hill convenes at 10.30 a. m. Sun
Cnurch, and was one of the trustees.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Piirainen of ed the annual meeting cf the Farm
day with thc sermon theme "Seeking
Warren were calling on friends here Bureau at the Community Building the Lost" by Rev. Newell J. Smith. He was a member of Victor Grange,
where he was treasurer. Mr. Cush
last week.
ir. Rockland Thursday.
Music entitled "Just for Today" will
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Nutt and be rendered by the male choir. At man had a cheerful disposition and
William Polky has gone to Fairfield
daughters Hazel and Bernice spent 1130 the Bible School meets under made many friends who will miss his
Sanatorium for treatment.
passing. He is survived by one
Theodore Conway of New York last weekend with their daughter, the direction of Superintendent David
brother Myland Cushman of WorcesMrs
Vernon
Packard
and
Mr.
Packspent last weekend with his parents,
Sivcwright. "Dad Taylor," father of,,
, „„
ard
in
Portland.
They
returned
hom
3
charles
and
Laurje
Taylor
,
nternB
.
|
Mass who Is 88 years old and
Mr. and Mrs. Omar Conway.
came to attend the funeral. Also
Monday.
tionally known evangelists, is to be at
Mrs. Elizabeth Leppanen and Mrs.
four children Elmer of Lexington,
the Tenant's Harbor Church for the
John Stein and son Donald of Rock
Mess.. Maynard and Merrill of this
OWLS
HEAD
evening
service
at
7
p.
m.
Sunday,
land were visitors in town Tuesday.
place and Mrs. Inez Hall of Belfast;
and will bring the evening message.
A tuberculin test was given in the {
Mrs. F. F. McPhail has returned His experiences as a Bible Missionary 14 grandchildren and several nieces
schools here Monday, quite a number I froni a vlslt wlth her daughter Mrs
iand nephews. The funeral was held
both in England and America are
taking it.
i Adney Peck ln Nobleboro.
Saturday at 2 p. m. at the church,
most
interesting.
Our
church
con

Mrs. Gertrude Makinen of MassaMr and Mrg charles „„
Rev. Peaslee of Belfast officiating
chusetts has been visiting her mother, returned Monday from „ (wo wefks. siders it a rare privilege to have such The bearers were Charles Jones. Her
a
man
of
vital
experiences
and
there

Mrs. Hulda Makinen.
} visit spent wi(h Mrg PiIlsburys par.
bert Plalstcd Fernand Shepherd and
fore is expecting many to take ad
Mrs. William Polky and children 1 ents in Bennington vt
Arthur Rottan. The many beauti
are staying at her sisters Mrs. Elmer , Mr and Mrs Gera,d Margers0„ vantage of this' opportunity. Every ful flowers were silent tributes of
Polky at Friendship for a few days.
..
..
„ , one is urged to attend this service, a
„
...
,were ln Milton. Mass., recently called Happy Hour of Music and Message. esteem. Burial was in Oak Grove
The weekly dances at Long Cove
u. ..
, ..
cemetery.
..7
'here
tbe illness of Mr. MargerHall nave been discontinued.
„ ..
• son s mother.
PORI CLYDE
Mrs. Warren and Miss Dorothy
MARTINSVILLE
I Webber of Dover-Foxcroft were Sun
Sunday afternoon in the Baptist
PATRONIZE YOUR
day callers on Miss Frances Webber Chapel the pastor will use for his
“A New Life" will be the topic of
"The Lucky Thirteen" boys 4-H topic “A New Life." The worship J. Wesley Stuart Sunday morning in
Club has generously presented the service at 2 p. m. and the Sunday the Baptist Church at 10.30. The
library association with $7.
School at 3 p. m. Every one is cor Sunday School convenes at 11.30.
Mrs. Gerald Margerson is the new dially Invited to the services. The There is a class for everyone; no one
Who is ready to serve you leader of the “Go-Ahead Girls," 4- young people will meet at 6 p. m. ever graduates from the Sunday
H Club.
for their C. E. service. All young School. The evening service will be
365 days in the year
Arthur Bain has returned from a people over 12 years of age are in at 1 o'clock with a good song service
Silsby’s Flower Shop
fishing trip off New Bedford, Mass. vited. The evening service will be and a message by the.pastor on the
689 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
TEL. 1250
TEL. 318-W
A new furnace has been installed held in the Martinsville Baptist subject, "Christ a Shelter." The
371 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND in the church, given by the ladies Church. The mid-week service will church mid-week service will be Wed
Barker’s Garage, Union
Peaslee & Ross, Vinalhaven
Carroll’s Garage, Thomaston
lOOtf
Aid Society.
be nn Thursday evening at 7 o'clock. nesday evening at 7.
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WOULD ISOLATE KATAHDIN
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Rockland Lost

ROCK. PORT

The New Chevrolet

i

FOR SALE

The harvest supper served by the
The sermon topic, Sunday morning
Mr and Mrs. Del Littlefield and
. . , . ,
at the Baptist Church wilt be, •'What But Farmington High Knew Tritohelp Club Wednesday night at R. E. Philbrick Attends Pre- *
son, Vincent, of Hampden Falls. New
1929 CHEVROLET coupe for sale. Mo
the Baptist vestry drew the usual
,, j
j ,
„„ Does the Bible Say About a HalfShowing and Expounds Its tor and chassis ln fine shape; also one
Hampshire, were luncheon guest, (
That It Had Been Playing
(Continued from Page One'
so-called Playground of the Nalarge crowd and the quality of the
hot water or steam radiator and eight
;Eaked Cake?' The choir will sing,
Wednesday cf Mr. and Mrs. Austin
tion —and choose only Katahdin?
gal. expansion tank, new. FRED VI
Praises
Football
menu was up to the excellent stand
NAL. Llmerock St
127*129
Davis, at their home in North Cush- discarded automobile tires.
Fire perhaps the promoters of the Katah- ' the anthem "Only Thee (Bon Verge) I
ard
which
that
organization
has
es

in which the tenor and alto duet
ing.
E FLAT alto Conn saxaphone for
Pre-showings of 1936 model Chev
Rockland High chalked up another tablished for itself. A good sum was
signs do not hold much meaning to din bill will not fully appreciate our
__. , ,
. .
,
.
. I sale Terms reasonable. Apply to THE
Mrs. Marion B. Grafton Mrs. Emma throw burning cigarettes Into the reducing their aigumcnt still fur- will be sung by Roger Teggue and j football defeat yesterday afternoon,
rolets for dealers and salesmen have courier-gazette office
127*129
netted.
Mrs.
Avis
Norwood.
Church
School
■D. Young, Mrs. Margret A. Lakeman, brush. We who visit Katahdin now t*ler'
been held ln more than 50 of the prin
what is to quell our ap- will meet at noon and Ch.istian En but went down with colors flying.
ALL RAIL D. & H. Cone cleaned an
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Everett
Libby,
daugh

Mrs. Cora Knights, Mrs. Avis R. Bra usually meet people who work for prehension that the national cancer
cipal cities of the United States ln the thracite coal, coke and wood. W F
The victorious outfit came from
127*130
deavor at 6.15. Rev. Howard A. Franklin County, and its little bevy ter Katherine and Miss Marilyn Ar past few days, according to R. E. Phil TIBBETTS, Tel. 675-W.
sier, Mrs. Lura M Libby. Mrs. Ruth what they get, who relish walking
authority might not eventually
of the Sea View Garage Inc
TWO feather mattresses for sale, newly
L. Perry. District Deputy Grand and the sacking for that is why they spreadt to the Moosehead and Alle- Welch will have for his Sunday eve- ot supporters made it quite plain that nold of Manchester, N. H„ arrived brick
Orica, 01 tne oea view uarage. tne., 1 madc never used. 88 each charles c.
spend ““ remaln who has Just returned here after at- I CAMERON, Gleason Hill. Union, Me
Matron, Mrs Leah F. Davis, and Mrs. come. The present enthusiast appre- 8ash regions, both of which are in thc r.ing subject.. "Standing at the »art-1 """"'"ht well'' of Farmington T"*** ni«ht
126*128
der
of
the
week
at
Camp
Kayrock.
Blanche C. Vose. mctored to East ciates the just rewards of his labors same beauty category with Katah- ing of the Ways."
tending the introduction ceremonies I
High.
Amesbury
Hill.
h-.j
1
SEVEN-ROOM
house
and
garage
for
Rev. H. L Holt will take for his
The flrsj period yesterday was a
Boothbay Tuesday night where they The more it hurts us to accomplish
held in Portland.
»le,
good repalr benjamin knowlor perhaps the opposition grudg
With cold weather approaching
The annual preview was designed to ; TOW, 54 Brewster st., city.
126*128
atteended the meeting of Crescent thc more satisfaction and joy we at- iugly admit that we are capable of tfrmcn theme at the Sunday morn- standofr. with neithed goalline sethc welfare committee finds increas familiarize all Chevrolet Dealers and
Chapter. Order of the Eastern Star UJn {rQtn thfi „fnnip;Khnl„t, but managing these beauty spots?
:n8 worship at the Congregational rj0Usly threatened
CIDER and vinegar barrels for sale,
t?l joCOCA COLA
on the occasion oi uuest unicers lf wg open Katahdin up w the rank Katahdin is now the lordy pos Church. "The Art of Appreciation.'
Trouble broke in the second quar ing need of clothing, bedding, etc. Salesmen with the new product, sell- [
Night. Among the guest officers, who and fllp Qf mankind w wiU
, sessor of a rugged grandeur unsur- and for his evening subject, “Is ter when Farmington drove straight If those having such to offer, either ing plans and advertising activities; PAIR of hor8fs fQr sale 17(x). &n
filled the chairs, were Mrs. Grafton. the bad along with the good and the P^sed in the East, which should Elizabeth May Craig Right in Recent down the field and an end run hy new or second-hand, will notify First scheduled for the balance of 1937 and ! farming tools; 30 tons of hay. fred
KILLERAN, Cushing, Tel. Thomaston
as Electa, and Mrs. Young, as Mar- Rumber o£ iiqUor bottles will
in- never b-’ Impaired by national devel- Article. 'We Have Lost Ood'?"
Whittier was productive of the first Selectman Arthur K. Walker, ar 1938.
m-21.
126-128
rangement
will
be
made
for
collect

A brighter industrial picture was
6hall.
crease proportionately. All these are cpment. If we hastily subscribe to
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Wincapaw, Mrs. touchdown. An extra point was
TWO white shaggy kittens for sale,
ing.
painted by Mr. Philbrick on his return male and female. TEL. WARREN 40-13.
Mr. and Mrs. William Vinal and £UppOsed to contribute to and pre- this bill we shall later see clearly in Hazel Jewell and daughter, Betty Lou, converted by Dingley.
Mrs. Albert U. Rhodes returned here. "Gains for the entire automoRockland scored two points in this
Mrs. Herbert Wheeler, returned home
our natural beauty. Such is retrospect th3t we not only con- have returned to Portland, after beWednesday night after spending not compatible with sound logic. | doned the killing of the goose re- ng the guests of relatives in this period when a Farmington player Thursday from Community Hospital the industry seem indicated, ' he said, .^so3 ^c^lot? 2X2
several days with Mrs. Vinal's sister , It
argued that because parts of sponsible for the golden eggs, but wejewn.
was downed in his end zone after in where she has been a surgical pa and the outstanding advances made on state road and sea shore. 20 minutes
ride from Rockland. Write C."" care
——
tient for three weeks.
and her husband. Mr. and Mrs. Elton jbe Katahdin area are now privately also fcdishly tolerated the plucking
Mrs
\jank, and Mrs. Addie tercepting a Rockland pass.
by Chevrolet in its new product in The Courler-Oazette
126-128
Farmington forged farther ahead
Merrifield, in Kezar Falls, and also j owned there is a serious danger of , ol the feathers of this same goose as ■ gprague o£ north Waldoboro, were
About 20 members of the Rockport dicate that public acceptance of the
R I. RED pullets for sale
w. W.
visited in New Hampshire.
future lumbering activities. Even this well.
■ supper guests Saturday of Mr and in the fourth period when a for-1 Farm Bureau attended the annual 1938 car will be even more enthusias DEAN. Washington St., Camden. 120-128
i 1 ''
--- ;---------------Mr and Mrs. William T Flint, who however would not demand federal
National interest must be blocked. Mrs E g Carroll and Mr. and Mrs. ward pass. Rand to Blanchard net- meeting of the Knox and Lincoln tic than ever before/’
..
. ... v. _ ,
...
RICH dark loam for sale, for flower
were called to Massachusetts by the action as our State department are tor the only way to preserve our Harry Beane. They were joined in ted the visitors 35 yards. A pass. ' Farm Bureau Thursday at CommuMr. Philbrick had high praise for I gardens and lawns; also gravel for drlvethe new
new car,
car pointing
nointing out
out tnat
that engin
engin-,! ANDERSON
waysand fillings.
Tel. Meadow
23-W. WILLIAM
Illness of Mrs. Flints mother, Mrs perfectly capable of accommodating rugged Katahdi-i is to isolate it. ! the evening, by Dennis Mank. and Mr. Dingley to Morrill, gave Farmington nity Building in Rockland.
tne
48 West
Hd
Eliza Winn, returned home Wednes- themselves to this danger. In addl-, Maine has tco li. 'e to gain and too and Mrs. Jesse Havener of Waldoboro.
ant^ 'as' P°-niRev. and Mrs. N. F. Atwood were eering refinements and body, chassis. _____ _________ _______ 127-129
day night.
tion there is no need for action most- ' much to lose in such an enterprise.
Rockland scored once more nearj recent vlsitors of friends at Sears. and interior Improvements made MODEL-A Ford Sedan for sale, 1928:
Mrs. Rcdney McIntyre attended
The semi-annual supper and elec- jy because the entire Wassataquick 1 There are other attractions in our
Chevrolet an even finer car than In X. 7C&«k.
the end of the game when Billings pert.
the funeral services Thursday in
tion of officers of Beta Alpha Club | Valley has already felt the ravages of State; use extensive advertising
1937
----"
--- ------------------------------intercepted a pass and raced 35 yards 5
Bath, for the late Mrs. Nellie Merry,
1 STANDING hard wood and pine for
Rockport friends were tuned in
will be held in the Baptist vestry, fire and at the present time nothing J methods and open them up to the
for a touchdown. The summary:
Predicting
a
banner
sales
year,
he
sale
pete mills, 50 Main street,
her sister-in-law.
Wednesday afternoon on the Curtis
based his forecast on the fact that al- ThQmaston------------------------- —1.25*127.
Monday. Oct. 25.
except a solid mass of poplars grow rank and file but let us not transform
Farmington—Morrill le, Marjjuis lt,
I Institute of Music program to hear
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Frank
Beane
and
Mrs. J. F Sprankle of Dubois, and there. No lumbering concern acting; the Baxter Grant into a fastidious
Austin lg. Ray c, Gray rg. Libby rt. ! Miss Eudice Shapira, violinist. The ready
Plymouth
Sedan
for
ivuoj many
uwuj thousands
U1VUMMU9of
viorders
v.uv.ohave ' sale This
ear was DeLuxe
owned by
summer
Mrs. Elias Ritts of Butler. Pa., who upon sound business principles would recreational resort, the kind we would grandchildren, Frances Grover and Hoyt rt, Beeson. Sawyer re. Whit
been placed for the new Chevrolet— 1 resident and In perfect condition Sec
. . .
. .. ,
MR. LUKE, Dyer's Oarage Inc, Park St.
have been guests of Mrs. L. Bliss Gillcare to undertake such a foolhardy , need to approach with kid gloves. Alvin Reed of Wiscasset were Sun- tier qb. Rr.nd lh. Whatson rh. Ding- reception was perfect and the beau sight
unseen by the buyers.
Rockiand
126-it
tiful selections
greatly enjoyed.
chrest for ten days, left for their
adventure. Obviously, this ls neither Baxter, himself, out of hls personal da5' guests of Mr. and Mrs. Harry ley fb. Tii-.nchard rh.
“I call this a distinct tribute to SMALL wood lot for sale. near the
Miss
Shapiro
is
a
member
of
the
homes this morning.
a serious danger nor a competent love for its untamed ruggednegs Eeanc
Rock’>. 1 d—Bond le. Perry It, Gray 1
Chevrolet that these people place main road, mrs grace colburn.
.
...
...
.
..Thomaston. Tel. Rockland.
263-21
Capt. and Mrs. James E. Creighton,
argument.
, has denounced the whole affair as Mrs. Marilla Copeland, Mr. and lt, Miz’ o lg. Anderson lg. Brown c Trio Classique which summers here such
confidence in the organization," 1
LIBRARY table lor sale; book cases.
Mrs Richard O. Elliot and Miss Mary
In our endeavor, then, to attainJ mere.'v a political scheme. Our Ex- Mrs. Clifford Overlock and sons Bergrei :■» McCor.chle rg, Ho.'»y- and which was heard in the Septem he asserted.
[ two hall racks, kitchen table, large
E McPhail returned home Thursday the rock bo’tom truth we find that (Governor, in entrusting his wonder- j Harold and Theodore, were guests seck rt, LaCrosse r« Rawley qb. "Jil- 1 ber concert at Town hall.
A bigger truck sales year also was secretary, cherry writing desk; several
.
stands, old fashioned bureau, couch;
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Payson spent
night after several days'motor trip to Hitionr ! interest in Katahdin is > ful mountain in our care, did so in Sunday cf Mrs Fred Overlock in Au- lings ’ii. Karl fb, Duff Skinner th.
indicated by Mr. Philbrick, who said, six caned chairs, other pieces of secondthe
day
recently
as
guest
of
Miss
the White Mountains and Montreal, completely unnecessary. And even mutual faith. We could repudiate gusta.
Farmingicn ............. 0 7 0 1-14
"Increasing need of truck replace- i
^{""^h^c’bukeMiss Mabel Amesbury went to though we may be disrupting the that faith, but instead let us return
Highlands Grange worked the third Rocklar.a
...... . 0 2 0 6—6 Ruth Orbeton at Mt. Vernon.
ments and growing use of com- forth. 236 camden st, city
125-127
Union Thursday where she is guest expectations of certain adversaries a portion of the vast debt we owe and fourth degrees on one candidtte
Fannie Fuller has returned to Bos menflal cars ln industry and on the
Touchdowns: Whittier. Blanchard.
five-room bungalow for »nie. bath;
..
.. .
...
..
.. nearly new, may be bought for oneof Mrs. Maude Calderwood for a we mutt still have the gumption to him. In cur immediate actions
Beverly Keating .at the meet- Billings.
Points after—Dingley ; ton after a week's visit with her rfarm authenticate
this prediction. , haif rcai value, l. a thurston.
k
struggle along as a State and con- against this bill we shall not only ing Wednesday night.
——————— ' Tel 1159, City
125-127
1 rush». Morrill (pass from Dingley).' brother, Horatio Fuller.
1935 DODGE Touring Sedan for sale.
Mrs. Bertha Dowlin went today to front our own problems unassisted.
demonstrate our respect and our
officers of last year, were re- Referee. Wotton (Bowdoin). Head- ’ The November meeting of the
In perfect condition. See MR TISSETTS
Springfield Mass. to spend the win- Tlie identity of our State is para- gratitude to Mr. Baxter, but we may elected for the coming year at the linesman Alvain 'Fordham), Urn- j Garden Club will be held at the
Dyer's Garage Inc , Park 3t., Rock'and.
________________________ 126-lt
mount,
hence
it
is
our
solmen
oblialso
save
Katahdin
from
the
all
too
Thursday
night
meeting
of
the
Con

pire. Shananhan (Colby).
ter with her nephew. Elmer Lane
heme of Miss Marion Weidman on
Advertisements ln this column not to
USED MAYTAG, square tub washers,
exceed
three
lines
Inserted
once
for
25
Mrs. Minnie Wilson entertained ga tion to maintain it intact. Why sudden onslaughts of a spoiled civil- gregationai Brotherhood. Rev. H. .1
! the evening of Nov. 9, at 8 o'clock cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi for sale. Perfect condition. PARKER
125-127
Holt spoke on, "World Conditions as
her club at a picnic dinner Thursday, should the National Park Service ig- ization
Frank A. Winslow of The Courier- tional lines flve cents each for one time WORREY. 65 Park St.
—Ernest E. Robinson.
CIRCULATING heaters for sale. Bec^
10 cents for three times. Six small words
Rivaled by Today's Newspapers"
the afternoon being spent in sewing. nore other sections of our State—this
Gazette, will be guest speaker giving to
a line.
trie and enameled ranges, plenty of black
following the supper hour. The Con-1
rangfS. C. E. GROTTON. 138 Camder.
Her guests were Mrs. Arthur Kalloch.
one of his highly interesting lectures
8t., Tel 1214-M
123-tf
gregationai Brotherhood will con- ]
Mrs. Lucy Siliery, Mrs. Susie New
"Knights of the Road" being his sub K
VINALHAVEN
SOUTH HOPE
USED medium sized Frlgldalre for
*
tinue to meet on the third Thursday
bert., Mrs. Gertrude Hahn, Mrs.
ject on this occasion.
sale
good condition.
PARKER E
Sunday morning. Oct. 24 at Union
« LOST AND FOUND
WORREY. 65 Park St. Tel. 26-W
Sixteen relatives gathered at the cf every month,
Annie Wyllie, Mrs. E. P. Starrett,
A meeting of the Rockport Cami- ♦----------- ----------- ------------------ I
_________________________________ 124*126
Church,
the
pastor.
Rev.
Arthur
Mrs. Marion Williams and Mrs. Jessie
Rev. H. I. Holt officiated at the
home of Sidney Lermond Wednesday
11 val-Regatta Association. Inc., will be K******«*>i**«**b
LARGE Ice box for sale. In good conLeigh, will speak on "The Transalso brass bedstead, reasonable.
funeral sendees Friuay in Camden
Kalloch.
TERRIER lost, black and white. , dltlon:
„
evening,
the
occasion
being
in
honor
held Monday night at Town hall at »25FOX
figuration.’’ Music will include:
124«-126
reward for Information. GOODWIN 41 FULTON 3T
for the late Mrs. Bertha M. Clark. ,
7.30.
A
flnancial
report
of
the
Au

of
his
67th
birthday.
The
evening
GRANT.
Isle
au
Haut.
122*127
PATRICK HANLEY homestead. 5 Pine
Mrs. Charles W. Singer delightfully Prelude. I Need Thee Every Hour,
Committees named for the Novem
street. Thomaston, for sale: reason
gust Carnival will be given and plans
WIRE-HAIRED terrier lost Tuesday; able price. Inquire 34 MAIN ST., Thomentertained at a tea and handker- Thompson: offertory. Nocturne. Men-. was spent in playing card. Refresh ber sale at the Congregational
white, black spots. Reward 11 STATE i
for next year’s carnival discussed. ST
124'126
126-lt 1
chief shower Wednesday, the guest of delssohn;
pcstlude.
Processional, ments of ice cream, cake and home Church. Nov. 11. Include the follow
F.agle Island Light
193C DODGE Touring Sedan, for sale,
All
citizens
interested
in
a
bigger
and
honor being Miss Elizabeth Wash- Ouilmont; Anthem. His Changeless made candy were served. Those pres ing: Fancy work Mrs Eleanor Bar
TWO heifer yearlings found ln War looks like ne< See MR. SNOW. Dyers
We see the close of a busy summer better carnival for next year are ren.
FRANK SILONEN. Warren.
Oarage Inc., Payk St., Rockland. 126-lt
burn, who later is to go to Washing- Love. By Vested Choir. At 7 p. m. ent were Mr. and Mrs. Lyman Jones. rett. Mrs. E. Belle Walker. Mrs. Sadie
126*128 I FOUR-DOOR Whippet sedan, for sale.
season and reluctantly turn to our urged to be present.
ton D C. to spend the winter with the pastor s subject, will be "From Mr. and Mrs. Woodbury Lermcnd. Mr E arrows; aprons. Mrs. Laura Starrett.
POCKET Book lost on South Main St $60 15 WASHINGTON ST . City
fall duties. Before becoming too
The Baptist Ladies' Circle met Saturday.
her sister and husband. Mr. anti Mis. Sheepfold to the Throne."
and Mrs. Clarence Robbins. Mr. and< Mrs. Anna Starrett. and Mrs. Alice
Finder notify POLICE STA __ ____________________________________ 12V126
ueeply in them however we would Wednesday afternoon at the home TION
125-127
COAL. wood, coke for sale; -delivered
George Newcombe. Miss Margaret
Sons of the American Legion will Mrs. Sidney Lermond. Mr. and Mrs Watts; miscellaneous. Mrs. Evalyn
anywhere In Knox County. J. B. PAULpause long enough to say "Hello” to ot Mrs. E. E. Ingraham.
CIRCULATING
HEATER,
for
sale,
ex gEN. Te: Thoina-ston G2
124-tf
Jordan poured. The other guests were meet at "The Shoe' Tuesday night. Marcellus Taylor and daughter Flor- Robinson. Mrs. Jessie Walker, and
cellent condition, burns wood or coal.
cur neighbors up and down the
Mr and Mrs. Burton F. Richards 815. Tel 122-2 O. H CRIE. 53 Pe*cbPAPER PRESS, for sale, for baling old
ence. Mrs. Ella Bowley, Mrs. Maggie Mrs. Elizabeth Munsey; grabs. Mrs.
Mrs. Frank D. Elliot, Mrs. Oliver F Supper will be served.
coast.
126-128 paper, etc. Capacity 150 lb. bales. Apply
will leave Sunday for a week's hunt woods St . Thomaston.
Cushing, Mrs. Georgs E. Cross. Mrs
Mrs. Arlene White and Miss Villa Carver, William Carver, Dorothy Nettie Jameson Mrs. Abbie Newbert.
at thU OFFICE.
113-tf
School is in its second year with
NOTICE—Is hereby given of the loss _HAWTHORNE HOMESTEAD, TenanVa
ing
at
Clifford's
Camps
Lake
WytopCarver,
and
Loring
Bennett.
Jr.
George Gardiner Mrs. Charles M Calderwood have returned from
and Miss M. Grace Walker; enter two beginners, Arlene Quinn and
of -deposit book numbered 32046. Issued
j itlock.
In the name of Emery J Hopkins. North Harbor village, for sale, 9-room house,
South Hope Grange at its regular tainment, Mrs. Willis Vinal, Mrs
Starrett, Mrs. Lawrence H. Dunn, ganger where they attended ReWilbert Gove Jr., added to the slen
Haven. Maine, and the administrator fine condition, lights, bath, living spring
meeting
Wednesday
night
conferred
Baptist Church: John W. Hyssong of the Estate of Emery J. Hopkins asks ln cellar. Large lot. shade trees, etc.
Mrs. Lee W Walker, Mrs. Arthur J. tekah Assembly.
Carrie Wyllie. and Mrs. Evelyn Pow der roll. We are fortunate in having
GRANVILLE BACHduplicate ln accordance with the Price attractive
Elliot, Mrs. Edward B. Newcombe.
union Church Choir met Thurs- the third and fourth degrees on ers; candy. Mrs. Flora Peabody, Mrs. again as teacher Miss Edith Farns- pastor. 11 a. m., morning worship for
Drovlslon of the State Law ROCKLAND ELDER. Tel. 16-12, Tenant’s Harbor.
three
candidates
—
Henry
Tolman,
Mrs. Amos S. Mills, Mrs. Grace C. day evening for rehearsal at the
Corinne Perkins, and Mrs. Ruth worth of Bar Harbor who successful with sermon by pastor, subject “Be- savings bank by Edward j
Treasurer. Rockland. Maine,
Earl Upham, and Donald Pushaw. Philbrook; supper. Mrs. Carrie Smith. ly opened thc school last year after lle'in* ln_ \he_'Y°rd
121 HELLIER.
Payson. Miss Helen L. Carr. Miss home of Mrs. Cera Peterson.
Oct. 23, 1937
127*8-131
Nellie Gardiner. Miss Harriet Dunn
The “ChiP and Eat Club" met After the work they served a harvest Mrs. Nancy Clark. Mrs. E. Belle it had been closed for several years. noon, graded Bible School; 6 p. m.
and Miss Christine E Moore of this Tuesday night at the home of Mrs. supper. Members from East Union. Walker. Mrs. Katie Starrett, Mrs
Frank Bracey Jr. of Springfield, ; Christian Endeavor service; 7 p. m.
town and Mrs. G. C. Hopkins of l. C. Smith witu Mrs. Herbert Mor- South Warren. North Warren. Hope Flora McKellar. Mrs. Gertrude Star Vt. recently surprised the family with C'05^1 sen'lee' the pastor's subJect
WANTED
Rockland.
ten as hostess. Honors at cards went and St. George were present, besides rett, Mrs. Pearl Ordway, Mrs. Annie his unexpected arrival for a week's j vVithout Money and Without Price,
i
Furnished apartment to let. at 25
local members.
At St. John's Chuich Sunday at t0 Mrs Sm-th.
North Main St ELMER C. DAVIS. 375
RusseU and Mrs. Gertrude Hahn.
vacation. On hls return to Vermont | Methodist Church: N. F. Atwood,
Main St . Tel. 77.
126*128-tf
Mrs.
Eila
Bowley
spent
Thursday
WANTED,
names
men
under
26
who
9.30 a. m. Holy Eucharist.
ilie annual Vinalhaven Banquet
Mr. and. Mrs. Walter Tibbetts of he was accompanied as far as New pastor. At the Sunday morning servarc willing to work for 875 a month while
FOUR-ROOM furnished
apartment
Mrs. Austin Davis was hostess to tnd plnce jj £0 be held in Boston, afternoon with Mr. and Mrs Hartley Malden, Mass, are visiting at the Curiiam, N. H. by his mother who '
°t worship the pastor will use as training to become aviators or ground to let. bath; flrst class condition V F.
STUDuEY.
283
Main
SB.,
or
77
Park St .'
mechanics.
One
year's
training
given
Watts in East Union.
the "Neighborly Club ’ Tuesday aft- Ncv 22
home cf Mrs. Hannah Spear.
was pleasantly entertained in the hls sermon subject “To Make All by U S Air Corps. Costs absolutely noth Tel 1154 or 330
127-tf
Mr. and Mrs H. A. Hart, Mr and
err.oon at her home in North CushMr and Mrs pb;;brook and family
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Teague at home cf another son and his wife,! Mer. See,'' Eph. 3-9; anthem by choir; ing FLYING INTELLIGENCE SERV
APARTMENT to let. 4 rooms, sunporch
ICE,
Box
522.
Milwaukee.
Wts
127*lt
Mrs.
Arthur
Hart.
Warren
Reynols.
12 KNOX ST . City Tel 156-W 125-127
ing. The guests were Mrs. Albert o£ \iaonicus are occupying the Christended the housewarming held at Mr. and Mrs. Robert J. Bracey.Help Us Oh God!" At the evening
PATIENTS cared for at Rest Haven
ROOM to let. with or without board at
Orfl and Mrs. Thomas Johnson of topb€r Roberts house on Atlantic and Fred Merrifield attended the South Union. Thursday night fn the Mrs. Bracey returned to Eagle Teues- ' service another illustrated talk will
Convalescent Home. 105 Llmerock St.. 73 MAVERICK ST. City_______ 126*128
cattle auction at C. M Burgess' new bOme of Mr. and Mrs. Irving day accompanied by her daughter be given with John Bunyan's “Pil- Tel 1293. EVA AMES____________ 125-127
Broad Cove. Mrs. Davis' guest, Mrs avenue for the winter.
ROOMS to let. breakfast MRS BUR
Allen Balch of Rockland, Mass. Mrs.
and
Sumner Gray have Union. Tuesday.
Mrs. Richard Howard and children ! Brim s Progress" as the basis theme. HIGHEST price paid for circulating KETT. 75 Broad St . Tel. 669-M. 126-tf
Leach.
heaters,
any
size
or
condition
C.
E.
The school children netted $14 70
W B Holder. Mrs. C. R. Decker,, re_urned
their home on Cranberry
THREE-ROOM apartment to let, at
Frank D. Rowe was the guest of Carol Ann. Edwin and David of There will also be illustrated hymns. GROTTON, 135 Camden St. Tel 1214-M Lafayette
Square, heated, 84 per week
Mrs. George R Hoffses. Mrs. Arnold £siartd after a
wjth relatives from their supper and social last Joseph Blaisdell, Thursday night at 1 warren.
126-tf also 5-room ren'-on Trinity St. MEN'S
; The Rockport Grammar School
Lane and Mrs. Joseph Bellmore of hcre
week. They will use this money to a meeting of the Baptist Men's j Adria Bracey is visiting in French- Eand, organized during the summer
USED steel flllng cabinet or cabinets ggg-5°”tf Maln & p^rk SU.
127-tf
ROCKLAND MARBLE & ORANTHREE-ROOM lurnlshed apartment
League, held in Rockland, and at J bore.
1 now numbers 42 members, and under wanted
Cushing.
Installation of Wocricock-Ca®ie- wards lights fcr the schoolhouse.
ITE WORKS. Lindsey St.
127-129 to let. available at once. Apply 11 JAMES
--------- gT.
Mrs. Ida Bowley of Camden spent which Rev. J. Charles MacDonald
Services at the Federated Church Coombs Po6t Al„ was held Wed125-127
This station figured prominently the efficient leadership of Clarence active, middle-aged
Sunday will be as follows: Sunday nesday nlght at .-j^g shoe." State the day recently at the home of Mr showed pictures and spoke on his :n a near shipwreck recently when Ksh much progress is being shown! to ^ok orders for guaranteed nu^ery' ,^7™ R^k^rtYavaUa’bf!*8UNoev.h°UR
School at 9 45 o'clock; morning wor- yice Commander L. B. Dyer was in and Mrs. Sidney Lermond.
visit the past summer in the Holy the sloop Alice & Ruby loaded with bv the young musicians. Rehearsals piy burr nurseries, Manchester ®
186 N° Maln 8t•• Rockiand’
ship at 11 o’clock and the subject s»aidng officer, assisted by Sergeant
Mr. and Mrs Hartley Watts of Land. Mrs. Rowe was guest the lumber for OB. & F P. Weed and ar® being held regularly and it is Conn—
I27*it
;----------------------------------- 125-127
vntTNn
I HEATED furnished apartment to let,
of the pastor's sermon will be, “For at Arms wilbur Coombs. A past Melrcse. Mass., have been spending same evening of Mrs. Blaisdell at the plying between Belfast and Stoning- possible that the public may be privYOUNG MAN desires position as chauf- three rooms, bath; Ideal for two persons
TFTr
*rouncl “me hOme
R B MAGUNE, 186 No. Main SuTlTy
Times Like These." At this service commanders' jewel was presented the a week at their home here. They left Elaisdell home.
ton capsized between Bradbury and ileged to hear them in a stage per- TEL. 675-M._____________________ 124-126 , Tel. 755-M.
125-127
the music will include the anthem. rebir£rlg commander Owen Dunlap. V-ednesday afternoon for FarmingMr. and Mrs. William Ring wore ; Butter Island. The accident occur- ' formince in the near future,
CLARINET. B 6 wanted. Low Pitch
FURNISHED apartment to let. MRS
"O Clap Your Hands” by Norman..
L B Dyer. Tlie new commander ton Falls, where they will visit his at Manchester, N. H. over th week-! ing about 6 o'clock in the evening i The Methodist Ladies' Aid will Boehm system on approval Must be i LEOLA ROSE. 100 Union St
125-tf
reasonable.
D. DUNCAN. Vinalhaven. - _
The evening service at 7 o'clock when
john jj. Wentworth . Three new sister, Mrs. Hattie Butterfield. They end while there they visited rela-1 of Oct. 2, called for quick action onbold an all-day session at the ves-' Me
TWO HOUSES to let, 815 and 818, with
________ I28*128 ' improvements. V. F. STUDLEY. Tel.
the subject will be "The Change- members Elmer Martinson. Irt Tup- were accompanied by his nephew. tives in Amherst N. H Mrs. Charle the part of the lone pilot. Lewis Hall try next Thursday instead of Wed- ; chance wanted for High school girl 11154.
125-tf
to work room and board. TEL. 32tiW '---less Christ." Beginning this Sunday
and Raipb naughty joined the John Butterfield, who has bwn Fang of Warren Highlands cared for I The young captain made off in a nesday as usual.
COZY, furnished flve-room house, to
120-128
on Spruce Head Island, suitable for
all services will be held in the Meth- Post Twenty-two members and one spending c, few days here.
their children during their absence, leaking dory without the aid of a ‘ The Johnson ‘Society will meet OOBLET8 wanted: also wine glasses let.
summer cottage or year-roiind dwelling
odist Church for the winter months,
j B Roberts of Philadelphia.
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Esancy. Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Rowe motored to Port- ight. hampered bv the fresh north- Wednesday evening at trfe home of
50 yfar“ okl wnl c,n 1 rent verv reasonable. TEL. Rockland
I Wrlte H°x
Rockland.
126*128 793-W after 4 pm.
106-tf
Services at the Baptist Church wefe present. A lobster supper was Mrs. Sidney Lermond. Mr. and Mrs. land recentiy, with Mrs. Percy Dem- easterly winds and a rough sea. Mrs. Olive Whittier.
1 Z PATtENTS given excellent care ln my i THREE-ROOM furnished bungalow for
Sunday will be as follows: Bible ;>erved by Eubertine Andrews and Charles Taylor. Mrs. Ella Bowley, mons and daughter .Miss Mildred About ar. hour and a half later he i A meeting of the Knox County Cir*)ome„ MHS E E. GROTTON. 138 Cam- adults to let on Walnut st. Inquire 32
123-tf j GRACE ST.
.
124-126
School at 9 45 o'clock, morning service j Irying Joyc„
Mteses Esther Rcbbins and Hope BowDemmcns, Mrs. Helen Carr and Mrs made shore on Lighthouse Head.; cult Epworth League will be held I den Bt.. Tel. 1214-M.
MALE INSTRUCTION. We want to
SEVEN-ROOM house to let at Inat 11 o'clock and the subject of the
Alexander Christie has returned ley attended Knox Pomona Saturday. A. P. Heald. all of Thomaston.
climbed up over the steep rocks and (Monday evening at the Methodist select rMlable men, now employed, with graham Hill, garage MARTIN LEONARD
pastor’s sermon will be. Perilous [ from Lake Champlain where he was
124*126
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Spear spent reached the lighthouse in a more or Church at 7.30. Supt. of Schools, foresight, fair education and mechani Owl's Head, Tel. 1162-R
cal Inclinations, willing to train spare
Delay." The music will include. Qn du£y £or [be Department of Bio6-room apartment to let at
the past weekend in Waldoboro, the less exhausted condition.
FRIENDSHIP
, George J. Cumming will be the time or evenings, to become Installation 58MODERN
Warren Btreet. Best of repair, rent
and servee experts on all types Air Con reasonable.
Octettes, "O Lord Thou Hast Pre- }0Kjcal survey.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Spear.
Apply L A. THURSTON.
Later Capt. Hall accompanied by speaker.
ditioning and Electric Refrigeration Tel.
1159. Rockland.
124-126
pared.” by Alfred R. Gaul and "Weisldney True of Loring. Short &
The B.F.M. met with Mrs. Nellie
Dinner guests Thursday of Mr. and the keeper and Ernest Nickerson
Mr. and Mrs. Delmont Ballard of equipment. Write fully, giving age.
FURNISHED apartment to let, all
piesent occupation. UTILITIES INST,
come' Delightful Morn by Bernard. fjarmon. Portland was in town Wed- Thompson Wednesday afternoon.
Mrs. Frank D. Powe were Mrs. Eva ; made off in search of the sloop with Worcester. Mass., were recent visi care Hit- Courier-Gazette.
125*127 modern, hot water heat. FLOYD L
Alfred M. Strout. Dr Oliver F Cush- nesday
SHAW 47 No. Main St.
119tf
A large delegation from this vicin- Spear, Harold Spear, and Mrs. Kath- , the assistance of Capt. Erland Quinn tors at the home of his parents, Mr.
Ing. William J. White, William T.
SUent aisters met Thursday at the ity attended the annual meeting of erine O'Brien all of Rockland,
UNFURNISHED 4-room heated apart
and his power boat Locating it final ond Mrs. Walter L. Ballard.
tt
ment to let at 15 Summer St. MRS
Smith, Jr., Eldred K. Patch. Ray- I ]10me of Mrs. Inez Conant,
the Farm Bureau in Rockland Thurs.
. i117-tf
ly they towed her ashore where the
I FROST. Tel. 318-W.
♦
MISCELLANEOUS
mond K. Greene. W B. Holder and
Inspection of Marguerite Chapter, day at the community building.
FIVE ROOM, all modern, heated apart
Wehinahpay Wednesday night, with remaining lumber was salvaged next
♦
LINCOLN WINS ANOTHER
ment. to let. with garage. Oet located
Edward Thurston. There will be a q e.s., will be held Monday evening,
Mrs. Daisy Simmons was supper 27 present. During the short busi- day by the Weed Co.
-* M before winter comes. Apply MEN’S
meeting of the Young Peoples So- preceded by a turkey supper. Grand guest Saturday at the home of Mr. ness session special attention was
• • • •
A well balanced Linco'n Academy RADIO repairing, all models receivers. SHOP, corner Main * Park Streets.
guaranteed.
Reasonable prices.
ciety of the Christian Endcaior at 6 cffjcers will be present,
Portland Head
cross country squad .defeated the Work
and Mrs. Albion Wotton. It, being czlled to the State Convention of
Tubes tested free. Sales agent Philco ASINGLE VOUSE, to let. Rocklnnd 8t.
o'clock, with Miss Hester Foster,
Mrs. O. V. Drew entertained thc Mrs. Simmons' birthday her nephew parents and Teachers which is to be
E
A
ROGERS. 80 garage. Inquire SHAFTER. 15 Rockland
The beautiful fall foliage is quickly j Colby Mule yearling harriers 27-31 in Crosiey radios
Pleasant
St..
City.
Tel.
904-M.
127-129
StJll-tf
the leader. The evening service at , Non Eaters" Thursday at 'The Lvtber Wotton took her to the held in Bath Oct. 28-27 The Asso- disappearing and regular fall days Waterville yesterday afternoon. The
USED pianos, uprights, for sale, or to
THREE apartments, to let. t-vo fur
o'clock and the subject will be “Over- Drew Drop."
Waldo Theatre that evening.
time, 16 minutes and 45 seconds, was let for the season. Phone us. Rockland nished
ciatlon voted to send two delegates are
usand one unfurnished. Oeoa con
coming.’’
dition. rent low F L. SHAW. 47 No
Guests Sunday of Mrs. Madeline to the Convention. The remainder
- Miss Beulah Gilchrist on her an
Keeper Cuskley, Portsmouth Har- far off the record for the two and 980, STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
118-tf Main St.. TEL. 422-R.
ng-tf
nual vacation from the Vinalhaven Thompson were Mrs. Ruth Philbrook of the evening was spent playing t>or recently visited R. T. Sterling, four-fifths mile course but at no
SPIRITUAL READING. Reliable. Con
UPSTAIRS tenement, to let; low price
The Boston milk situation grows Grocery Co., leaves next week for and Mrs. Viola Durgin of Warren. games appropriate to Halloween with ! The Hilts and Mrs. Sterling ar- time was Simpson pressed for honors. structive. Questions answered. 25c and rent, flush closet, lights. LAWRENCE
G. A. JONES. Gen. Del, Rumford MILLER, 692-M. Rankin St„ City.
sourer.
Thirty-one
injunctions Worcester. Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. R. R. Thompson and William Bramhall as master of cere- rived from the motor trip to Altoona
First, Simpson (C). 2 Hilton (L) 3 stamp.
Me.______________________________ 127*129
against handlers of milk to enforce
Austin Gale returned Monday to K E. IThompson recently returned monies. The hosts for the evening Pa - yia Niagara Falls Monday night, Royal (0.4 Limmons (L) 5 Myshal
PIANO, vocal. Hawaiian guitar, piano
STEAM heated office to let. central
lessons at your home. 81. location. Tel. 133.
the federal milk marketing order Ridgewood. N. J„ after several weeks' Irom an auto trip to Massachusettst, were Ralph Winchenpaw and William
118-tf
Mrs- R- T. Sterling was guest over (0.6 Hussey, 7 Oliver (L), 8H. Swift Rccordlon
C. A. LUNDELL. Friendship.
112-tf
have been requested by the A A A.
where they visited friends in South Bramhall. At the close of the busi- 'he weekend of Mrs. Sarah Webster, (L). 9 Hummason (L), 10 Gooch (C),
stay here.
WATCHMAKER—Repairing
watches,
clocks, antiques all kinds. Call and de
11 W. Swift (L), 12 Butler (C).
Neil Smith has returned from Ashburnham, Framingham and East ness session, the president, Mrs. Danvers, Mass.
Expert Radio Repair
liver. 8 ARTHUR MACOMBER. 23 AmesAroostook where he had employment. Rochester; returning by the way of Stenger, gave an invitation to al!
F O. Hilt and Mrs. Hilt were weekbury St , Rockland. Tel. 958-J
118-tf
ALFRED M. STROUT
AU makes radio receivers
Mrs. Max Conway entertained at Hampton and Rye Beach and the present and to their friends to at- end guests of Mr. and Mrs. Albert G. Station has moved his family to
BRICK, cement, plastering and rock
Work Guaranteed
painting of all kinds. Call A. W. !
Insurance
bridge Tuesday evening at her home. White Mountins.
tend the November meeting Nov. 17, Thomas. Lynn, Mass.
the Cape from St. George. They re work,
Tubes Tested Free
GRAY. Tel. 8533.
118-tf J
Fire. Automobile, and Allied Lines Lunch <8 s served.
The October meeting of the Friend- when Mr. Gray, superintendent cf'
Mr- and Mrs. W. C. Dow. Portland cently entertained the Hilt family.
MAINE MUSIC CO.
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at ttockTHOMASTON, MAINE
The Neighborhood Club met Tues ship Parent-Teacher Association, a the Waldoboro schools, will be guest wcre callers Tuesday evening.
Adolph Stevens called on Mr. and land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall oidfrs
Member of Radio Mfgrs. Servlet
lOOStf
Tel. 519-J.
I
124
Halloween party, was held at Camp speaker,
1 Clyde Grant at Cape Elizabeth C. Mrs. L. O. Goff, Westbrook, Monday, solicited.' H.' C. RHODES,
day with Mrs. O. V. Drew.
-- - •■
ii8.«
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In Everybody’s Column

:

to let

:

111

Every-Other-Day

A Golden Wedding

OClETY
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In

Which a Great Many
Knox County Readers Will

THEIR MINDS ARE CHANGED
Those Who Wanted Liquor Sold Legally Are
Now Dismayed At Results

Mrs. McRae’s Friend

CAMDEN

Miss Bernice Firth is employed in

Widow of Famous Explorer, the office of Hervey Allen. Mrs. Ber
Carl Akeley, Busy On Lec nice P. Cushman, formerly employed

GOSSARD

there, has gone to Fairfield, where
she will make her future home.
Mrs. Lillian McRae has received i Robert Reed has returned to his
Thursday Auction Club met this!
West Concord' Mass - 04:1 18
some interesting data, oi the actlvi- I hQme in Newton' MaM havin8 been
week with Mrs. Perley Damon. Cards Editqr of The Courier-Oazettte:—
employed at Whitehall Inn for sev
and luncheon.
Mr. and Mrs. Willis O. Clark (Miss ((Prom the annual address by Mrs. Althea G Quimby, president of the State ties of her friend. Dr. Mary Jobe eral months.
Akeley, who on several occasions has I
Lilia Joyce) celebrated their golden
Miss Teresa F. Arau is in Malden,
W. C. T. U.)
Mrs. Oeorge B. Davis entertained
been her guest in ibis city. Dr
Mass., the guest of Miss Aldine Gilwedding at their home in Roslin
the Christmas Sewing Club "Wednes
Recently in Washington there were r.iay at the results. The indifferent | Akeley is the widow of Carl Akeley,
dale, Mass. Get. 17. They enter gathered leaders from 37 nations— citizen is amazed. The citizen who 1 famous African explorer, her reputa- 1 man.
day.
Beard of Trade meeting at the Y.
tained friends at a reception given from Norway in the Northland to the approved such legalization is shocked ticn as a lecturer being established
Mr. and Mrs. James E Winslow of in their honor by their children.! glistening sands of Africa and Aus- at the increase of drunkenness, crime a number of years ago, when she re- M,C.A. Wednesday evening. Oct. 27.
1 Otirfleld are visiting Mr and Mrs.
Arthur Burns is on a vacation from
Oeorge Clark of Roslindale. Mrs Fan- ! tralia on the South, from China and and its diabolical nature. The edu counted her adventures in mountain
i E. B. Buswell, Mechanic street.
climbing in the Selkirks and Canadi- j his duties at the meat department
nie Rackliffe of Concord and Mrs. | Japan on the East, through the Cen- cator is alarmed. The civic and
I in the Main street A. & P. store and
Mrs. Grace Young of Camden has Florence Thompson of West Con-! tral countries, to the British Isles, j Christian worker is concerned and an Rockies.
She
has
given
recently
two
popular
Trank Chresteln of Lewiston is subcord.
Another
daughter
Mrs.
Ruth
belting
the
globe,
on
the
West,
from
i
somewhat
stirred.
YOUR SOCIAL ITEMS
■ been calling upon Rockland friends
Much bootlegging has been going ! lectures entitled "Gorilla Paradise" | slituting.
Johnson of Rockland, Maine, was Latvia, from Eulgaria, Switzerland,
j prior to making a Boston visit.
France, Germany, Finland, Cape I cn in Maine despite the activities of and "Collecting for Akeley African ; Mr. and Mrs. Ora Brown and Mr.
unable to attend.
Wintcr or summer The CourierAfrica. .........
India, Yugoslavia,
Mrs. Jane Bird entertained the
Mr. and Mrs. Clark have six grand- Town................
- -o---------- enforcement offlcers and the com- Hall" in which she described the j and Mrs. James Brown have reGazette Ls always glad to have
contract
Club
yesterday
at
the
home
1
children.
Miss
Athene
R.
Thompson
j
they
came.
Artists,
scholars,
scien- parative ease wth which liquor maj African exploits of her husband and turned from a brief hunting trip in
items which concern arrivals and
of Mrs. A. S. Littlefield.
' and Miss Martha E. Thompson of J tuts, linguists, leaders in the civic,! be legally purchased from State stores her own experiences in assisting him Northern Maine. They had little
departures of people, the social
West Concord, George Rackliffe of i cligicus and philanthropic life ofI, <ana at even a lower price. Violaticn and in carrying to completion—after j luck.
gatherings, engagement announce
Mrs. Marion Hopkins, Trim street.
Mrs II. A. Buffum, Mrs. Carl H.' concord and Stanley, Lilia and little I their several nations; titled people j of the Federal liquor laws constitutes hls sudden death ln the gorilla volments, weddings, etc. Please tele
Billy Johnson of Rockland.
I ar.d ithos’e to the manor bom, work-1 a majority of cases which came be- canoes of the Belgian Con£o—the entertained the Philathea Class of
I
Duff,
Miss
Carrie
Jameson
and
Miss
phone our society reporter. Mrs.
Lunch was served and everyone | tog hand in hand with leaders in j fore the recent United States court. WOrk of the Akeley-Eastman-Pomeroy j the Chestnut Street Baptist Church
Warren C. Noyes, 873-R, or directly , Winifred Coughlin were in Boston
American Museum
evening. A program was
evidence that,
that our
our Vvneditien
Expedition ef
of the
the American
Museum , Friday evening
, this week to attend a Shakespearean wished Mr. and Mrs. Clark many | America, both North and South. It! There was everyv evidence
lo this offlce.
of
Natural
History
In
New
York.
|
Bi'en
and
refreshments served.
play.
more happy years to come.
R. H. | was the triennial convention of the 1 liquor laws of the new ,era are being
Mrs. Mary Buchanan will be hostWorld’s W.C.T.U.
j, flagrantly violated. In the indictMrs. Akeley's new lecture is called
A Slenderizing Sheath
Dr George E. Payne and Prof. | Mrs. Howard Rollins and Miss
Ono day 3 noted Mrs. Gauntlet of | ments there were Sunday sales and ! ••Restless Jungles" and is an account ! «ss to the Friday Reading Club Nov
GOLDBERG-SEGAL
Badger returned Wednesday to their 1 Christol Cameron were hostesses to
_____
Japan, Mrs. Lee of Kcrea, Miss Sing , late night sales. One of the largest j of her expedition in 1935-36, when she |5 at her home on Mountain street
That Will Give You
work at New York University School Ithe Browne Club Thursday night at
Th; Garbo room of the Shoreham
China, walking down the aisle in j stills ever discovered in Maine has i journeyed alone in South "Africa's Mrs. Grace Bemis will be the reader,
Figure Lines To Rival
of Education after passing a few days , the home of Mrs Rollins, 33 Elm Hotel, Washington, D. C, provided a 1 earnest conversation with Frau! recently been seized. The repeal of wonderland of big game.
! The annual installation of the
in Cushing, where they made an en- street, Camden. Sixteen were pres- 1 raost effective setting for one of the Fischer of Germany and the Lady' prohibition has net brought law ob
On her second African voyage, she American Legion Auxiliary to the
A Hollywood Beauty
Joyable trip duck-hunting with Capt. ent, and spent the evening sewing loveliest small weddings of the season Aurea Howard McLeod cf England, er\ ance cr been favorable to sobriety. made a comprehensive survey of the I Arey-Heal Post will be held Mondaj'
evening.
Oct.
25.
George E. Horton and Capt Mel Ma for White Cross.
Maine maintains the privilege of wild life in important game areas;
when Miss Annette Segal of Wash and I said in my heart, "Who knoweth
There wili be a recital in the
Elastic fabric that cleverly
loney in Capt Horton's new power
ington, daughter of Benjamin L. Se- whether thou, the W.C.T.U., art local option voting cn the outlawry such as Kfugcr National Park, the
Members of Mrs. E. F. Glover's
on
Congregational Parish House
boat the Orissa W ,a very satisfacmatches the texture and patI gal of Rockland, became the bride of J ceme to the Kingdom for such a time of beer. Maine will vote next Septem Hluhluwe Reserve of Zululand and
Thursday evening with Walter Mills,
tory trip both In sport and birds. I Sunday School class, together with j Benjamin Goldberg of Baltimore.
tern of the rayon figured ba'
as this"—working for international ber on three questions: establishment also Portuguese East Africa, where
Before leaving for New York they (husbands and wives, numbering 25, | MaryUnd SQn of Mr
Mrs
of State stores, granting license for she secured excellent motion pictures baritone, and Muriel Gould, soprano,
tiste front panel ... is ingeni
peace and national sobriety.
on the program. The recital is sponwere fortified by one of Mrs. Ma- | formed a delightful picnic supper 1 ert Goldberg of Augusta, at a mar
One of the objectives of this con sale of wine and spirits to be con- and photographs of lions, leapards.
ously used at center back with
loney's duck dinners. Capt. Horton I party at the summer home of Mr. riage ceremony performed by Rev. vention at Skowhegan has been to sumed cn the premises, and license cheetahs, giraffe and buffalo and soied by the Good Cheer Class of the
the stretch up and down, at
church and promises to be a rare
ls now storing his boat in Dunn & j' and Mrs. G. L. St. Clair, Crescent Solomon A. Metz of Washlfigton, bring something of the atmosphere i
^e sale of malt liquors. The beer lilms of very rare species, among
the sides with the stretch
musical
treat.
Beach,
Thursday
night.
After
sup

Elliot s winter marine dormitory
and some of the messages of that, interests are alert in Maine to turn which are the greater koodoo, sable
D. C.
The regular meeting of the George
per, cards, sewing and chat were feaaround. Truly a masterpiece
Tlie bride was very attractively
world gathering. There has Marne, which has been a State of antelope and stembok.
S. Cobb Auxiliary wis held Friday
The card party, given at the home (tures, with an informal sing round- gowned in brown velvet trimmed in rung in my mind the message of 8fcn<?ral sobriety, to the State of drinkof the designer's art. The
Mrs. Akeley was assisted by many
evening at the Knights of Pythias
oi Mrs. Riah Knight, for the benefit, ing out the evening. Mrs. John gold and wore matching accessories
rounded lace uplift very defi
ers.
They
are
beginning
with
pushing
south
African
officials,
notably
the
Senior Bishop, of the Methodist
hall.
of the cooked food table at Relief j Smith Lowe led the singing, with with a corsage of white roses and
nitely moulds and divides the
Church of America, Edwin Hughes, thc sale of beer, as it is said that one-(prime Minister, General Hertzog,
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Baldwin are
Corps fair, had seven tables. Prizes ' Miss Margaret Stahl at the piano,
lilies of the valley. Her sister, Miss when he spoke of the Biblical record third of the beer drinkers turn to'General Smuts, and the Minister of
bust<COO
on
a
motor
trip
to
Philadelphia.
were won by Mrs. Nora Stickney. Mrs.
------Railways, the Honorable O. Plrow.
Evelyn R. Segal of Rockland, was her of (Esther whose heroic act has served drinkers of hard liquor
Model 3655.............
Milton
Prescott
who
is
a
member
Nellie McKinney. Mrs. Blanche I Miss Jeannette Whittier of Danvers.
Mrs. McRae has also received some
maid of honor and wore black and to work itself into her name, a name
i
, . . _ u
i of the crew on the Fairchild yacht
Bnadie. Mrs. Caroline Thompson. Mass . Is guest of Mrs. Carrie House.
Let our corsetierre advise
white velvet with matching acces which falls upon our ear so pleasant
The beer interest won its first-goal “nusual Photograph, as Mrs. AkefrQm
kianu.
ycu.
Mrs. Nellie Hall. Mrs. Carolyn Stew
sories
and
a
corsage
of
American
victory
at
Augusta
last
winter
><*
hunu
•
camera
We
York.
t0
spend
the
wlnUr
in
tQWn
ly because it falls upon our heart so
Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Cuthbertson of
art and Mrs. Artis Pease.
Through their emissaries they tabled a“d dangers being clearly depicted in
Ruth Co„emer attended the
Let us fit you properly to a
Dorchester, Mass., will spend the , Beauty roses. The bride was given approvingly.
garment that will mold your
lor six weeks a bill to remove all beer t*le pictures which she herself has meeting of the Rubenstein Club in
• • • »
weekend with (Mr. and Mrs. Charles ia marriage by her father. Leo
figure to slim firmness.
Mrs. John Chisholm was hostess to
taken.
Cuthbertson while on their way to Kriegal of Baltimore acted as best
Rcckland last evening.
People who assured us that the sa signs from our State highways. This
the Tuesday Night Bridge Club. Wed
man.
till was sponsored by the Maine
Amherst, N. S., for a fortnight's visit.
MANSFIELD GOVE,
nesday Slight at a picnic supper.
WALTER MILLS IN CAMDEN
Mrs. Goldberg graduated from the loon must (not come back are now W.C.T U„ and supported by the Wom
Truck covers, spray hoods, canvas
either
utterly
silent
or
hiding
them

Mrs. Raymond Moulaison, Mrs. Wal
Mrs. E. f3 Sleeper is in Portsmouth, Rockland High School, Bryant and
INC.
en's Legislative Council. It received
Music lovers to this section will cf all kinds. Power machir.; stitch
ter Ladd and Mrs. Arthur Doherty N. H.. at the sick-bed of her daughter, Stratton Commercial School. Boston, selves behind general statements, made
TEL. 1-100 ROCKLAND, ME.
a unanimous "ought to pass" from
ing.
Awnings
stored.
Rockland
Awn

won top scores at cards.
Mrs. Ruth Jordan of Belmont, Mass. and attended the Abbot Art Schoo! purposely vague as a mechanism of the judiciarj' committee but was welcome the announcement that ing Co.. 16 Willow St.
and the Stewart School of Costume escape. Some voices that spoke for tib'ea in the Senate by the senator Walter Mills, New York baritone, is
She is dangerously ill.
Mrs. William Brewster entertained j
Design in Washington. She ls a | us ten years ago are very silent now. from Kennebec County. After six I to be presented in recital at the
at bridge Thursday night, her guests
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Overlock member of Golden Rod Chapter, We must fully recover our own vocal Wks of lobbying, this same senator Parish House of the Camden Congre.. . ,he was ready »„
Church on Thursday,
Mrs. Merle Hutchinson, Mrs. Frank entertained Thursday night at a ; o.E.S. and was employed by the Cen- powers and see to it that since the announced. that
MONDAY AND
D A D 17
TEL.
to have gational
®
J Oct.
lin Hopkins of Camden and Mrs. birthday party in honor of Mrs tral Maine Power Company until she ' Kingdom calls for sincere and persist- the bill
, ,, taken
,
»from .u
28,
at
8.15
p.
m.
Assisting
Mr.
Mills,
TUESDAY
I r\i\XY
409
the table. Time
**
., .___ will be Miss Muriel Gould, also of
Robert Arey of Vinalhaven. The Overlock’s sister, Mrs. Emma Shel- , resigned to accept a position with the
and vigorous speech, we arrive bad been given the
brewing interests
YOU'LL FIND NEW WAYS OF LAUGHING
honors went to Mrs. Arey. Luncheon don of Waldoboro. Luncheon was Veteran's Administration ln Wash- In time to serve our own cause and and the Maine Billboard Association New York,, a soprano of notable
our
King
by
an
unfailing
witness
of
was served.
to'do their work, and the bill failed ,talent- Mr. Mills, who possesses a
served, the attractive decorations be- • ington where she has been employed
WITH THIS NEW STYLE OF FUN I
science. In closing Bishop Hughes
I voice of great beauty used with imtog to pink and yellow. Mrs. Sheldon the past two years,
tq.pass to the Senate 9-21. The House,
Major and Mrs. George Blaney re received a beautiful birthday cake., Mr. Goldberg is a graduate of Cony sfcia, “We believe that God has al after geting its "second breath” ! peccable artistry, has been heard in
turned Friday from a motor trip to and many lovely gifts. Cards were ! High School, Augusta. Boston Uni- ready welcomed you to His Kingdom ‘ passed the bill in non-concurrence jRwkland and vicinity several time?
Massachusetts and New Hampshire, enjoyed. Guests were Mr. and Mrs. bersity. College of Business Adminis- fcr a great task; because we believe and it was sent back to the Senate for in the past and a "return engage
visiting relatives in Boston enrotite. Fred Boggs, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest tration, and the University of Mary- that intemperance and all the breeds jo nt-committee, and died in the com ment” is always greeted with de
light. His most recent appearance
Boggs. Mrs. Bessie Hoffses and Al- ! land Law School. He is a member of of evil that grow in its atmosphere, mittee.
Members of T Club met for sew bert Hoffses, all of Waldoboro. Mr ' the Alpha Kappa Sigma Fraternity will one day have their protecting
The beer interests with their ir. this section was in concert with
ing Friday night, at the home of and Mrs. Percy Blaisdell, Mr. and and the Maryland State Bar Associ- walls shaken down by the trumpets of flaming signs still urge our young Harriet Ware, composer pianist,
Mrs . Rhama Philbrick, Chestnut Mrs. Alden Perry, Mr. and Mrs. Ger- ' ation. and is emploj'ed as an income thc W.C.T.U. Go ahead, and God njen and young women—are easily three summers ago. At that time he
street.
aid Grant, Mr. and Mrs. Merle tax auditor by the Internal Revenue be with you.
tempted—to drink that which has a was also heard to Camden churches
Repealing
of
the
Eighteenth
Amend•
pr responsibillty than any other and at Whitehall Inn. Tickets for
Hutchinson and Chester Overlock. (Bureau.
Judge and Mrs. E. C. Payson went
Immediately following the ceremony ment changed the policy of the gov one in the death of citizens of Maine next Thursday's concert are priced
3CDAY
Mrs. Flora Fernald is visiting to and wedding dinner the couple left ernment towards the liquor traffic
at a very reasonable figure, and de
Friday to Boston, where they will re
during the past year. The mained
Till!I I
Bangor, the guest of Mr. and Mrs. for a three weeks’ honeymoon trip from that of opposition to that of and the injured remain, some as tailed information may be obtained
main for the weekend.
MESQl’ITEERS
by
communicating
with
Mrs.
Win

Dana Cummings.
in
to New York. Miami and Havana legalization and protection. The Fed- public charges.
The parties re
Mrs. E. W. Freeman Mrs. Anne
COME ON
after which they will be at home at ersl Government collects money in sponsible are filling our jails and field Witham, Camden, who heads
Dennis, son of of Mr. and Mrs.
COWBOYS"
Saville and Mrs. Herbert Mullen won
taxes from the manufacture and sale prisons, unwilling wards of the state. the committee in charge.
the Emerson Hotel, Baltimore.
card honors at the meeting of E. E. Trask Jr. celebrated his 10th
Out of town guests included Ben- of alcoholic liquors. According to the
Increased drinking has immeasurChummy Club, held at the home of birthday Thursday, by entertaining jamin L. Segal and Miss Evelyn R | United Press the Bureau of Internal i bly Increased our responsibilities as king of public opinion and wait with
a
group
of
friends
after
school.
Out
Mrs. Frank Fields.
Segal of Rockland, Mr. and Mrs. Revenue collected taxes on enough chrUtion citizens and therefore the faith for the royal welcome.
of door games were enjoyeu until
SUNDAY-MONDAY-TUESDAY
Morton Jolles. Mr. and Mrs. Burton hard liquor, wine and beer, during the W CT.u., always alert, continues Its From the Maine Liquor Commis
Mrs, Edwin Edwards and Mrs. Ern- , lunch time, which was followed by Jolles, and Mr. and Mrs. Leo Jolles last year to float 15 vessels like the
sion
we
have
the
information
that
activities and enlarge Its program.
est Edwards are attending the Bates- ! beano, Robert Achom winning the of Brcokline. Mass.
Queen Mary. It has also invested
flU
Always an educational organiza the sale of spirituous and vinous
Maine game at Lewiston today.
most lollypops. Ice cream and cake
$2,500,033 of taxpayers' money in rum- tion,, to order to meet the present liquors since repeal—Amounts to
were served. (Those present were
UNION
drilling in the Virgin Islands. This allures and education of thc enemy From Dec. 22-34 to Dec.
31-34.
$ 74,766.70
The A. H. Newbert Association met Clifton and Joan Hunt, Robert and
"government manufactured rum" the W.C.T.U. has enlarged and inat Masonic Temple this week, for Elaine Achom, Virginia Mills and
Sunday, Oct. 24 will be observed as ^a-s recently been shipped to thc tensified its educational program. From Jan. 1-35 to Dec.
3,589,550 41
picnic supper, social and games. Raymond Flagg. Dennis received Rally Day with Sunday School at 10 ! United States for sale.
Walking We well know that the sword of edu 31-36,
From Jan. 1-36 to Dec.
There were 22 members present. The many nice gifts.____
down
cne
of
the
streets
of
Washing

a, m. at the Church of the Nazarene.
cation cuts both ways.
31-36
5,089 482.50
next meeting will be held at the
Miss Edith Rawley returned yes- A new class has been added and pro- ton we saw alluring advertisements,1
Temple, Friday, Nov. 19 with Mrs.
From Jan. 1-37 to June
for
the
sale
of
(Government
House
terday from Boston, where she has motions from lower to higher classes
A Seminar has been established at 30-37,
2 537,840 46
Vivian Hewett, Mrs. Helen Chapman
Rum. This is the first instance in cur !
been spending a few days. She was will be recognized. Morning worship
cur National headquarters giving spe
and Mrs. Katharyn St. Clair in
country
where
Federal
Government
accompanied by Mrs. Flora Wolcott follows at 11 a. m., with a sermon
cial instruction to teachers along the Total,
$11,291,640.07
charge.
by the pastor. The Juniors meet at har, cone into the business cf manu scientific lines of the effect of alof Camden.
This money expended on the fam
facturing
liquor.
5.30 p. m. A new service for prayer
[ cchol on the human body—its uses ily and for the support of aged rela
Hlstory Study group held its first
Therq ls not a State in the United
Dr. and Mrs. H. V. Tweedie have in charge of J. C. Moody will meet at
meeting of the season Thursday, with returned from a motor trip to New | 6.30 p. m At the 7 o'clock preaching Stotes today, where beer is not legally ; and its misuses—. These teachers tives of the family would have taken
! are going out over the nation to pass away the need of old age pensions.
Miss Helen York and Miss Mabel Brunswick.
service, Rev. John W. Ames will bring sold.
cn to other teachers this new scien Taxes might have been paid where
Holbrook, Camden street. The study
a special message to young people
tific
approach of teaching temper educational needs are pressing.
of the history of France was contin
Mrs. Florence Butterfield of Rock on the subject, ‘If I Had My Life to
Fifteen States have adopted some ance with the very latest pedagogy. The gain to the state, the real
ued, the subject being "Francis the port has been the guest of her sister, Live Cver.” Everybody Is invited to
ferm of State monopoly fcr the sale
Some of the mest iniquitous, ingen-1 benefits or real profits are nil; the
First]' Other members are Mrs« Mrs. Jessie Huntley, Limerock street, all Rally Day services.
of hard liquors, but other States have ious, propaganda of t|ie descendants evils are many that have come with
Edward Hellier. Miss Harriett Bird, for a few days.
Mrs. Sophia Shepard is the guest adopted some form of license and of Haman is found in the education
the loosening of our liquor laws, as
Mrs. Sadie Leach. Miss Ellen Coch
for several weeks of Mrs. Ada Hawes, State control by various methods. The which is being sent out by the United Judge Bonney, of honored memory
ran and Mrs. Theresa Millett.
SPRUCE HEAD
12 Winthrop Court. Augusta, and will brewers have attempted to disassoei- Brewers Industrial Foundation. A remarked. "The State of Maine can
ate beer from the other liquors to that leaflet like the one which I hold in never make the sale of liquor respect
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie A. Wilson came "Mr. and Mrs. Charles McKellar, Mr. welcome her friends or letters.
in some States people have no oppor my hand is being sent to the leading able.
from Criehaven Saturday and went and Mrs. Parker McKellar and son
tunity to even vote on the outlawry educators over the nation. A Fore
to Boston to attend the funeral of and Mrs. Callie Morrill spent Sunday
GLEN COVE
of beer, for the local option provision word says, 'Industry must recognize
Mrs. Wilson's uncle, the late Edgar L. afternoon and evening at Mrs. Mor
Mrs.'Sarah (F. Luikin, who has been to some States provide cnlj' for the its social responsibility if it is to de
Rhodes. Mr. Rhodes was stricken rill's home here.
confined
to her room for eight weeks. vote cn hard liquors. There have velop." Tlie U.B.I.F. has been or
with a heart attack at his home the
Donald York was weekend guest of
previous Sunday afternoon and died his parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. F. Ls able to get about again. Mrs. teen a number of dry victories under ganized to align the Industry with
Friday, the fifteenth. Prayers were York returning to New York Monday. Ethel Koster, who has been staying local option laws, but increasingly every force working for the public
said at the late residence of the de
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Batty were with her six weeks, returned to are the people realizing that with good to this country. The Founda
modern methods of transportation tion is a non-profit incorporated
ceased, preceding the funeral service called to Rumford Point by the death Ingrahifm I.|U Wednesday.
to a new 1938 Fairbanks*
Mrs. Edith Duncan had as recent tnd communication these loeal op membership association supported
at Tremont Temple Sunday afternoon of Mrs. Batty’s grandfather.
HEAR WAKINC’S WOULD FAMOUS CLtl
Morse Radio! You'll agree it'i
CLUB SlNGs 'Have Ycu Sol An/ Castles. Baby?'
at 2. at which Rev. C. Gordon Brown
Ernest Harmon of White Head C. guests her three sisters. Mrs. Lorena tion provisions are ineffective to curb and governed by the brewers of this
today's greatest radio value . . .
•Levs Is On Ike Air Tonijbf • 'You're Got Lcmstlung Then'
ville officiated and others spoke. In O. Station is spending a 48-hour lib Hopkins, Mrs. Fred Prohock of Lin the nationally organized and nation country.
in
beauty, tone quality, features
Among
the
bibliography
which
the
als
promoted
liquor
traffic.
colnville and Mrs. A. C. Hart, her
terment was in Forest Hills Cemetery. erty with his family here.
SPECIAL ADDED ATTRACTION
and price. Let us show you tho
The amount of liquor consumed Foundation recommends, we notice
Mr. Wilson returned to Rockland
The Bridge Club was entertained cousin. Mrs. Lena Gray, and Mrs.
new models now being featured
Wednesday and went to Criehaven Tuesday night by Mrs. Margaret Charles Field of Belfast and Charles during the three years of repeal has “Brewing and the Public Interests,
■not. yet reached the per capita con Beer in the American Home. It's
temporarily Thursday morning. Mrs. Carr at her home in Rockland. Mrs. Frohock of Lincolnville.
ln our store.
IN THE PARAMOUNT NEWS
sumption of the pre-prohibition years, Smart to Serve Beer, with Menus
Wilson remained at the home of her Margaret Carr, Mrs. Emma Carr and
Sunday Shows Benefit Winslow-Holbrook Post, No. 1, A. L.
Little Billy, aged four, was being due to the fact that national prohi and Recipes to Assist the Gracious
late uncle, 92 Evans Road, Brookline, Mrs. Alice Allard taking honors.
shown the shape of the earth on a bition changed the habits of the peo Hostess.
where she and Mr. Wilson will stay Lunch was served.
This is the work of a Haman seek
globe atlas by his mother. After ple. Since repeal, however, there has
NOW
"LIFE BEGINS IN COLLEGE"
for a time.
* " DOWN
PLAYING
with RITZ BROS.
pointing to all the countries with bees a rapid increase in consumption ing to ingraciate itself into the con
CLIFF MOVES UP
from year to year.
fidence of the people, labeling its
Haircut, shampoo, and finger
Clifford A. Somerville, chairman of their peculiar shapes, she asked.
We have come to the kingdom of wickedness as patriotism and trying
“New, Billy, what shape is the
wave, all for $1, or a Brecks' treat- the Maine Unemployment Compen
Shows: Matinee 2;
the temperance reform at such a time to pass Its selfish ambition off as ROCKLAND,
Evg. 6.30. 8.30.
iMsDl
ment and fingerwave, $1 at Al's setion Commission was elected New world?"
MAINE
Cont. Saturday
*•' 1 '
Billy, looking very wise and happy, as stirs the soul of every red-blooded loyal love. Against such as this do
Hairdressing Salon. Tel. 826, oppo- England vice chairman of the Na2.00 to 10.30
Tel. 892
stte Hotel Rockland. Tills is the tional Conference of Unemployment beamed on her with: "It's in a terrible citizen in Maine. Those who wanted we strive; with our program of sci
liquor sold legally, are filled with dls- entific education we go before the
shape daddy says."
final week of these low prices.—adv. Compensation Agencies Thursday
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‘‘Brady Gang Killing At Bangor”

$ 12-oo

House-Sherman, Inc.
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, thing will be done about it, and I am
quite sure something will be done
about it soon. In other States per
Why the Frost Isn’t On the A Sequel To the Recent An sons are required to be fingerprint
Punkin — Enter “Buddy”
nihilation Of the Brady ed in a number of instances such as :
Automobile drivers, saloon keepers,
and “Smoky”
Gang
workers at the Texas Pan-American
Exposition, etc.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
In Indiana any person desiring to
The brown leaves are blown hither
"The End of the Trail.” That was
purchase firearms must have their
and yon toy the brisk October breeze ; the caption explaining a picture, ap- flnger prints taken at the place of
and the large maples in the yard I pearing in the Bangor Daily News purchase and by the clerk of the
a most interesting letter regarding stand with gray naked branches, last week, showing the simple box court where the permit to purchase
Jack Frost has been a frequent visitor contalnin8 the remains of ex-public cr carry a firearm is obtained. In
lt.
enemy No. 1. Al Brady being low- addition to this he must wait 48
of late and one morning this past
.
ered into an obscure. unmarked hours after his application is made
One of my summer callers was
Walter Mills, New’ York baritone, on week the temperature went down to grave jn the Mt Hope cemeterj. ln before he can obtain the firearms,
his way from Mt. Kineo Hotel. Moose- 20 above zer0- I haven t seen any Bangor. He had made his last false In the meantime his finger prints
head Lake, where he gave a recital "frost on the punkin since we had move, just as other defunct gangsters are checked to determine whether the
have, when he thought he could fool applicant has a criminal record. The
the latter part of August, Mr. Mills ' none this year,
Reminded of that epic poem so
»h«
of the time. He and State of Michigan has had a similar
is to be heard at Jordan Hall. Boston,
his pals, lead a very fast life while law in effect for several years. Do
Nov. 9. and I believe he is booked
for recitals in Augusta. Oct, 27 and many youngsters have recited, two lt lasted. but it was cut 6hort. Too you wonder why Mr. Brady & Co.
Wiscasset a few days before—25th, lines of which are. The frost is on bad it could not have been cut short- did not try to buy guns and ammunithe punkin.' and the fodders' in the er. even before he and his pals had tion in either of these States?
I think.
shock." I think of a certain young the chance to shoot and kill several
Do you think Brady and his pals
would have planned a long trip to
OCTOBER'S BRIGHT BLUE WEATHER hopeful, full to the brim with boyish peace officials.
mischief who was asked to recite this j The reason Dalhover gave for the Maine if they knew that when they
O suns and skies and clouds of June.
And flowers of June together
old
familiar favorite at a Harvest gang's trip to Maine was to procure arrived here they would have to be
Ye cannot rival for one hour
October's bright blue weather
gathering. His mother was aston- guns and ammunition as the State fingerprinted before they could purWhen loud the bumblebee makes haste. ished to hear her son recite in a ' of Maine does not require a permit chase any firearms? Of course they
Belated, thriftless vagrant.
clear, piping voice. "The frost is on for the purchase of such articles wouldn't. If the State of Maine had
And Oolden Rod ls dying fast.
And lanes with grapes are fragrant. the punkin; and the fodder's in the They might have gotten away with such a law in effect, then quite likely
it too had they not been so stupid the City of Bangor would not have
when Gentians roll their fringes tight stock."
‘Why. Tommy, what made you to think that Maine people were so had her streets messed up with such
Tc save them for the morning.
And chestnuts fall from satin burrs
change those verses?' she asked.
dumb that they would not even ques- unwelcome visitors as Mr. Brady <fe
Without a word of warning.
'•Well, ma. you told us how George tion an order for a machine gun. An Co, I will gladly receive any comWhen cn the ground red apples He
Washington never told a lie and you ordinary citizen might go into a store ments or criticism on this idea,
In plies like Jewels shining.
And redder still on old stone walls
j wanted us boys to always tell the and buy a revolver without much
Charles M. Spruce, F.P.E.
Are leaves of woodbine twining
truth, too, so I warn't goin' to say trouble, but if he went in and bought
Sea St, Camden.
w?en spring. ™n low and on the brook. the fodder was in the shock. when a half.dozen revoivers. and then'on

Happy Hope Farm

“End Of The Trail’1

conduct a dairy and poultry farm.
He is vice president of the D.H.I.A. of
the county, and this past year bought
a pure bred bull to head his herd. He
is also a member of the County Agri
year. He is a graduate of the College
cultural Conservation
Association
of Agriculture and for the past two
Committee.
years has been orchard project lead
Foods—Mrs. Lottie Butler, Boother of the Farm Bureau. Secretary
bay. This 4s Mrs. Butler's flrst
and Treasurer, Henry Kontio, West
year on the board. She has been one
Rockport, well qualified for the po
of the progressive Farm Bureau wom
sition as he is manager of the State
en of her community, doing a great
of Maine Blueberry Growers’ Asso
deal of canning. Her daugher. a 4-H
ciation. which is doing a good busi
club member, being the State champ
ness for its members. He also has
ion in the "baking contest” this
many acres of blueberries. Agriculturaj Economics leader Robert Ox- year at Orono.
Home Management—Mrs.
Alice
ton, who conducts a large poultry
True. Hope. Mrs. True has taken a
farm. He is also chairman of the
great deal of interest in Farm Bu
KncxJLlrfcoln County Agricultural
reau work ln her community and has
Conservation Association.
helped to make Hope one of the out
Clothing—Mrs. John
Gardner, standing communities ln the county.
Rockland, who has done a great deal This is Mrs. True's second year on
to make Rockland one of the out the board.
standing Farm Bureau communities
Orchard—Allen Jewett, Head Tide.
in the county. Mrs. Gardner has Mr. Jewett has a large orchard and
served two years as clothing leader devotes all of his time to this work.
4-H Clubs—Mrs. E. N. Hobbs. Hope. This past year he built a large up-toThis is Mrs. Hobbs' second year. She date storage cellar with special venti
has been a leader of 4-H clubs ln lating system.
her community for many years and Poultry—Edgar Smith, North Edgehas been a great help in making this comb. Mr Smith has one of the larg
work in her community and county est poultry flocks in the county and
a success.
does an extensive day-old chick busi
Crops and Forestry—Eldon C. Hunt ness. He has the second largest in
Damariscotta Mills. This ls the third cubator in the State. His incubator
father and son combination on the, capacity being 60.000 eggs. This past
heard. Mr.Hunt is farming with his year he has been President of the
father and brother. He has a good Lincoln County Poultry Improveslzed flock of poultry' which goes' ment Association, which has had
along with the large dairy herd, j monthly meetings throughout the
During the winter they do a great j year. He is also a director in the
c’®81 of lumbering Mr. Hunt is also New Egg Auction that is being started
county supervisor of agricultural con- j by Maine poultrymen in Lynn. Mass,
servation, and has been county poul- ! The final report on the membertry leader for two years.
i ship showed 285 men and 439 women,
Dairy—Wallace E. Spear, North ; a total of 724 Rockland leads with
Nobleboro. Mr. Spear and his son 71; Hope with 64; Edgecomb with 46.

UNION MAN WAS CHOSEN
(Continued from Page One)

ment. explained the new egg law,
and demonstrated the candling and
grading of eggs.
Exhibits were put on by Crie's
Hardware Store of Rockland, and
| the Central Maine Power Company.
The winners in the Ball Brothers'
' canning contest were: 1st., Mrs.
Florence Allen. Hope; 2d, Mrs. Lottie
f Butler. Boothbay, the Judges being
Miss (Lucinda Rich, ,4-H club agent.
Miss Ruth Cluff, home service depart
ment of the Central Maine Power
Company, and Miss Serena Nortage.
home economics teacher at the Rock
land High School.
Clarence A Day. extension editor,
was the principal speaker, discussing
the early history cf Kncx-Lincoln.
The commltttee in charge of the
annual meeting of the Knox-Lincoln
Ccunty Farm Bureau was: R. Bliss
Fuller, Union; Mrs. Alice True. Hope,
Mrs. John Gardner. Rockland; and
Henry Kcntio. West Rcckport.

King Haakon of Norway has con- I
ferred upon Kirsten Flagstad the
Order of St. Olaf, first degree, the
highest honor in the bestowal of the
Norse crown. The presentation fol
lowed a benefit concert given by
Mme. Flagstad which was attended
by 28 000 persons, including the King
and Queen An orchestra of 80 pieces
was conducted by the singers
brother. Ole Flagstad.
It is said that Flagstad is idolized
by all her associates at the Metro
politan. from the humblest stage
hand and chorus singer to her dis
tinguished colleagues. She is never
toe busy or too lofty to rehearse with
The nominating committee, conthe minor characters, who are
sisting of Henry Keller. West Rockscheduled to appear with her. Other
port, chairman; Clarence Walker,
divas may beg time off if they are
Aina:Norris Waltz. Damariscotta;
feeling tired or temperamental, but
Mrs. Harold Haggett. North Edgenot Flagstad. She goes through any
comb and Mrs. Lorenzo Linscott.
number of exhausting rehearsals,
Burkettville, presented the following
not because she needs rehearsals, but
list of offlcers: President, R. Bliss
In order that the whole performance
Fuller. Union, who. with his father,
In Idle golden freighting,
may be perfect
runs a dairy farm has been dairy
Brleht leaves sink noiseless ln the hush. Dad had fed it all to the cows. So I top of that ordered a machine gun:
WE BUY
Here are some comments on this Of woods, for winter waiting.
project leader of the Farm Bureau
told the truth that 'twas in the stock, well, it seems to me that sort of
great artist, given by backstage O suns and skies and flowers of June.
for the past two years. Vice Presiand
it
rhymed,
too.
”
,
thing
would
sound
rather
"fishy''
to
AND SILVER
figures, who are prone to express Count all your boasts together.
dent. Clifton Walker. Aina, another
loveth best of all the year
• • • •
anyone.
their opinions on all the artists with Love
CLARENCE
E.
DANIELS
O-tober's bright blue weather
father and son combination. They
Dear, oh dear, it's almost Nov. 1st
Maine does not require a permit
(From Helen Hunt Jackson's longer
disarming candor. Says Nicholas
JEWELER
poem).
have a large orchard and do a great
when it will be “pop! bang! bang! all for the purchase of firearms. That 370 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
Lanzllotti, in charge of costumes:
deal of market gardening during the
through
our
county
and
the
farmers
is
a
bad
situation.
Perhaps
some"Kirsten Flagstad is the greatest
Out in Hollywood the busy casting will be longing for a suit of bullet ——
artist the Metropolftan has had
director called: "Come in!" in answer pr0Of armor. I'm copying here a
in many years, and the simplest. She
humorous bit called "The Farmers'
doesn't indulge in temperamental to the rap on the door
"Well!" he said to the poorly Hunting Song." by C. M. Andrews in
outbursts or make any unreasonable
dressed woman standing there, “what the "Country Gentleman."
demands. It is really a pleasure to
do you do—dance, sing or what? Im
-sons of the soil, forget your toil,
work for her."
busy. Let's hear you sing first!"
to cellars start a-lopin'; your biggest
Says Adolf Senz. the Metropolitan
The woman made a very poor at-1 p^^t is now your guest—the hunting
wig-maker and make-up expert: "I
1
tempt
to sing the first few lines of 1 seasons open. From city mart the
consider her the finest character
“
Annie
Laurie."
hunters
start
with
ancient
blunder
that ever walked through the Metro
“Rotten! Terrible” yelled the direc- bus; and "root-to-toot.’' serenely
politan stage door. She's calm and
I
tor.
"You can't sing at all!"
shoot our legs from under us. The
prtient when you fix her. and when
"I know that." said the woman, "bui wdd fence post gives up the ghost,
she goes out on the stage, she's per- ’
feet. Flagitad is always pleasant. I if you are about through for the day. j when Nimrods gay corral it. and sear
! Til start scrubbin the floor. That's 1 and burn from stem to stern, its hide
The biggest, artists are always the j
j what I'm here for."
with laden pellet. The fierce Jassacks
best people.”
-----------------'
fall to attacks of acute perforation;
And think of it—Maine people are 1
«a^ —
• <• the hunters then give hired men a
to be privileged to hear this wonder- ,
dose of ventilation So. goodbye all.
ful artist who is to sing in Portland
j now that it's fall. I'll hide where they
on Nov. 29. her concert to be a part
[can't find me; and like a mole, crawl
of the unusually fine series being
1 in a hole, then pull it in behind me.
sponsored by the Portland Music!
Then in the spring, when birdies
Teachers' Association. Don't miss
An article in The Courier-Gazette
this opportunity—for who knows j of Oct. 6 recalled to mind what used sing, and weeds from dirt come j
when Flagstad will be heard in Maine to be an event in the lives of the lungin; again you'll see me sport
with glee outside my bomB proof
again?
Harbor boys, 56 or 60 years ago.
dungeon.
”
I have circulars with information Riley's little poem expresses it:
regarding the series, and will be glad
THE USED-TO-BE
We have acquired two new pets, a
to send them to anyone Who asks Beyond the purple, hazy trees
shepherd pup and a tiny kitten.
Of summer's utmost boundaries;
for one. In fact, any information I
Beyond the sands, beyond the sees—
have is yours for the asking.
Beyond the range of eyes like these "Buddy." the pup and "Smokey" the
And only ln the reach of the
I kitten, are already good friends, but
• • • •
Enraptured gaze of Memory.
ln a frolic tiny Smokey is no match
There lies a hand, long lost to me,—
It seemed like a message from old
The land of Used-to-be
I in size for Buddy, so their mistress
friends to hear the Curtis String
In Dad's 1887 diary. I found the foi- has to referee their frolics. BuddyQuartet in their broadcast last Wed lowing memoranda: “Mrs. Tracy, was a belated birthday present and
nesday. Their impeccable artistry four horses; Sim Simmons, four Smokey is a mystery gift. Going to
was heard in Schubert's G minor nights; Mark Wall, six nights; Capt. the barn one morning. I heard a
Quartet *hich has the theme of j Murphy. two nights, one horse, and faint "mew" and there was a little
"Death and the Maiden," and also a five or six to dinner; Mrs. Loud, two ball of gray fur at the corner of the
portion of the Mozart quartet known nights, and six dinner and supper, bam. He showed no evidence of be- !
as “The Hunting Quartet."
Wednesday. Sept 14. 1887. We had mg a stray, so I think someone put
The Quartet sailed Oct. 20 on the i
company from Warren attending the him there. He is all the colors of
Queen Mary for its second European Lincoln Baptist Association at the the shades of gray, to white like the
tour.
The ensemble, comprising' Third Baptist Church. Mr. Creighton smoke, from inky black through all
Jascka Brodsky and Charles Jaffe, and wlfe
pearly smoke whlch arUes on the
violins. Max Aronoff viola, and Or
Thursday, Sept. 15.
Attended frosty air from the newly kindled
lando Cole, cello, will give concerts church this evening. The closing of mor E.ng fire from a neighbor's chimin Glasgow, London. Brussels. Liege. the Association meeting."
I ney. So we've named him “Smokey." !
Amsterdam. The Hague. Amersfoort,
Nancy M. Savage
And this was when the boys of the
Prague. Stockholm. Copenhagen. Zu- , vl]age hgd an
The
rich. Geneva. Rome and other cen-, (ures spegk
d#y.g
prob.
ability in the use of the medium
ably On foot, a few miles, A day's with a most thorough training in
Returning to this country on Dec.
journey in 1887, “horse and buggy draughtsmanship. More than this,
13. they will begin their American
days," 20-30 miles. And when they he showed that he felt his subjects
tour on Jan. 17. A series in private
arrive with Dotobln and Naocy hitched and had the power to transmit his
homes in Philadelphia, two concerts,
to a Democratt buggy, carry-all, or feeling in his work
in both Columbus and Cleveland and what have you, to take the folks to | However, at 10. he was producing
their return for the eighth time to
Tenant's Harbor to the Asosciation, ■ quantities of drawings and paintings
the Harvard Music Association in
GCMCMAL MOTOMa TCRM* TO SUIT YO-R f.pU*
the boys were on hand to drive the in several mediums that showed rare
Boston are highlights of this tour.
Equipages to the places assigned imaginative quality, and at fifteen
They will give a Town Hall recital
them. Usually “the longest way he undertook the long serious job of
in New York on March 15.
round was the shortest" on that acquiring a sound academic art train
• • • •
Journey. A day's Journey by auto ln ing which he has pursued without
Leon Carson, teacher of singing, 1937? (Ask the Roving Reporter).
interruption. He comes naturally by !
was married at Nutley, N. J. on Oct.
Always something new to take the his talent for his father. N. C. Wyeth [
1 to Miss Vera Josephine Kerrigan. Joy out of life. Now the folks come and two sisters are painters and a
Mr. Carson who enjoys an excellent to the Association in their “gas bug third sister is a musician and com- !
reputation in his profession is a gies" and park them at the church, poser. From his earliest days he!
cousin of some degree to Mrs. J. R. and only stay to dinner and supper. has been steeped in an atmosphere •
Flye of Rockland.
1887, W Long. 4, one horse; Dr. Wood- of creative art.
• •• •
He has had the good fortune to |
side, 2. one horse. 1937, the ladies
of
the
Second
Baptist
Church
prob

have
been born and raised a country
marks these new cars out as something that
A unique request is being circu
o:RGET your problems, lay aside your
THE LATEST AND GREATEST FEATURES
must be seen at once! Join America in a
lated by Anton Hofmann, son of the ably fed the folks .Oct. 1 at the j boy, free from the complications and
w
trip to Pontiac showrooms.
See these
go to see the finest sight that ever gladdened
world-famous pianist for a program church. So all—nighters, or hosses. distractions of city life. Whether
Boze.
wandering about the hill farms of
splendid new cars. Prove for yourself that
OF AMERICA’S FINEST LOW-PRICED CAR
your eyes—the new Silver Streaks, built and
of the concert given at the Metro
the most beautiful thin# on wheels
| the upper Brandywine in his native
priced to lead the world in value. They
politan Opera House. Nov. 29. 1887.
NEW SILVER STREAK STYLINO • NEW SAFETY SHIFT OIAR CONTROL (o|rttonal <rt
WYETH'S WATER COLORS
again outvalues them all.
will lift your spirits like a change of scene
i Pennsylvania, or, in the long sum
which marked the first American ap
slight extra cost) • NEW CLUTCH PEDAL BOOSTER • NEW SAFETY-STYLED INTERIORS
for here are low-priced cars different in
mers, taking active part in the ac- j
PONTIAC MOTOR DIVISION
pearance of Josef Hofmann as a boy
NEW BATTERY LOCATION • PERFECTED KNEE-ACTION RIDE • IMPROVED CENTERGeneral
Motors
Sales
Corporation
every
way
from
any
that
have
come
before.
Staten Island, N. Y . Oct. 19.
tivities of the fishermen of the
pianist of 12.
PONTIAC, MICHIGAN
There is nothing like them for smartnessPOINT STEERING • ADJUSTABLE, TILTING 3-PASSINOU FRONT SEAT . EXTRA-LARGE
Editor
of
The
Courier-Gazette:
—
Maine
Coast
in
Port
Clyde,
he
has
The son is making a collection of
TWO GREAT RADIO PROGRAMS: "News
inside and out, Pontiac’s 1938 styling is new
LUGGAGE COMPARTMENT • RIG-CAR WHEELBASE (117" an Six, 122" an Eight)
It has been my privilege to see the followed the family tradition of ;
Through a Woman's Eyes" every Mon., Wed.,
Hofmann memorabilia in connection
to the world! There is no parallel for their
and Fri. at 3 pm., E.S.T., Columbia Network.
TRIPLE-SEALED HYDRAULIC BRAKES • UNISTEEL BODIES BY FISHER • FISHER NO
with his father's Golden Jubilee tour exhibition of young Mr. Wyeth's drawing and painting only what he
"Varsity Show"—direct from the leading
handling ease —Pontiac introduces the
and the concert at the Metropolitan water colors today, and may I say has seen and felt at first hand.
college campuses every Friday n.ght, NBC Blue
DRAFT VENTILATION • COMPLETELY SEALED CHASSIS • SAFETY MULTI-BEAM
Safety Shift, an entirely new invention!
Network at 9 p.m., E.S.T.—8 p.m., C.S.T.—
that
he
has
truly
caught
the
charm
The
titles
of
Mr.
Wyeth
’
s
water
Opera House. Nov 28. From the
HEADLIGHTS • PRODUCT OF GENERAL MOTCtS
Comfort, smoothness, economy—everything
7 p.m., M.S.T.—S p.m . P S.T. TUNE INI
pianist and his friend have already and beauty of our coast at Port Clyde, colors smack of the coast dweller's
been assembled a noteworthy collec and transferred it to canvas in a fine work. Here are a few of them: Clam
BETTER LOOKING • BETTER BUILT • A BETTER BUY!
Bake, The Lobster-Man, Church of
tion of old programs and mementos, and splendid manner.
His friends in the vicinity of Port the Fishermen, The Clam Digger. Off
but the program of his American de
but 50 years ago still evades the cal- Clyde will be glad of his success, and the Flat Ledges, Storm on the Coast,
, Off Teal Island, Across the Cove,
lectors. Anyone who attended the we all wish him well.
Mrs. F. B. Balano j After the Shower. Opalescent Sea,
concert or possesses the program is
80 Conyingham Avenue.
! Silver Sunrise, Gull and Water,
asked to communicate with Richard
•
•
•
•
Patching the Roof. Harbor Ice House.
Copley, 113 West 57th street. New
712 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND, ME. TEL. 1000-W
When Andrew Wyeth first showed: Ei|rly Morning Caldwell's Island,
York City.
I recall in this connection that the us his water colors and pen drawings The Lobster Trap, Dory on the
late Dion Wooley attended this con a year ago, he gave unmistakable j Beach. On the Glenmere Road and
cert. On one occasion he wrote me evidence that he combined unusual Coast Farm..

OLD

GOLD

THEYRE HERE

{Tenants Harbor Days

THE MOST BEAUTIFUL THING ON WHEELS

F
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